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This section comprises of two essays, three problem base learning exercise 
reflective accounts and two case discussion group process account 
summaries. The first essay is written in the context of adult mental health and 
considers the function of paranoid beliefs and how psychologists can work 
with people with such beliefs. The second essay is written within the 
professional issues and concerns whether clinical psychologists have become 
medicalised within their work and the implications of this. The three problem 
based learning reflective accounts, involve a consideration of my role in 
working on tasks considering issues including: change, empowering people 
with learning disabilities within the context of child protection and working with 
older adults and their families. The two case discussion group process 
summaries, involve a consideration of my experience of being a member of 
the group in the first and second years of training.
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Adult Mental Health Essay:
Even people who feel paranoid have enemies! 
Discuss the possible meaning and function of 
paranoid/persecutory ideas. How might 
clinical psychologists work with people who
feel so afraid?
December 2006
Year 1
5
Introduction:
One of the attractions of this essay title to me is the suggestion that paranoid 
people like others have enemies. Studying psychology as an undergraduate 
mental health problems were often presented as being bizarre, mysterious 
and abnormal. My experience working with people with mental health 
problems, hearing service users deliver presentations about their experiences 
and reading articles and books written about the mental health system from a 
critical perspective has led me to change my outlook and to understand that 
having a psychiatric diagnosis does not prevent someone from having similar 
needs and motivations to other people. I have minimal experience working 
with people with paranoid and persecutory ideas and so I was perhaps also 
motivated by own insecurities around my ignorance of the aetiology and 
treatment of such difficulties to attempt this essay and therefore force myself 
to develop a greater knowledge of the domain.
During the 1973 Sinai talks, Golda Meir the Israeli Prime Minister having been 
accused of being paranoid about granting further concessions to the Arabs 
responded, “Even paranoids have enemies.” (Berke, 1998). I see this 
statement as important in terms of clinical psychology, as it implies that even 
people who may be viewed as experiencing paranoia are impacted upon by 
their social context. I will explore the background to the concepts of paranoid 
and persecutory ideas and consider the difficulty of achieving satisfactory 
definitions and argue that it is only in recent years that a concerted effort has 
been to understand their meaning and function. I will consider two major 
cognitive models of persecutory delusions (PDs) and suggest that although 
Bentall et al's (1994, 2001) attributional model has been useful in implicating 
normal cognitive processes in paranoia, that Freeman et al's (2002) 
multifactorial model allows for a fuller understanding of the function and 
meaning of persecutory and paranoid ideas. In focusing on cognitive 
approaches I realise that I am neglecting other perspectives that have for a 
longer time attempted to understand paranoia e.g. the possibility that
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delusional beliefs have metaphorical significance has been suggested since 
the 1960s by both psychotherapists and existential investigators (Bentall 
1990). My rationale for this is twofold; firstly cognitive approaches have made 
rapid progress in this area over the past 15-20 years, secondly I feel better 
equipped to do justice to cognitive perspectives in the area. I will also 
consider whether it may be beneficial to consider paranoid experience as a 
form of post traumatic stress. I will discuss how these models and research 
related to them can help clinical psychologists (CPs) to work with people 
experiencing fear in relation to paranoid/persecutory ideas and also 
contemplate how I think my own work will be influenced by what I have read. I 
will also address issues of diversity and the need for CPs to work closely with 
families, carers and other professionals.
An historical overview of paranoia:
In the present era the most common type of delusional system observed in 
psychotic patients are paranoid and persecutory beliefs and the Diagnostic 
and Statistic Manual (DSM) and International Classification of Disease (ICD) 
systems see these as common symptoms of schizophrenia and delusional 
disorder (Bentall and Taylor 2006). As recently as 1990 Boyle, commented 
that relatively little research had been conducted on delusions, commenting 
that this might be because delusions were seen merely as symptoms of 
schizophrenia. On the part of psychology I wonder if this claim of 
incomprehensibility reflects a defence against the professions inability to 
objectify a phenomenon. Bentall (1990) stated that it was possible to claim 
that little progress had been made in understanding schizophrenia in a century 
and as there may be no single entity of schizophrenia, an approach is needed 
to understand different symptoms. Therefore I will focus on work conducted 
from the 1990s onwards.
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Chadwick et al (1996) specify that in addition to believing that others see one 
negatively, beliefs in plots against oneself, that one is being watched, that one 
is being bugged etc without evidence, are necessary to identify a PD. 
Although helpful this definition leaves questions unanswered such as whom 
determines what constitutes evidence for a belief. From this the lesson I 
would draw is that as a psychologist I will along with my colleagues be in a 
position of power over clients and with this carry the responsibility of trying to 
understand what is said to me, rather than dismiss it as a meaningless 
symptom. Bentall et al (2001) argue that many of the difficulties of 
distinguishing delusional ideas and ordinary beliefs can be resolved by placing 
them on a continuum. I find this approach appealing as it allows commonality 
of experience to be emphasised rather than difference.
Persecutory ideas as belonging on a continuum with “normal experience”
Writing from a Darwinian perspective Green and Phillips (2004) argue that 
rapid detection of threat is essential for species survival and that clinical levels 
of paranoia may merely reflect normal variation in (and therefore the 
necessary cost of) an adaptive mechanism. Citing studies in which angry/sad 
faces are more rapidly identified than happy ones, along with 
psychophysiological investigations that demonstrate increased attention to 
facial features of threat related expressions, I feel the authors make a 
convincing case. Further findings suggesting that paranoid experience exists 
upon a continuum includes a cohort study where 12.6% of participants were 
judged to be paranoid and 20.1% as having delusions and a large internet 
based study found that one third of their sample reported suspicious thoughts, 
with decreasing numbers endorsing items becoming increasingly severe in 
terms of paranoia (Bentall et al 2001 ; Bentall and Taylor 2006).
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Theories and models seeking to explain the meaning and function of
paranoid/persecutory ideas:
Attributional Models:
Adler (1914/1956) proposed that paranoia was a defence to cover up defeat 
by blaming others for their failures. This idea was reintroduced by Ziegler and 
Glick (1988; cited in Chadwick et al 1996) who argued that rather than viewing 
paranoia as a symptom of schizophrenia, it could be viewed as a defence 
against low self-esteem and depression. The function of the paranoid belief 
here then is to protect against low mood.
Bentall et al (1994, 2001) elaborated on these ideas by suggesting that PDs 
reflected an exaggeration in the self-serving bias observed in most people. 
They argue that whereas depressive patients have negative self­
representations, paranoid patients instead have latent negative self-schemas. 
In response to threatening events that cause discrepancies between self­
representation and self-ideals, external attributions are made. The individual 
is thus protected from low self-esteem, but activate schemas representing 
threats to self from others. According to this model, although paranoid beliefs 
may become activated in response to threat/enemies, the vulnerability exists 
within the individual's attributional style. It is proposed that the externalising 
bias is accompanied be a personalising bias, explaining why situational 
explanations are not made. This is seen as being caused by cognitive deficits 
such as theory of mind, whereby others are blamed as a default rather than 
embarking on a more difficult cognitive search for situational examples. In this 
model then the function of persecutory ideas can be seen as both preserving 
self-esteem and as a labour saving cognitive short cut. I feel this model 
allows me to understand in simple terms what thought processes a paranoid 
person may experience e.g. losing their job they are unlikely to consider 
themselves responsible for this would cause a mismatch between their ideal 
self and actual self representation and rather than looking for an 
environmental explanation e.g. changes in the labour needs of the company,
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they would find it easier to think there is a conspiracy against them. The 2001 
model conceptualises self-representations and attributions as cyclically 
affecting one another, making non-linear changes about self-esteem and 
types of attributions possible over time.
In terms of evidence for attributional biases Langdon et al (2006) cite evidence 
that compared to “depressives” and “healthy” controls people with PDs 
externalise the cause of negative events, as well as attributing them to other 
people rather than situational factors. However there have been several 
contradictory studies that have found self-serving biases not only in patients 
with PDs, but also in non-paranoid psychiatric inpatients, as well as a lack of a 
self-serving bias in recent onset psychiatric inpatients (Humphreys and 
Barrowclough). Humphreys and Barrowclough argue that one possible 
reason for the inconsistency of the results is the poor psychometric quality of 
measures used in the studies, which they sought to address by using 
additional measures in a study of 35 participants suffering from recent onset 
psychosis. This study failed to demonstrate any relationship between a self 
serving bias and level of paranoia on any measure. In fact the attributional 
bias was found to be more severe in individuals with lower severity of 
psychotic symptoms. These findings at first glance appear to contradict the 
attributional model, but the dynamic nature of the updated model means that it 
could account for the data in terms of non-linear relationships. Therefore 
recent diagnosis of psychosis may have increased the availability of negative 
self-representations and as these are hypothesised to be latent in patients 
experiencing PDs, it would have caused them to make more internal (and non 
self serving) attributions than patients not experiencing such delusions. The 
problem with this I feel is that it makes the model becomes harder to test and 
as Popper (1959) specifies if a model or theory is unfalsifiable it brings into 
question its scientific validity.
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Evidence for the role played by theory of mind is also inconsistent. A recent 
study by Langdon et al (2006) with participants diagnosed with schizophrenia 
and “healthy” controls found no link between theory of mind impairment and a 
personalising bias. They suggest that theory of mind deficits may instead be 
important in the maintenance of PDs. More research is needed to clarify this 
assertion.
I feel Bentall et al's approach is beneficial in unshackling persecutory ideas 
from the syndrome of schizophrenia and as Chadwick et al 1996 comment it 
places the individual's search for meaning at the centre of formulation. 
However I feel that the model is too narrow in its focus, therefore paranoia is 
seen as resulting from individual differences in cognitive processing, rather 
than individual differences in neurochemistry. When working with clients I 
think the model would not allow me to fully formulate how “enemies” may have 
influenced their experience. Although the model has explanatory power 
regarding the function of PDs, I feel it says little about the meaning of their 
content. The way the model has reacted to contradicting evidence is also 
troubling to my mind, rather than fundamentally alter the model in the face of 
contradictory evidence; it has instead been made more complex and thus 
harder to test. At the risk of sounding flippant is this not similar to what clients 
are often accused of doing when paranoid?
Multifactorial Model of Persecutory Delusions:
Freeman et al (2002) propose a multifactorial model of PDs in which they take 
on board Bentall et al's view of an externalising bias, but view this as a 
reflection of individual’s emotional state rather than as a defence. They 
believe that a vulnerability to delusions is dependent on genetic, biological, 
psychological and social factors, but that a precipitating stressor, be it 
biological, psychological or social is necessary for the formation of a delusion. 
It is postulated that for an individual with vulnerability arousal caused by stress
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will lead to anomalous experience either directly or via the emotional 
disturbance caused or associated cognitive biases which in turn leads to a 
search for meaning. A PD is seen as likely to result if they see themselves as 
vulnerable, they see themselves deserving of harm (what Chadwick et al 
describe as “bad me” paranoia), or if they see the world as threatening based 
on earlier experiences such as trauma. The authors argue to understand the 
meaning of PDs it is important to consider the stigma surrounding mental 
illness, it is argued that a persecutory explanation of experience is selected to 
explain their anomalous experience in preference to believing that something 
is wrong with them. In contrast with Bentall et al's assertion that PDs are a 
defence against depression, Freeman et al (2002) instead suggest that 
anxiety surrounding the individuals experience influences their development. 
In support of this contention they cite epidemiological research and clinical 
studies suggesting that not only is anxiety comorbid with schizophrenia but 
also precedes the development of delusions and plays a more important role 
than depression. The function of PDs in this model then is to make sense of a 
confusing and frightening world, this I feel greatly normalises the experiences 
as everyone engages in this process on some level.
In terms of evidence for the model, over the past 40 years studies have shown 
that stressful events cluster weeks or months before the onset of psychosis 
(Raune et al 2006). The experience of anomalous experience has been 
linked to delusional experience for some time. As Boyle (1990) has noted the 
idea that belief systems develop is response to gaps in cause-effect 
relationships (or anomalous experience) dates back to behaviourism. Early in 
the twentieth century Southward (cited in Boyle 1990) noted based on post 
modems of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia that delusions offered 
explanatory function for symptoms of pathology. In terms of Freeman et al's 
model this could be understood in terms of precipitating biological events. 
Langdon et al (2006) having failed to find a predicted link between a 
personalising bias and the development of PDs suggest that precipitating 
environmental or neurobiological events may need to be present in order to
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trigger anomalous experiences and a subsequent search for meaning. That 
they take this position suggests to me that the multifactorial model is in the 
ascendancy. In terms of the hypothesised link between emotion and PDs 
Smith et al (2006) found that patients with more depression, more negative 
evaluations about both self and others and lower self esteem had delusions of 
greater severity and causing more distress, which again supports the model.
The multifactorial model by considering both vulnerability factors and 
precipitating events, takes into account the context in which persecutory ideas 
develop. The idea of anxiety related to anomalous experience, resonates with 
my own experience, as does the suggestion that people seek to explain this 
as being caused by an external factor, rather than their being something 
wrong with me. In some ways this model could be criticised as synthesis as 
theory as so many factors are implicated in PDs, but for I feel this adds to its 
utility. Although the model offers a useful framework for formulation, to more 
fully understand the content of PDs I feel it is necessary to look at the social 
context they emerge from.
Trauma. Stress and the Content of Persecutory Ideas:
Morrison et al (2003) offer a review of links between psychosis and trauma 
offers further clues to the meaning of persecutory ideas. They cite studies 
indicating reported levels of childhood sexual abuse as being as high as 60% 
in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, they also report data suggesting that 
such abuse may be related particularly to positive symptoms of psychosis. 
The nature of traumatic events also seems to impact upon the content of the 
delusion experienced. Beck and van Kolk (1987) in a study of chronically 
hospitalised psychotic women, that those with histories of childhood incest 
were more likely to have sexual delusions. Morrison et al argue that there is 
much overlap between delusions in psychosis and flashback often 
accompanied by paranoia in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and the
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same processes may be at work in both conditions and that it is merely the 
cultural unacceptability of the intrusion, or a lack of awareness on the part of 
the clinician or patient of links between symptoms and past stressful events 
that leads to the categorisation of delusions of persecution in psychosis. I feel 
this can be seen as having important implications in terms of explaining why 
certain groups e.g. Afro-Caribbean men (Bentall et al 2001) are more like to 
be assessed as having PDs, as clinicians may struggle to understand the 
social context relating to their experience. Also having worked with clients in 
primary care who had experienced persecution in Kurdistan and Somalia, I 
feel that it was only their articulacy and insight that led to what they described 
being interpreted as flashbacks rather than delusions.
Raune et al (2006) examined the relationship between attributes of stressful 
events and themes of delusions in 41 people with recent onset of a first 
episode of psychosis. PDs were found to be associated with PDs such as 
being threatened with a knife, being burgled and arrest of a close relative. 
This suggests that persecutory ideas can very much reflect a response to real 
enemies. Raune et al's approach offers a useful paradigm for research in this 
area as precipitating stressors should be easier to study in individuals with 
recent onset psychosis. However I feel until further research is conducted it is 
probably useful as something to be aware of, rather than to directly influence 
my work.
Ideas of persecution and paranoia in relation to diversity:
Having previously worked in ethnically diverse inner city environments, I am 
aware that different ethnic and cultural groups often receive substandard 
mental health services, it is therefore important for me to increase my 
understanding in this area. Yip (2003) investigated the impact of traditional 
Chinese religious beliefs and superstitions on delusions and hallucinations by 
conducting a series of in depth interviews with 4 Chinese people with
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diagnoses of schizophrenia. In terms of the fascinating narratives that 
emerged religious ideas were central to both grandiose and persecutory 
delusions. For instance one participant who had been raped repeatedly 
described a delusion in which a male ghost had followed her since childhood, 
which had been sent to follow her by the King of Hell as a punishment for 
something she had done wrong in a previous life. Yip interprets this 
individual’s delusions as being deeply influenced by Buddhist ideas of 
reincarnation. I feel a case such as this demonstrates that however good our 
models of PDs are, a genuine understanding of an individual relies on 
knowlesge of their cultural background. In the case described by Yip for 
example, a clinician ignorant of Buddhist ideas would struggle to gain an 
understanding of the meaning of the delusion described.
Wavs for clinical psychologists to work with people experiencing extreme fear 
due to paranoia:
That people experiencing paranoia are likely to be very frightened and be 
making sense of the world through their delusions of persecution makes this a 
challenging client group to work with. On a personal level I think the 
possibility of being viewed as part of a delusion could make work even more 
frightening challenging. Another concern I have is assessing the risk that a 
client with PDs poses to themselves both before and during therapy. I feel 
that cognitive models should guide CPs in the questions they ask people with 
paranoia e.g. if the client has started carrying weapons how does this relate to 
their current beliefs and past experiences, are they self medicating in order to 
try and block out frightening experiences, are there particular people who they 
feel that they might need to defend themselves against and what has created 
this belief. In terms of managing risk it is likely that psychologists will need to 
work closely with other members of multi disciplinary teams; psychiatrists may 
need to adjust medication regimes, community psychiatric nurses may need to 
increase their support of clients; in line with the principle of partnership 
working in the Ten Essential Shared Capabilities for Mental Health (DoH,
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2004). Psychologists role here may be to ensure that clients remain informed 
and as empowered as possible through the process. I feel it is also necessary 
for CPs to work alongside families and carers to ensure that safety is 
managed as well as possible on a day-to-day basis.
The work of Bentall (1990) and others in arguing that paranoid and 
persecutory ideas should be understood as existing on a continuum with other 
beliefs, has opened the area for CPs to attempt therapeutic work with people 
who in the past may have been left to face their fears with medication alone.
As the attributional model views delusions of persecution as defences against 
low self-esteem psychologists following this model need to address these 
issues. Chadwick at al from an attributional perspective have suggested that 
Socratic chaining be used with clients experiencing PDs in order to take them 
beyond the belief and work on their vulnerable self esteem. Therefore the 
therapist seeks to aid the client in clarifying their delusional ideas and then 
addresses their self-esteem. Chadwick et al have observed that it is difficult to 
follow this process with individuals with PDs due to the fact that they are 
unconscious of negative self-evaluations and tend to be angry. I also would 
suggest it might be a frightening process to face an objective reality that is 
likely to be quite depressing. I therefore think that Humphreys and 
Barrowclough are sensible in arguing that self-esteem enhancement should 
be delivered alongside attributional therapy. Further research is obviously 
required to see how this could be best done.
Freeman et al also argue the need to evaluate beliefs, but suggest that initial 
work can consider coping strategies. Although this seems to be a good way 
to establish rapport, as an inexperienced therapist I would be concerned that I 
might fall into the trap of endorsing a client’s beliefs, which could be confusing 
for them when they are later evaluated. Nevertheless I think I would at first
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attempt to establish a strong sense of rapport and then use Socratic chaining 
as a way of empowering clients to make sense of their experience. Freeman 
also suggest that the nature of the intervention will depend on the 
individualised model. This seems clinically helpful to me, as the model rather 
than dictating clinical interventions, instead guides on the basis of formulation. 
The model also emphasises the importance of emotional factors. As the 
model emphasises links between anxiety, depression and PDs it will also be 
necessary for psychologists to address these.
Morrison (2004) argues that due to the links between trauma and psychosis 
that it may be beneficial to apply therapeutic approaches used with people 
with post traumatic stress disorder. One way that Morrison has demonstrated 
may be helpful is by working with images associated with distress. He reports 
a case study in which using this approach helped reduced both distress and 
conviction the PD. I feel CPs must further research such approaches in order 
that they can be incorporated into therapeutic work. Morrison et al (2003) 
argue that there are important implications to be drawn from the link between 
trauma and psychosis on a structural level. Psychologists therefore may play 
an important part in arguing against a medical approach to delusions of 
persecution and argue for alternatives to hospitalisation. They argue for 
instance that offering appointments at hospitals connected with trauma will 
increase rates of DMA. The importance in understanding the parallels that a 
client may draw between an experience of persecution and the process of 
therapy has been discussed by Sabbadini (1998) from a psychodynamic 
perspective, who argues that therapists may be equated with persecutors and 
consulting rooms with prison cells etc, but that it is a necessary process to 
work through. I agree with Morrison et al that CPs should use their power to 
ensure that clients' experience is as least traumatic as possible. However 
despite being most comfortable with a cognitive behavioural framework, given 
the traumatic experiences that clients are likely to have experienced I feel it is 
necessary to pay attention to issues of transference and counter transference.
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The National Institute for Clinical Excellence Schizophrenia Guidelines (NICE, 
2002) state that health professionals should work in partnership with carers. 
Provided clients consent to information sharing, it seems logical to me that 
carers remain informed of progress made in therapy in order they can better 
understand and support individuals experiencing paranoia. However there 
may be a role beyond this for carers, especially for people who are so 
frightened by persecutory ideas that they would be unable to engage in work 
with a psychologist. George et al (2004) describe an intriguing case report, of 
a young man’s who was able to reappraise a PD with support from his mother, 
over the course of three months. The authors argue that the client’s mother 
was performing an informal type of cognitive therapy, which could be 
extended as a paradigm by training carers as co-therapists as has been done 
in the treatment of neurotic disorders. As a trainee CP I have been told 
repeatedly that I will need to take on the role of supporting other professionals 
to deliver therapy increasingly, however I see no reason why therapeutic skills 
should not be taught to carers of people experiencing paranoia.
If CPs are to work effectively with individuals from different cultural and 
religious backgrounds and challenge inequality in line with the Ten Essential 
Shared Capabilities for Mental Health (DoH, 2004), I feel it will be necessary 
for them to familiarise themselves with concepts that appear in the content of 
their clients’ delusion. Yip for example suggests various Chinese religious 
and cultural concepts that it may be useful for clinicians to familiarise 
themselves with. It is also important to appreciate that beliefs vary 
significantly within groups and that the cultural assumptions of a group may 
change over time. Suhail and Cochrane (2002) for example found that British 
based Pakistanis, had more similarities in the content of their PDs, with their 
white counterparts, rather than Pakistanis living in Lahore. Therefore I feel 
that CPs should be prepared to read around different cultural and religious 
ideas when the need arises, but avoid stereotyped assumptions about the
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content of individuals PDs. As well as drawing on research to understand the 
impact of cultural and religious factors, CPs may also benefit from utilising on 
more immediately available resources e.g. professionals they know from the 
relevant cultural background and carers who may be able to explain the 
possible meaning of certain concepts.
Conclusion:
Bentall’s attributional model has been useful in terms of showing how PDs can 
be understood as existing on a continuum with normal cognitive processes 
and challenging an overly medical model. However the model seems overly 
specific in order to fully take into account the impact of social factors on the 
development of persecutory ideas. Support for the defensive function of PDs 
also seems equivocal. Freeman et al’s model seems to allow for a richer 
understanding of PDs and through its breadth can account for a large variety 
of research findings. However I would contend that further research must be 
done in order to show how aspects of Freeman and colleagues model can be 
implemented to support clinical work. I think CPs will best serve clients 
experiencing frightening ideas of persecution by keeping abreast of 
developing therapeutic approaches emerging from cognitive models, but also 
by working collaboratively with clients, other professionals and carers in order 
to better understand the content of delusions, manage risk and ensure that 
work begun in therapy sessions, is reinforced outside of the sessions. 
Although much progress is made, I feel that CPs must continue to strive to 
refine models of paranoia and PDs.
One of the most exciting things about writing this essay has been seeing how 
rapidly ideas, models and interventions can develop. The way I went about 
my literature search and what I considered worth writing about was 
undoubtedly influenced by my preconceptions about the essay title and I may 
have sought evidence that confirmed my a-priori expectations. It may have
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been more intellectually enlightening to seek evidence that contradicted my 
preconceptions and this is something I will seek to do in the future. My 
preference for Freeman et al’s model over Bentall’s I think reflects partly a 
genuine consideration of the material, but also the idea of delusions as a way 
of accounting for anomalous experience had an intuitive appeal to me. I was 
frustrated by the attributional model’s focus on cognitive processes, which I 
found relatively dry. Therefore in my own clinical work I think I will use the 
multifactorial model as a guide to formulation. Since beginning this essay I 
have assessed a client experiencing paranoia, which has made the material 
seem more real to me. Though I think the knowledge I have gained will be 
helpful in my work with her I am now faced with the grey uncertainties that 
exist between theory and practice. The area of paranoid experience seems 
so complex that it is akin to a spider’s web, with each issue I have read about 
offering me as many questions as answers. I will attempt to embrace this 
uncertainty as something that is necessary to my development as part of this 
mysterious and beguiling journey I must follow as a trainee clinical 
psychologist and something that places me just a little closer to my clients’ 
experience!
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“Clinical Psychologists have become medicalised”. Debate this 
statement and in so doing consider the implications for service users, 
carers and other stakeholders
Introduction
Through childhood I grew up with tales of how my father protested against the 
apartheid regime in South Africa and fought the National Front on the streets 
of south London, risking both injury and imprisonment. I think these stories 
led to me developing powerful beliefs around the necessity of opposing 
oppression in all its forms. This no doubt influenced my desire to work with 
disadvantaged groups prior to training and also influenced my decision to 
pursue a career within clinical psychology. I think this essay therefore 
appealed to me, as I perceived it to invite a debate concerning clinical 
psychologists political position within the NHS.
I interpret the quotation in the title of this essay as suggesting that clinical 
psychologists have come to think and act in ways that are analogous to 
medics i.e. to assess service users on the basis of diagnostic categories and 
on the basis of this to offer treatment. I will consider the historical context of 
how different elements of human experience, have and continue to be 
medicalised. I will take the position that the medical model of distress serves 
the purpose of social control and business interests rather than the needs of 
service users their carers and wider stakeholders and that clinical 
psychologists should therefore offer alternative perspectives on the 
experience of distress. I will consider the needs of other stakeholders 
including the NHS trusts who employ psychologists and community and 
voluntary groups who could potentially benefit from working alongside clinical 
psychologists. I will argue that developments such as the adoption of 
evidence based practice within the National Health Service (NHS) and the 
emergence of cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) as the talking therapy of
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choice have indeed led to clinical psychologists’ work becoming medicalised. 
However I will identify ways that psychologists are resisting médicalisation 
both through therapeutic work and within a broader social context by 
acknowledging inequality, discrimination and power differentials. I will identify 
some current developments as opening opportunities for community based 
work that seeks to address the social causes of distress. Finally I will discuss 
possible consequences for service users, carers and stakeholders, resulting 
from the Mental Health Act 2007 paving the way for chartered psychologists to 
act as approved mental health workers. Due to the broad nature of this essay,
I will focus largely on developments in adult mental health services, as on the 
basis of placement of experience this is what I feel best qualified to comment 
on. I will illustrate general points with examples from my own experience and 
also reflect on personal motivations influencing the positions I take.
The Médicalisation of Human Experience:
Foucault (1965/1989) documents how from the late 18th century medics came 
to be the most powerful figures in mental asylums, with admission dependent 
on a signed medical certificate. He argues however that this was not on the 
basis of scientific knowledge, but instead by virtue of moral and social powers 
vested in them. Pilgrim and Treacher (1992) state that by the late nineteenth 
century medicine had succeeded in defining insanity as a disease of the brain 
that should be managed by physicians, rather than as resulting from social 
causes and relationships. The work of Scull (1984) suggests that the 
médicalisation of “madness” was a function of the interests of mass 
capitalism, requiring central government control of what was considered to be 
deviance. The emergence of the medical model and psychiatry can therefore 
be understood as resulting from a need for social control, rather than as a 
result of valid science. However the idea of mental disorder as illness has 
endured and broadened with First World War leading to neurosis as well as 
psychosis falling under psychiatry’s remit (Pilgrim and Treacher 1992).
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It appears that we are living in an ever more medicalised world, where 
everyday problems must receive a diagnostic label. Indeed each edition of 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM); the most 
commonly used handbook for classifying psychiatric conditions; published 
since 1952 has included a greater number of diagnoses (Newnes, 2002). 
Newnes (2002) argues that this serves the interest of the pharmaceutical 
industry, offering the example of the diagnosis of Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) as providing a mass market for Ritalin, a drug 
that had existed for a significant length of time before the diagnosis. The 
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) by conforming in 
its guidelines to categories set out within the Diagnostic and Statistics Manual 
of Mental Disorders IV (DSM IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994) 
suggests that the NHS continues to view the medical model as a helpful way 
of viewing people’s distress.
In response to this tide of médicalisation I feel angry that people are being told 
they are disordered in a way that shows little curiosity for their actual 
experience. I feel somewhat helpless to resist the waves of capitalism 
demanding ever-greater profits for the pharmaceutical industry. I also wonder 
how far as a trainee clinical psychologist I can swim against the prevailing 
current.
Clinical Psychology’s Historical Relationship with the Medical Model
In relation to this Goldie (1977) has identified three positions taken by non­
medical professions in relation to the dominance of the medical model, 
compliance, eclecticism and radical opposition. Compliance involves the 
active support of the medical model; eclecticism involves offering alternative 
approaches without challenging the medical model, whilst radical opposition 
involves challenging medical theory and practice.
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Newnes (2002) argues that clinical psychologists desire to be perceived as 
scientific has led to us defining people in reductionist, quantifiable ways. He 
highlights how influential psychologists such as Burt and Cattell via 
psychometrics legitimised psychiatry in identifying fault and degeneration in 
people. Cheshire and Pilgrim (2004) identify psychometrics as remaining the 
dominant activity as clinical psychology evolved into a profession in Britain 
during the 1950s suggesting a compliance with the medical model. Pilgrim 
and Treacher (1992) identify clinical psychologists as moving to an eclectic 
position from 1958 following Hans Eysenck’s endorsement of behavioural 
therapy.
The 1970s and 1980s saw clinical psychology become an independent 
profession with therapeutic functions (Marzillier and Hall, 1999). Writing just 
over a decade ago Smail (1995) makes a case for clinical psychologists as 
having been able to take a distinct position compared to other mental health 
professionals. He argues that the behaviour therapy period in our history led 
psychologists to place people’s distress within an environmental context and 
that our academic background and critical elements within our training allows 
us to look beyond the rhetoric of name brand therapies to achieve a more 
genuine form of collaboration with people. Clinical psychology had then 
liberated itself from the chains of the psychiatry; however the profession had 
not publicly discredited the medical model. Therefore I would argue that the 
profession remained in a position of eclecticism and politically vulnerable.
Reading around the history of the profession I found both an exhilarating 
experience and sometimes disturbing experience. I think that it is vital that at 
this current time of change we do not lose sight of our past be it good, bad, or 
ugly. Smail’s view of what differentiates clinical psychologists appeals to me, 
as it offers a positive and unique professional identity. However my own 
experience is that clinical psychologists are an extremely heterogenous group
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and that in seeking to oppose the medical model allies may be found across 
various professional groups.
Evidence Based Practice
The arrival of New Labour in Government has seen a focus on so called 
evidence-based practice (EBP) within the NHS. A First Class: Quality in the 
new NHS (Department of Health, 1998) sets out to standardise the quality of 
care nationally through National Service Frameworks and NICE guidelines, 
with clinical governance and audit to measure local performance.
These sound like laudable aims in terms of ensuring the best care for service 
users. However I would argue that NICE guidelines have a medical view of 
what constitutes evidence. As mentioned above the guidelines are set out 
according to diagnostic categories. Therefore as psychologists we are not 
entitled to work with someone merely because they are distressed, first they 
must be labelled. My experience suggests that this process is often hurtful 
and worrying to service users and carers as this process causes them to think 
that they are somehow inadequate or deficient.
The priority that the NICE guidelines afford randomised control trials sets out a 
view of evidence that prioritises quantification. As Moloney (2006) points out 
such an approach relies on outcome measures that leave little space for 
subjective experience. The recommendations of NICE guidelines in relation to 
talking therapy reflect this medical view of the world, recommending different 
numbers of sessions (or doses) of therapy according to diagnosis and 
severity. Moloney goes on to point out that the research these 
recommendations are based on is typically carried out under conditions, which 
bare little resemblance to general clinical work. In relation to this several 
fellow trainees working in primary care commented to me how strict limits on
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the number of sessions they were able to offer service users negatively 
impacted on their work.
My own experience of conducting an audit via a questionnaire for my service 
related research project was that this element of EBP was also limited by a 
focus on quantification, to the exclusion of asking wider questions about how 
services are provided. In fact the restrictions on how I was allowed to design 
the questionnaire prevented service users from making meaningful comments 
about their experiences e.g. questions had to be phrased to allow tick box 
answers.
Smail (2006) warns that the narrow evidence-based culture may reduce 
clinical psychologists to little more than production line workers. I believe 
such a scenario would be undesirable for trusts employing clinical 
psychologists, as I think we often enrich practice in services by drawing on a 
wide range of theoretical ideas in our work with colleagues and that by 
normalising behaviour and emotional reactions we can help to maintain an 
attitude towards service users that seeks to understand sometimes 
challenging behaviour. Orner et al’s (2000) suggestion that EBP should be 
extended to consider how therapy facilitates individuals in accessing social 
and individual supports would, I feel, be one way to increase its validity.
I am filled with dread by the current, narrow version of EBP. I think my strong 
feelings are caused by my perception that EBP is driven by an agenda that 
“knows the cost of everything and the value of nothing”. The dull, abstract 
way that evidence is presented seems to strip away the poetry of life away 
from people’s experience. Therefore I agree with Newnes (2004) suggestion 
that evidence is all around us be it from our senses, conversations or from 
novels and films. I feel by keeping alive the torch of these wider forms of
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evidence we may be able to connect with service users and enrich the 
services where we work.
The Ascendance of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy:
NICE guidelines for different mental health diagnoses have overwhelmingly 
endorsed cognitive-behavioural therapy as the talking therapy of choice. 
CBT’s ability to facilitate the growth of clinical psychology as a profession can 
be seen in influential economist Richard Layard's (2004 and 2005) call for a 
doubling in the number of clinical psychologists in order to provide CBT and 
supervise other professionals in delivering therapy to a greater number of 
people. Layard's contention is that this will be economically advantageous to 
the country by alleviating people of depression and so helping them back to 
work. However due to the lack of research on the types of outcomes that 
Orner et al (2000) discuss, there is little evidence to back up Layard's 
position. Given that outcome research demonstrates a greater role for non­
specific factors than for therapeutic modality (Diamond, 2006) we might further 
question the rationale of Layard’s argument. However despite this the 
profession appears to be keen to follow Layard's blueprint (Smail, 2006).
By prioritising psychiatric diagnoses can be seen to reinforce the medical 
model (Cheshire and Pilgrim, 2004). The way CBT conceptualises mental 
health problems is primarily in terms of cognitive distortions. Pilgrim (1997) 
has suggested that this makes CBT prone to victim blaming. Therefore in 
place (or perhaps alongside) psychiatry’s explanation of people’s distress as 
resulting from faults in their neurochemistry, CBT attributes people’s distress 
to their faulty cognitions. From a social perspective the Midland’s Psychology 
Group (2007) suggest that being unhappy, which CBT would be likely to 
formulate and treat as depression, may actually be valuable information to 
inform a person to use what power they have to change their objective 
situation.
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Through my experience on my adult mental health placement I found CBT 
techniques such as Socratic questioning; behavioural experiments and graded 
exposure could lead to valued change for service users at times. However as 
the placement progressed I felt increasing uncomfortable in using a model that 
appeared to burden people with responsibility for their own distress, via such 
concepts as “cognitive distortions”. I think that I have been most effective in 
using CBT techniques, when acknowledging that they are merely tools that 
may or may not be helpful and acknowledging the very real limitations people 
face due to such factors as physical disability or socio-economic difficulties. I 
have been facilitated in doing this by the variety of teaching I have received on 
the Surrey course. For this reason I think the continuing move to prioritise 
CBT as a therapeutic approach is dangerous, as courses may come to 
neglect other approaches in their teaching. I feel that this would cause clinical 
psychologists to lose intellectual flexibility and adopt a position where 
psychiatric diagnoses and the medical model remain unquestioned. Under 
these circumstance clinical psychologists’ ability to offer alternative 
perspectives would be limited and I feel this would ultimately lead service 
providers to reduce the number of clinical psychologists that they employ. By 
placing responsibility for distress intrapersonally, uncritical use of CBT may 
also deny family and carers the opportunity to become allies in overcoming 
problems; furthermore the potential for a sense of solidarity against 
inequalities collectively faced on a socio-political level may be lost
In think the critiques of CBT resonate with me because the assumptions of the 
model seem to contradict my own experience. In the times in my own life 
when I have been most distressed, improvements in my mood have been 
dependent on situations changing or the healing of time more than a change 
in my perception of events. I also feel that the fact that CBT seems strongly 
endorsed by those in positions of power leads me to question whose interests 
such an approach serves.
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Psychotherapy as having the Potential to Demedicalise:
In a fierce polemic against all forms of psychotherapy Masson (1988) has 
argued that it inevitably reduces the autonomy and freedom of the individual 
seeking help. There is strong evidence that links poverty, female gender and 
membership of certain ethnic minority groups to over representation in the 
mental health system (Pilgrim, 1997). Proctor (2002) argues that mental 
health problems are therefore social in causation and result from factors such 
as oppression, isolation and a reduced access to material resources. She 
also argues that mental health problems are defined by the norms of powerful, 
white, middle class men. From this position Proctor argues that 
psychotherapy, rather than being genuinely therapeutic, may instead be a part 
of psychiatry’s system of control and power.
By positioning itself as having expertise in relation to the delivery of 
psychotherapy, clinical psychology can be seen from this perspective as 
serving the interests of the profession rather than those of its service users. 
Proctor argues that far from being part of the solution for people who are 
disadvantaged, psychotherapy may well be part of the problem by suggesting 
people have more control of their lives than they actually do and that they are 
therefore responsible for their difficulties. Smail (2005) has built on this 
critique suggesting that psychotherapy has advanced a view of the human 
psyche as disembodied from both the physical and social world. Smail 
suggests that people’s experiences result from powerful distal influences 
(politics, economics and culture), which in turn influence more proximal 
influences (home and work situation, family, education), which serve to impact 
on a person’s experience and bodily sensations. By effectively 
decontextualising the experiences of services users, psychotherapy can be 
seen to médicalisé their experiences.
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I feel that these criticisms of psychotherapy should inform clinical 
psychologists work and justify a community-based approach (see below). 
However under the right conditions I believe that psychotherapy can be used 
to offer demedicalised explanations of distress and even promote social 
change. If therapy is to be genuinely helpful, I feel that it is must be modest in 
its aims. In line with this Smail (2005) suggests that as therapists we should 
clarify with service users what elements of their predicament are in their 
control and which are not. This he states may be therapeutic in the way that it 
lifts a burden of guilt away from those who are disempowered. In terms of 
achieving this practically Weerasekera’s (1996) approach to formulation offers 
a good place to start, through consideration of systemic and social elements 
across several domains. In situations where the client can do nothing Smail 
suggests that compassion may still be of comfort.
Vetere and Dallos (2003) offer a rich variety of ideas in relation to how from a 
systemic approach, for a range of non-pathologising interpersonal 
explanations may be generated as alternatives to a diagnostic intrapersonal 
explanation. In my own clinical work I have found for instance understanding 
problems as failed attempts at solutions to be a useful strategy in normalising 
the behaviour of both service users and carers. Additionally in my work with 
children and their families I have become increasingly open about 
acknowledging my impact on the family system in formulations and also in 
discussing what role families feel that it would be useful for me to take.
Working on my child and family placement I have also become introduced to 
ideas from narrative therapy. This is another therapeutic approach that I 
believe has rich potential to offer alternatives to medicalised perspectives on 
problems. Zimmerman and Beaudoin (2002) summarise features of the 
approach including the use of questions to separate the client from the 
problem story, emphasis on experiences that contradict the problem story and 
the use of questions to explore the meaning of less noticed experiences.
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Often when I have started initial sessions with children and their parents, I 
have witnessed the child look anxious or dejected when their problems are 
talked about in such a way that they seem to leave little space for the child 
outside of the problem story. However I have been amazed by how asking 
questions that focus on their strengths, interests and successes allow them to 
engage in the therapeutic process and also allow other members of the family 
to identify more positive stories. I feel that by focusing on strengths, 
resources and current successes, the narrative approach avoids implying that 
there is something fundamentally wrong with people in need of change.
Narrative approaches have been criticised by Kelly and Moloney (2006) who 
argue that that distress is not just about stories, but also about 
disempowerment and material deprivation. Although I think that there is some 
validity in these criticisms I would contend that in an ever more medicalised 
world, narrative therapies can repair the damage to people’s sense of self 
when they are pathologised as ill or flawed. Narratives that are developed can 
potentially recognise social inequalities e.g. Behan (1999) has used a 
narrative therapy approach in group work with gay men and describes how 
this process has been therapeutic to members in allowing them to externalise 
homophobia, so as to separate themselves from the problem and to re-story 
individuals’ depression as symptoms of oppression.
Narrative ideas may also allow broader choices for parents and carers. 
Cobner (2004) for instance, has shown how as clinical psychologists we may 
help families deconstruct the diagnosis of ADHD and on the basis of this 
explore non-diagnostic narratives around understanding the child’s behaviour. 
Cobner acknowledges that some families may still choose a diagnostic 
pathway, however I would argue that simply by offering non-medicalised 
alternatives she is empowering them.
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From a feminist perspective Russell and Carey (2003) argue that 
externalisation is a useful principle to help women locate problems within a 
broader cultural context and to challenge dominant discourses around 
gender. They also document how narrative therapy may be a force for social 
change for instance leading to letter writing campaigns. Russell and Carey go 
on to argue that all therapeutic work is political, as all problems are created 
and exist within a political and cultural context. From this perspective, just as 
therapy has been a force for reinforcing power inequalities and the medical 
model, so might it be one for liberating service users from these discourses 
and in so doing take a position of radical opposition.
Perhaps my position that psychotherapy can be useful is influenced by the 
fact that this helps me to justify my current professional work that is largely 
concerned with delivering therapy. However I also feel intuitively drawn to 
narrative approaches. I think one reason for this is that from a young age I 
have been fascinated by language and stories, which narrative approaches 
acknowledge the significance of. I am also excited by the freedom and 
creativity that they can provoke in service users.
Beyond the Individual:
A call towards more radical alternatives outside the medical model can also be 
seen in Bostock and Diamond’s (2004) argument for clinical psychologists to 
focus more of their energy into community level activity. They argue that 
clinical psychologists should have a role in social change, forming alliances 
with marginalized groups and collaborating with communities in a preventative 
rather than treatment orientated context. By working at a social level, 
community psychology can be seen as radically opposing the narrow medical 
model. Bostock (2004) argues that psychologists can play a valuable role in 
researching structural and social influences on well-being and in 
communicating how social systems often work to perpetuate inequalities.
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Burton et al (2007), in documenting the history of community psychology in 
Britain note that although clinical psychologists became active in community 
work in the 1970s, this did not become widespread, possibly as a result of the 
professional advantages of providing individual therapy at this time. However 
with other, cheaper professionals being trained to deliver individual therapy, I 
would argue that the time is now ripe for clinical psychologists to shift their 
focus to working with wider organisations and communities. Working at a 
community level our theoretical knowledge and research skills could be of 
benefit to service user groups as well as other stakeholders such as voluntary 
and community organisations. Bostock (2004) provides an example of how 
this can work in practice describing her work alongside a mental health 
service user group and community organisations to form an Action Against 
Poverty project. The project has gone on to run workshops based on the 
perspective that debt problems are externally generated by unethical practice 
by the credit industry and poverty, rather than individual shortcomings.
Bostock and Diamond (2004) argue that there are elements within the current 
political climate supporting a move towards more community-focused work 
including recognition of social inequalities and user involvement. The Core 
Purpose and Philosophy of the Profession (Division of Clinical Psychology, 
BPS, 2001) argues that clinical psychologists may have the greatest impact 
at times by working on a systemic level, whilst New Ways of Working for 
Applied Psychologists (BPS 2007) mentions interventions at organisational 
and community as well as individual levels. This suggests to me that the 
profession is positioning itself in a way that would allow for a broader focus.
I feel that by seeking answers outside of the consulting room we may widen 
perspectives on the origins of distress. Working in partnership with service 
users and other stakeholders within the community may involve relinquishing
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our position as “experts”, but paradoxically I feel this may allow us to make a 
more meaningful contribution. In the current political climate it will be 
necessary to develop ways of demonstrating the effectiveness of such 
approaches. However I feel that community level work is potentially far more 
efficient than psychotherapy. Therefore such approaches could save service 
providers vast amounts of money.
I think that community psychology seems logical, due to work experience in 
services for adults with learning disabilities, where I found that the community 
could both empower and disable individuals. I feel that my interest in 
community psychology may also be partially driven by a somewhat selfish 
belief that such work would be interesting and creatively stimulating.
The Mental Health Act 2007:
The Mental Health Act 2007 may challenge a future involved in collaborative 
community based work. This legislation replaces the role of approved social 
worker with that of approved mental health professional (AMHP), which can 
be filled by a number of professions including chartered psychologists. 
Therefore clinical psychologists may be involved in what has traditionally been 
a medical role of detaining service users. At present it is hard to know how 
many clinical psychologists will be involved in this role and a consultation 
exercise is currently being conducted on secondary legislation relating to the 
act. Holmes (2002) argues that being granted statutory powers is likely to 
lead to the perception of clinical psychologists by service users as agents of 
the state that they must be wary around. This would have negative 
implications for the ability of psychologists to work collaboratively with service 
users and carers either in terms of traditional roles or in more innovative 
community based functions.
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Kinderman (2005) contends that due to clinical psychology’s different 
knowledge base we have the ability to use statutory powers more wisely and 
humanely e.g. prioritising social, occupational and psychological packages of 
care. This position perturbs me, as it appears to view the expertise and 
values of clinical psychologists as removed from the situational context and 
pressures of the NHS. Harper (2006) makes the point that as psychologists 
working in biomedically dominated services are likely to be forced to detain 
people against their better judgment because of a lack of alternatives. It could 
however be argued that psychologists would at least be in a stronger position 
to advocate for these services. I also feel Kinderman’s position ignores a 
fundamental question of what it means to have power over another person. 
Acton’s famous adage that “power corrupts” appears to be frighteningly born 
out by classic social psychology experiments such as Zimbardo’s (1972) 
Stanford prison experiment. I would argue therefore that it is arrogant for 
clinical psychologists to think that they will use power more humanely than 
other professionals. Burton et al (2007) point out that becoming responsible 
for “statementing” children diminished the systems and child centred work 
done by educational psychologists. I would argue that similarly if the AMHP 
role becomes a core role of clinical psychologists, it would limit our available 
time for working with service user and voluntary organisations in more 
preventative ways.
In the latter part of his own career my father has obtained a relatively powerful 
position, however paralleling this has been a watering down of his once 
radical political views. Therefore perhaps my concern in relation to new 
Mental Health Act reflects a worry that the power and responsibilities of the 
role of being an AMHP would be hard to balance with a politically progressive 
approach to working with service users.
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Conclusion:
I have attempted to show that the relationship clinical psychologists have with 
the medical model is a complex and dynamic one. Due to this complexity, I 
believe it is over simplistic to say that clinical psychologists have become 
medicalised. Although changes within the NHS have and continue to 
pressurise clinical psychologists to work in certain predetermined ways that 
can be seen as medicalising distress, simultaneously there is a move towards 
a more radical opposition to the medical model. This essay could be seen as 
highlighting two contradictory discourses about what clinical psychology 
should seek to be as a profession. The first discourse based on the view that 
distress results from intrapsychic diagnosable conditions suggests that clinical 
psychologists should take roles traditionally enjoyed by medics, but without 
fundamentally questioning the underlying functions of social control these 
roles may serve. The second discourse views distress as occurring primarily 
as a result of interpersonal interactions and commonly as a function of the 
misuse of power against individuals and marginalised groups. It therefore 
urges collaboration with service users, their carers and wider organisations 
and stakeholders on a number of levels to highlight and challenge these wider 
influences on distress. I believe it is this latter position of “radical opposition” 
to the medical model, which must prevail if clinical psychologists are to be a 
progressive force. To take this position it may be necessary for us to 
challenge the influence of the pharmaceutical industry within the NHS, 
colleagues who seek to médicalisé people’s distress and our political 
paymasters who wish to narrow what constitutes evidence. It will not be easy 
and battles will inevitably be lost. However I believe that it is through fighting 
these battles that the profession will acquire dignity and make a genuine 
contribution to the lives of service users, carers and other stakeholders in this 
ever changing, once proud nation that we all inhabit.
Reading authors such as Smail, Masson and Pilgrim has caused significant 
cognitive dissonance, as it has led me to question whether as a trainee clinical
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psychologist I may be doing more to perpetuate inequalities than to alleviate 
them. Therefore my position of radical opposition through this essay may 
reflect a desire to balance my personal ethical values with my professional 
responsibilities. Working on this essay I have found unusually intellectually 
taxing and I feel I am still processing much of what I have read. I have found 
it a particularly challenge to stop my own voice from being submerged in the 
work of the authors I have read. However perhaps this loss of voice is 
analogous to the day-to-day experiences of many service users and will 
remind me to privilege their voices in the work I do.
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The Relationship to Change:
The Initial Problem
The initial reaction of the group in our first meeting was one of confusion as to 
what our task entailed. During the course of the first session it emerged that 
we were required to do a presentation on “The Relationship to Change”, with 
reference to psychological theories. However we were given little additional 
guidance. An initial reflection was that the ambiguity of the task had provoked 
“sparks of anxiety”1 in some of the other members. I remember feeling 
detached from this sense of anxiety and considering that a lack of imposed 
structure seemed liberating rather than frightening.
Although comfortable with a lack of imposed structure in the task and feeling 
that theory is of secondary importance compared to experience, when I 
consider the way I have assessed clients I feel that I have felt motivated by 
different pressures in my clinical work. Perhaps I assume that a client will be 
anxious about an unfamiliar situation and therefore seek to give them 
information to contain this anxiety e.g. describing the assessment process, 
which generally involves following a semi structured interview schedule. I 
have developed this approach based on advice from my supervisor and 
classic CBT texts (e.g. Hawton et al 1989). For most of my clients explaining 
this structure does appear to have been containing for them. This is probably 
because it resembles assessments they have had for physical health 
problems. This however leads me to wonder whether I may be merely 
replicating a medical approach, where they are interacting with an expert who 
will give them the answers to their problems. I might therefore have had the 
impact of inhibiting client's own problem solving within sessions. I have 
increasingly come to question whether part of my motivation in structuring my 
assessments may be to control my own anxiety, by making the sessions in
1 Quotes not otherwise attributed are taken from my reflective journal.
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some way “safe” and predictable. For the client on the other hand this 
structure may mean that the issues of greatest important are not mentioned. 
Reading solution-focused texts (e.g. O’Connell 2005) has encouraged me to 
attempt broader assessments that take into account clients’ experiences, 
interests, strengths and resources. This approach may make assessments 
feel less safe for myself but I feel will lead to a greater sense of collaboration, 
drawing on the transferable skills of the client and allowing them greater 
freedom to guide the therapeutic process.
The Group Process:
In the second meeting of the FB I group it appeared to me that we were still 
attempting to conceptualise the task facing us. We read in turn accounts we 
had written about the process of change that had occurred for each of us in 
order for us to become clinical psychology trainees. I was struck by the 
richness of information that each of us revealed about ourselves. Much of this 
concerned the strengths and interests that we brought with us to our training. 
Looking back now, I think this information was extremely useful in terms of 
informing the group of the resources we had available in order to tackle the 
problem. In terms of the data we had shared with each other I remember 
feeling that it was somewhat vast and unwieldy and being concerned that the 
session had been somewhat chaotic with lots of ideas but a lack of coherence 
of how they fitted together.
In my clinical experience I have been concerned by sessions where a large 
amount of seemingly unconnected material has been presented. Perhaps I 
have fallen in to the trap at this point of feeling that I need to understand 
everything that the client tells me. Chadwick (2006) has suggested that 
instead it may be more helpful to focus on what is causing the client distress. 
More fundamentally I feel that I have begun to question what it is that drives 
me to seek to impose order on complex and varied information. Perhaps one 
reason is the realisation that a formulation will have to be made at some point
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in time. However writing from a psychoanalytic perspective Casement (1985) 
has argued that a crucial skill for a therapist is to tolerate periods of not 
knowing and to realise that this does not equate to ignorance. Advocates of 
chaos theory would argue that what appears to be chaotic, may in fact be 
perfectly ordered. As Gleick (1998) has commented “Life sucks order, from a 
world of disorder”. In my clinical work I have therefore increasingly attempted 
to give time to allow order to emerge from seemingly chaotic information. An 
example of this comes from work with a client experiencing distressing 
psychosis. The different experiences she described initially seemed quite 
disparate and unconnected, encompassing various auditory hallucinations and 
paranoid thoughts. However by being able to tolerate my own sense of not 
knowing and instead showing a sense of curiosity she I allowed her the 
opportunity to present the information in a way that appeared more coherently 
based around one major persecutory idea.
In the third session of our PBL we agreed that we would like to look at the 
process of change through the lens of the reality TV show “Trinny and 
Susannah”, in which two fashion “experts” claim to change the way people 
feel and behave by changing their appearance. One of the things that 
appeared to attract us as a group to using this theme was that different 
members of the group having watched the programme felt that Trinny and 
Susannah behaved in a way that contradicted the approach we wished to 
adopt as clinicians. Therefore rather than being collaborative, we perceived 
them as asserting their own personal views in an aggressive manner and 
rather than facilitating change we saw them as attempting to impose it. In 
terms of how to apply the concept of Trinny and Susannah to our presentation 
we decided that Prochaska and Di Clemente’s (1982) transtheoretical model 
(TTM) of behaviour change would be useful, as it would allow us to highlight 
different traps that therapists attempting to facilitate change may fall into. I 
remember this session as releasing a lot of anxiety for the group. By agreeing 
a shared aim it was much clearer how things would now progress.
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I have felt a similar sense of relief in my clinical work when a provisional 
formulation and treatment plan has been developed with clients. I see the 
formulation as giving the client and myself a map of where they are currently 
and the opportunity to consider the different possibilities in relation to change. 
However the art that I feel I am at an early stage of developing, is 
communicating this to clients in a way that is empowering rather than 
bewildering.
As we began to develop the script for our presentation certain things began to 
worry me. At the time I observed that “we plan to write it all together which I 
have reservations about, but everyone has to have input and it should be fun 
and enjoyable.” At this point it seems my thoughts about what would create 
the best presentation and what would be best for the group process were at 
odds. Sometimes in my clinical work I feel that clients may be making 
decisions that may not be particularly helpful and at these times I try to 
remember that the process of learning is not about making the correct 
decision, but rather reflecting on the effects of our actions. In relation to the 
group I was able to resist my urge to be controlling and I think this was very 
positive in terms of its development. The group increasingly seemed to be 
driven by a sense of liberté, fraternité and égalité leading me on the day of the 
presentation to reflect “I feel it is remarkable how much progress we have 
made over the six weeks- central to this process has been how work has been 
shared equally.”
The Presentation:
In terms of the content of our presentation, our script followed the journey of 
Leanne, a 27-year-old woman, through the different stages of Prochaska and 
Di Clemente’s model, namely pre-contemplation, contemplation, action, 
maintenance and relapse. Leanne was described by the narrator as dressing
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and behaving as a 17 year old, which was seen as a problem by her mother 
leading her to enlist the pseudo therapists Trinny and Susannah. At each of 
these stages the narrator described how a therapist should interact with a 
client and this was comically contrasted with the behaviour of characters 
within the presentation.
One of the stages of the model that interested me greatly was that of 
contemplation. I think this is because this stage represents a key moment in 
the voyage of our clients where they consider the dilemma: to change or not to 
change. Perhaps I have been socialised into thinking that change is 
necessarily a good thing for clients. However this is in fact quite illogical as 
change is inevitably traumatic and therefore often undesirable. As World 
Controller Mustapha Mond states in Huxley’s 1932 novel Brave New World 
“We don’t want to change. Every change is a menace to stability”. Chadwick 
(2006) has argued that the belief that to be a competent therapist clients must 
change is likely to lead to a therapist feeling anxious and frustrated and 
behaving in a controlling manner. He comments that therapists when looking 
at the pros and cons of change with clients often try to bias the balance of 
information to the outcome that they want. I feel that this is something that I 
have been guilty of at times, but that my clients have inevitably aware of these 
manipulations. In our presentation therefore we paradoxically demonstrated 
that Leanne’s sister, by trying to convince her not to change, actually 
strengthens her resolve. I have attempted to increasingly follow Roger’s 
(1961) advice and emphasise to clients that my acceptance of them is not 
contingent on them choosing a particular path. I have found that by letting go 
of responsibility for client’s change it actually becomes makes it more likely. I 
therefore see truth in the ancient wisdom of the Tao Te Ching “The sage does 
not act and so does not harm; Does not grab and therefore does not let slip.”
I think the way we depicted the Action stage was also interesting. For me the 
defining moment of this was caught in the following exchange:
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“Leanne: I’m not sure about these....
Trinny: Are you the expert.... I don’t think so!”
There is a clear power dynamic at play in this part of the presentation. Trinny 
uses her role as “expert” to suggest that Leanne’s perspective lacks validity. 
Although I hope I never resort to the bullying tactics of Trinny, sometimes it 
seems that clients want an expert to provide answers and at times I have 
perhaps been seduced into this role. In an article available on his website 
Alex Howard argues that people are, all essentially psychologists trying to 
make sense of the their own and others actions and experiences. Based on 
this assumption, I have come to see my role in terms of creating space and 
opportunities to facilitate this understanding. However achieving this is not 
easy and I feel that I have at times fallen into the trap of what Padesky (1993; 
cited in Chadwick 2006) refers to as changing minds, rather than guiding 
discovery.
The process of writing this account has made me realise how much I have still 
to learn. Delivering my group’s presentation at the end of the 6-week teaching 
block, I felt confident that I would be able work in a manner dictated by clients’ 
needs rather than my own anxieties. Reflecting on my subsequent work, I feel 
in relation to this aim I move between the action stage where there are 
magical moments when clients and myself are working together as a team 
and relapse when due to the situation or my own vulnerabilities I fall back into 
less helpful modes of practice.
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Initial Contemplations:
Receiving the problem based learning exercise material via email allowed me 
to initially develop my own position prior to meeting with my group. I felt a little 
overwhelmed by the complexity of the information presented and the many 
different issues that needed to be disentangled. Looking at the family 
genogram created in my mind the image of Mrs Stride as being a serial victim, 
first through being raised in the care system and then as a result of domestic 
violence from both her past and present husbands. I found the diagram of the 
professional network surrounding the Strides quite bewildering. In fact the 
professionals around the family members conjured the image of sharks 
circling their prey and I wondered if the family experienced them in this way.
The written information surrounding the case was presented within what White 
and Epston (1990) might describe as a “problem saturated” story, as it 
focused on a number of difficulties including the Strides limitations in 
comprehension, Mr Stride's violence, the family’s poverty, the neglect of Sally 
and Sarah, the limitations of staff employed to support the Strides and Mrs 
Stride’s mental health problems. However I was left feeling curious about 
some possible exceptions to this story and potential resources that the 
material alluded to including Mrs Stride’s determination to avoid being 
permanently separated from a second pair of children, the support offered by 
Mr Stride’s parents and the guardian’s belief in the ability of Mr and Mrs Stride 
to be “good enough” parents. One of the reasons I was curious about these 
resources was because of my constant surprise at the mismatch between how 
I imagine clients to be based on written referrals and how I find them to be in 
person. I therefore felt a key part of our presentation should be to find a way 
of bringing the Strides to life.
A Pragmatic Approach:
As we came together as a group to discuss the problem there appeared to be 
a determination to build on what we felt had worked well in our first year
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Problem Based Learning (PBL) presentation and to avoid previous mistakes. 
The feeling within the group appeared to be that in the past we arrived at a 
format for our presentation too late and had insufficient time to prepare fine 
details. As an individual I disagreed with this focus on quickly arriving at a 
format. I instead felt that by engaging with the material more fully as a group 
we would expand our conception of the problem and that this would guide us 
to the answers that we sought. Perhaps this desire to trust in the process 
resulted from my increased interest in psychodynamic and systemic ideas that 
had developed over the first year of the course.
It quickly became clear to me that I was in a minority and the group appeared 
to endorse the suggestion of using the format of a multiagency 
multidisciplinary meeting to explore the problem. Whilst working in the NHS I 
have learnt when taking a minority position (e.g. offering alternatives to the 
medical model) that it is sometimes most effective to offer ideas that lie within 
people's zone of proximal development as defined by Vygotsky (1978), rather 
than suggesting radical alternatives. Therefore, rather than challenging the 
groups direction completely I suggested writing first person narratives for 
members of the Stride family as a way of maintaining an affective element in 
our thinking. I think this pragmatism reflects a move for me from a previous 
tendency to all or nothing thinking in group work and I was pleased to see my 
idea taken on board.
Second Year Blues
As the planning of our presentation progressed I felt my group lacked the 
enthusiasm and verve that generally characterises it. I think a one reason for 
this was that we were progressing to a new stage in our development as 
trainees. We had begun training like newborns constantly amazed and 
overawed by what we encountered and through the year had learnt to explore 
the world of the NHS from the secure base of the training course with
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increased confidence as if maturing children. In these terms I wonder if the 
beginning of the second year represented a move to the slightly rebellious 
stage of adolescence. I certainly recall a lot of talk amongst my peers 
regarding a “second year slump”. In relation to this stage of development I 
think that the variety of demands that we faced in parallel to the process of 
working on the PBL task, including adapting to new placements and 
developing major research project proposals meant that as a group we lacked 
the necessary resources to prioritise the task.
At times long parts of our discussions seemed to be taken up by complaints of 
the PBL being an unnecessary task and feelings of being overstretched by the 
course. These discussions could be seen as evidence of what Bion (1961) 
has categorised as a basic assumption of fight/flight (baF) as they united the 
group in terms of achieving some form of togetherness in opposition to the 
course, but were in reality quite unhelpful in terms of achieving the primary 
task of creating a coherent presentation
The seriousness of the situation portrayed appeared to preclude us as a group 
from using our most valued tool/defence mechanism, humour. Obholzer 
(1994) explores how distress can cause those working in the public sector to 
retreat to a defensive paranoid-schizoid position leading to anti task 
phenomena. I have certainly experienced this myself and when feeling 
overwhelmed by the suffering and difficulties clients present I have sometimes 
felt unable to problem solve and reflect on my work in a useful way. I wonder 
therefore whether being faced with a problem involving painful issues such as 
child neglect, domestic violence and children being separated from there 
parents, led us similarly to an unhelpful position.
Whilst we were working on the task I thought that at times in our attempt to 
approach the problem in a way that respected its seriousness we were
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unnecessarily sacrificing creativity. However at this time I was unable to 
articulate my thoughts and feelings in a way that the group could take on 
board. Over the last few months I have greatly enjoyed reading Playful 
Approaches to Serious Problems: Narrative Therapy with Children and Their 
Families (Freeman et al 1997), which provides a veritable treasure trove of 
ways to externalise problems in a way that allows creativity to flourish. Sadly 
having yet to encounter these ideas at the time when working on the PBL, I 
feel our presentation always remained somewhat safe and staid. However on 
placement I have increasingly seen how the use of humour and creativity can 
change clients’ relationship to distressing problems.
Out of the Blue and into the Black
Fortunately as a group we were able to discuss our sense of frustration with 
the exercise and by spending some time venting the negative feelings that we 
had perhaps been suppressing previously we were able to engage again with 
the task more fully. Part of this process I feel was acknowledging that within a 
situation such as this are no simple solutions and that every solution entailed 
disadvantages and risks. Obholzer (1994) might perceive this move as a shift 
within the group to in Kleinian terms a depressive position.
Having acknowledged the bleakness of the situation we were dealing with 
creative ideas began to emerge. One of the fruits of this labour born was the 
idea of having a video played within our presentation of Mr and Mrs Stride 
offering their perspective. I thought that this was a particularly inspired idea 
as it allowed us to highlight how marginalized the people we serve can 
become in meetings about their lives. We wanted to capture in our 
presentation how multidisciplinary teams and different agencies rather than 
working together often become territorial and seem to “pass the buck”. By 
bringing the Strides into the room we were able to offer a hope that a human 
connection might allow for professionals to focus their attention back on the
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primary task of supporting vulnerable people. As I progress through training 
the idea of prioritising the marginalised voices of clients becomes more and 
more central to my thinking.
As our presentation developed we were aware of how our perceptions of the 
different professionals we were playing were influencing how we depicted 
them. At times this gave the potential for injecting humour into proceedings, 
for instance a CRN informing the meeting that he had had to miss a drug 
company lunch to attend the meeting. However I felt concerned that at times 
we risked stereotyping other professionals and ignoring intraprofessional 
diversity.
I think that there is an intellectual laziness in the use of such stereotypes and 
work by social psychologists such as Fiske and Taylor (1991) have 
demonstrated that when we rely too strongly on heuristics we are prone to 
making errors in the judgments we make about others. What I find more 
interesting is how public sector professionals are often torn between their 
personal values and the position they feel they must take professionally. I 
suggested exploring this by somehow showing a mismatch between 
professionals’ public statements and their internal monologues. Unfortunately 
we struggled to find a way of introducing this into our presentation. However 
by ending our presentation with some final thoughts from the different 
professionals attending the meeting in response to viewing the video of Mr 
and Mrs Stride allowed for us to show an element of reflection from the 
characters we portrayed. Through this we showed a change in the attitude of 
a social worker who had initially expressed feeling that the Strides children 
should be adopted, but by the end of the presentation had significantly 
changed his position.
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Final Thoughts
Working on this PBL exercise has led me to ponder to what degree disability 
lies within people and the extent to which people are disabled by 
shortcomings within services and indeed our society as a whole. The inability 
of services to communicate with the Strides in a way that was comprehendible 
to them seemed all too familiar to me based on my experiences working in 
services for people with learning disabilities. This is also reflected by 
McConkey et al’s (1999) finding that the majority of staff in services for people 
with learning disabilities fail to sufficiently adjust their language to enable 
clients to understand what is being communicated to them. Our presentation 
may have been enhanced therefore by considering a role for a speech and 
language therapist in order to assess how to communicate with the Strides in 
a person centred way. I have also come to wonder how many of the Strides 
problems resulted from them living in poverty, rather than as a consequence 
of their cognitive difficulties. Often I feel that social deprivation is the biggest 
thing that separates us as clinical psychologists from our clients and I am not 
always convinced by how the profession seeks to address this.
I feel that I am one of the more idealistic trainees within my cohort. However 
working on this PBL task has led me to reflect on how to balance these 
tendencies with pragmatism and compromise. In multidisciplinary work and 
when interacting with other psychologists I am increasingly aware that it is 
necessary to get a feel for where others are positioned before making 
suggestions. Writing this account has led to me reflecting on how I myself, 
other professionals and indeed entire organisations often seek to separate 
themselves from the primary task at hand as well as clients' distress. I feel 
that being aware of this will allow me to better face psychic reality and be 
aware when anti task phenomena are present within organisations.
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Death
“We’ve got one last chance to make it real” Bruce Springsteen (1975)2
The above line I quoted to an acquaintance as we waited to be called in for 
our Research Interviews, for the Surrey PsychD programme in May, 2006. 
Like Springsteen when he wrote this line, I was 25 years old and possessed 
by a mixture of ambition, belief that destiny was staring me in the eye and 
terror that if I were not equal to this gaze, the chance may not come again. 
Two and a half years later as my group met to discuss what would be the final 
Problem Based Learning (PBL) exercise that I would be involved in during the 
course, this line again thundered through my mind. This simply worded 
lyric, for me captures the transient nature of opportunity. In a sense, every 
chance is unique and therefore is a final chance to make optimal use of the 
situation in which we find ourselves during our brief lives. In order to make 
optimal use of the opportunity of writing this account, I will also draw on a 
range of existential perspectives which I have increasingly felt to be valuable 
in my work. Therefore the four sections of this account will in turn cover the 
four major existential concerns delineated by Yalom (1980), namely, death, 
freedom, isolation and meaninglessness.
Death can be seen as relevant to the PBL exercise as it was focused on Mr 
Nikolas a man in his sixties, who as a result of possible neurological decline 
faced the terror of aging, loss and ultimate mortality. In terms of considering
2 Through clinical training, when experiencing self-doubt, I have frequently turned to writers 
and musicians who have influenced me, in search of the inspiration to act with courage and 
integrity. Bruce Springsteen has been a key figure in this journey. Beyond the bombastic, 
anthemic quality of his most popular compositions, I have found many of the qualities that I 
seek to incorporate into my work within his songs. Foremost amongst these qualities are an 
interest and sensitivity towards ordinary people caught up in extraordinary events, a desire 
to connect and give voice to the disempowered and dispossessed, and a concern with the 
impact of unregulated capitalism on community and human dignity. It therefore seems 
fitting to structure the story of this account according to some of Springsteen's lines.
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this on a broader level, one could reflect on how our culture offers few positive 
models for families to cope with the challenges of old age. Interestingly as a 
group we struggled to engage with the emotions that Mr Nikolas may be 
experiencing as he appeared to lose control of his life. In terms of 
understanding this, I think that it is important to note that as a group we were 
all people in our twenties and therefore perhaps not in an ideal position to 
identify with Mr Nikolas. Beyond this however I think that there was an 
element of self defence in our behaviour. Yalom (1980) notes that as a result 
of failing to face their own fears of mortality, many therapists are ill positioned 
to support clients with such concerns. In our group, by focusing our energies 
on creating an entertaining presentation, we therefore perhaps missed an 
opportunity to reflect on what old age and dependency means within modern 
Britain and to consider whether the cultural diversity amongst group members 
may be an important resource in terms of considering alternative perspectives.
Freedom
“All I can think of is being five years old following behind you at the beach 
Tracing your footprints in the sand, trying to walk like a man” Bruce 
Springsteen (1987a)
Without course team members involved in the PBL we had unprecedented 
freedom in terms of the content of our presentation. Fromm (1942/2001) 
emphasised that the freedom of modern man is double edged as it represents 
both opportunity, but also a lack of protection and certainty. Therefore 
alongside freedom, comes at times a paralysing sense of responsibility. 
Yalom (1980) has described the terror that realising that we must ultimately 
create our own rules and standards can provoke.
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As a third year working with second year trainees I felt particularly responsible 
for the presentation. However I think my familiarity with the PBL format 
allowed me to experience this sense of responsibility positively. Although it 
was not explicitly discussed, there appeared to be an assumption that third 
year trainees would take the lead, with second year trainees keen to seek 
guidance both on the task at hand and wider elements of training. The value 
that the second years in my group put on the experience and knowledge of 
third year members I also found to be a powerful experience in developing my 
own confidence. I think this experience has been helpful on placement in 
supporting me to take greater responsibility for joint work, rather than deferring 
to other team members’ experience.
Sartre believed that responsibility constitutes not only the actions that we take, 
but also those that we fail to take (Russel, 1978). This perspective resonates 
with me. Therefore although we achieved some positive things within our PBL 
presentation, I regret that in our eagerness to create a stimulating 
presentation, we failed to engage with the initial material presented to us fully 
enough. Whilst applying this approach to my clinical work I feel is supporting 
me to become a better practitioner, I am also mindful that at times I must 
accept a “good enough” level of performance.
Isolation
“When you’re alone, you ain’t nothing but alone” Bruce Springsteen (1987b)
Often the different cohorts in training are literally quite isolated from one 
another, with little contact across years. I therefore greatly enjoyed the 
opportunity to work alongside the second year trainees. I think some 
strengths in terms of my interactions with them, included being able to contain 
their anxieties in relation to both the presentation and wider aspects of clinical
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training and to empathise with the challenges facing different members of the 
group. However I think at times, my strong presence may have prevented 
other members from contributing as much as they were capable of. I have 
also reflected on the fact that being a man often seems to allow me more 
license to voice my opinions, within predominantly female groups. I am 
therefore concerned that despite having the best of intentions I may 
inadvertently reinforce harmful power inequalities. This realisation has begun 
to influence my approach to groups, both at university and in my clinical work.
Camus (cited in Charlesworth, 1975, p.5) remarks “When a man has learned- 
and not on paper- how to remain with his suffering, how to overcome his 
longing to flee, then he has little left to learn." At times I feel that my desire to 
be at the heart of group activity may reflect the fact that I am still learning to sit 
with painful and uncomfortable feelings. Within the PBL vignette Mr Nikolas 
appeared to be caught up within this more profound sense of isolation, with 
his voice apparently lost as services and family members became focused on 
the need to take action. The challenge of connecting with clients' experience 
on this deeper level is one of the great fascinations, joys and challenges that 
brings meaning to my work.
Meaninglessness
"At the end of every hard earned day people find some reason to believe” 
Bruce Springsteen (1982)
Yalom (1980) considers meaninglessness a concern that cannot be resolved, 
but instead must be dealt with by the process of engagement. Throughout the 
majority of recorded history most people have found some meaning to the 
dilemmas of existence through religion. Epstein (2006) has written that rather 
than being a genuinely scientific enterprise, psychotherapeutic models share
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many of the functions and characteristics of religion. They therefore provide a 
sense of comfort and meaning in increasingly secular societies.
My group’s presentation was structured around the concept of a 
“Commissioner’s Den”, where psychologists pitched proposals based on 
different therapeutic models to commissioners of services in order to procure 
funding to work with Mr Nikolas and his family. They therefore offered 
competing ways to find meaning within his difficulties that would help him to 
clarify his situation. Whilst some psychologists appear keen to maintain the 
purity of their model, the majority in my experience identify themselves as 
“integrative. However the way that ideas are integrated, rarely appears to be 
methodical or consistent. This more integrated approach was conveyed by 
another group who presented a group of psychologists discussing the case, in 
what I thought was an overly polite way, where all ideas seemed equally 
acceptable and none were rigorously questioned. This provoked the comment 
from one of the course team members present that “perhaps none of you were 
prepared to die for your model.” Epstein’s thesis is perhaps useful in coming 
to understand such a powerful statement; one might really be prepared to die 
for a psychotherapeutic model, if it provides the ultimate sense of meaning 
within your life.
It seems a stark choice between becoming a martyr to a model and 
descending into a seemingly nihilistic position, where “anything goes”. Fame 
a recent work by Mark Rowlands (2008) has helped me to understand how 
such different positions may have developed. Rowlands begins by examining 
Platonic objectivism, the idea that there are objective values that can be 
discovered through logic and the analysis of available evidence. Rowlands 
argues that because as human beings we find debate and argument 
uncomfortable, we may resort to asserting that what we believe is the truth 
and refuse to tolerate the positions of others i.e. resort to fundamentalism. 
Although Rowlands applies concepts of fundamentalism to religion, the idea of
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dying for a psychotherapeutic model, would appear equally applicable. The 
martyrdom of the suicide bomber can perhaps be seen on a smaller scale 
within the psychologist who alienates themselves from their colleagues based 
on theoretical differences, rather than engaging in a discussion where they are 
also open to changing their position.
Rowlands argues that the genius of western enlightenment was the realisation 
that empowered, inquisitive individuals were necessary in order to seek the 
nature of objective truths. He argues that individualism has an unfortunate 
tendency to descend into relativism, where all moral systems are perceived to 
be equally valid. In relation to psychotherapy this appears to be a particular 
problem given Luborsky et al's (1975) conclusion that different therapeutic 
approaches were indistinguishable from each other in terms of outcome.
In my first placement on training, a medical model appeared to be almost 
completely dominant. In opposition to this I found myself adopting quite 
radical discourses and beliefs. At times I think this probably strayed into the 
fundamentalist’s trap, whereby I was so concerned with the survival of my own 
voice that I became dogmatic and lost sight of engaging in open minded 
dialogue with colleagues. The arrogant belief that I could change things 
through sheer wilful ness reflects a defence mechanism in the fear that my 
work would otherwise be rendered meaningless. Yalom (1980, p.121) might 
characterise this as “compulsive heroism” in the face of death anxiety. As I 
have progressed through training, I think that I have widened my perspective 
so that I am increasingly able to see that change will only be achieved through 
cooperation. I have therefore renounced what Georgiades and Phillimore 
(1975) characterised as the myth of the hero innovator. William James (1890, 
cited in de Botton, 2004) noted that in order to improve our self esteem we 
can either achieve more, or lessen our pretences. As I approach the end of 
training I am therefore aware that although I may not change the world, every 
positive interaction I have with a colleague or client, does have meaning
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according to my value system. However I also consider myself to have certain 
core values and beliefs that ground my practice.
In terms of finding meaning within the PBL task, I think that I achieved this 
through a sense of engagement with the task and in terms of enjoying the 
camaraderie of working alongside other members of the group and an 
openness to the ideas that others presented. In this my last reflective account 
of my training, I have sought to ask myself some uncomfortable questions in 
the hope that I may learn something about myself. Whilst the thunder road of 
training may be approaching its end, I know that it is only through continuing 
this process that I will be able to cast light on the dark highways before me.
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Year One Case Discussion Group Reflective Account (Summary-Full
account in Portfolio Volume II):
This account draws principally on psychodynamic ideas in order to explore 
different stages in the first year of the group’s development. The account 
begins by considering how I initially held hopes for an egalitarian ethos within 
the group. Consideration is then given to how the group quickly appeared to 
develop a struggle for position. The idea of a power vacuum being created by 
a nondirective facilitator, it is argued appeared to lead to one group member 
becoming a very strong figure, appearing to act as a container for group 
anxiety. The challenge of participating in a group, in which all members were 
attempting to find their feet as psychologists, with the impact at times of 
presenting cases resulting in heightened anxiety is reflected upon.
The difficulties resulting from a failure to agree the parameters of the group at 
its beginning are discussed. It is suggested that this led to “no go” areas in 
the group. This is debated in terms of my own difficulty in achieving open 
discussion with a group member who appeared to me at times to adopt an all 
knowing manner. This is considered in terms of psychodynamic ideas 
concerning all knowing maternal figures within groups. An enlivening of the 
dynamic of the group occurring as a result of another group member taking a 
more active role and bringing affective energy is discussed. Finally hopes for 
renewal in the group in the coming year are considered.
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Year Two Case Discussion Group Reflective Account (Summary-Full
account Portfolio Volume II):
This account begins with a consideration of the impact on the group of a new 
facilitator at the beginning of the year. Benefits resulting from the new 
facilitator opening a debate on the parameters of the group are noted 
including feelings of greater containment and a move to the group focusing on 
wider professional and organisational issues beyond individual cases. 
Development in group members is discussed, with reflection upon the 
apparent greater input into discussions of members who appeared marginal 
within the first year. This it is argued was indicative of maturation of both the 
group as a whole and individuals within it. In terms of my own development, 
an increased ability to learn from the work of other group members is noted.
The account also reflects on the identity that developed within the group as a 
place relatively free of conflict. A range of reasons for this are considered 
including the use of humour in the group, issues of diversity amongst group 
members and the fact that difficulties group members faced in their personal 
lives appearing to lead to the group being used as something of a safe haven. 
Possible difficulties and restrictions resulting from a conflict free group are 
also explored. I also reflect upon my own role as being a somewhat 
intellectualising figure in the group and link this to a concern with showing 
vulnerability. Finally thought is given to the possible development of the group 
in the forthcoming year.
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Clinical Section
This section comprises of an overview of my three years of clinical experience 
during the course and summaries of the five case reports that I have 
completed.
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Summary of Clinical Experience
Adult Mental Health Placement
Dates: November 2006 to September 2007
Supervisor: Mrs Amanda Ediriweera, Clinical Psychologist
NHS Trust: Surrey and Borders NHS Trust Hollies CMHT and Willow
House Day Treatment Centre
Client Demographics: Individual work with 14 clients (8 male, 6 female) 
ranging in age from 18 to 68 years, group work- an 8 session cognitive 
behaviour therapy for depression group with 8 group members (1 male, 7 
female) ranging in age from 34 to 67.
Presenting Difficulties: Depression, eating disorders, hearing voices, 
psychosis^PTSD, bereavement, chronic pain, needle phobia, memory 
difficulties
Assessment Tools: Beck Depression Inventory II, Becky Anxiety Inventory, 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, Psychotic Symptoms Ratings, 
Rosenberg Self Esteem Inventory, WAIS III, WMS, WTAR.
Interventions: CBT, Behaviour therapy, Person based cognitive therapy
Child and Family Placement
Dates: October 2007 to March 2008
Supervisor: Mr Bruce Holroyd, Consultant Clinical Psychologist
NHS Trust: Ashford and St Peter’s NHS Trust
Base: Ashford and St Peter’s CAMHS
Client Demographics: Individual work with 15 clients (10 male, 5 female) 
aged 4 to 17 years.
Presenting Problems: Insomnia, anxiety, panic attacks, compulsive rituals, 
outbursts of temper related to ASD, adaption to diagnosis of diabetes, 
separation anxiety, trichotilimania related to familial difficulties, attention 
difficulties, academic difficulties
Assessment Procedures: Assessment through interview, genograms, use of 
drawing, WISC IV, CMS, WIAT II, TEA-ch
Interventions: CBT, Systemic/narrative, Motivational Interviewing, Exploration 
through use of timelines, genograms, discussion
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Learning Disability Placement
Dates: April 2008 to September 2008
Supervisor: Dr Helen Quigley, Chartered Clinical Psychologist
NHS Trust: Kingston Primary Care Trust
Base: Psychology and Challenging needs service
Client Demographics: Individual work with 8 clients (5 male, 3 female) aged 
18 to 71 years,family therapy with 3 clients (1 male, 2 female) aged 26 to 43 
years.
Presenting Problems: Anxiety, social isolation, adjustment to diagnosis of 
genetic disorder, challenging behaviour, difficulties with developmental 
transition, difficulties in parental relationship following bereavement, 
suspected cognitive decline
Assessment Procedures: assessment through interview, genograms, 
functional assessment interview, WAIS III, British Picture Vocabulary Scale, 
Oliver and Crayton, Dementia questionnaire for person with intellectual 
disability, Adaptive Behaviour Assessment System, ABS-RC2.
Interventions: Functional assessment, Narrative therapy, Client centred 
therapy, family therapy, systemic work with care home
Specialist Placement: Paediatric Psychology Service
Dates: October 2008 to March 2009
Supervisors: Dr Rachel Harman, Chartered Clinical Psychologist
Dr Joy Maclnnes, Chartered Clinical Psychologist 
NHS Trust South West London & St George’s NHS Trust
Base: Paediatric Psychology Service St George’s
Client Demographics: Individual work with 11 clients (7 male, 4 female) age 
4 to 16 years.
Presenting Problems: Needle phobia/trauma related to the use of needles, 
chronic fatigue, anxiety related to cannulation procedure, challenging 
behaviour, difficulties with management of anger/frustration, anxiety relating to
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developmental transitions (possibly related to autistic spectrum disorder), 
chronic pain.
Assessment Procedures: assessment through interview, genograms, 
drawing, activity monitoring, interviews with families and schools, assessment 
using Varni Thompson Paediatric Pain Questionnaire, Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scale, WPPSI-III BPVS.
Interventions: Behaviour therapy, CBT, systemic attachment narrative 
therapy, exploration and systemic discussion of the usefulness of a diagnosis 
of autistic spectrum disorder.
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Case Report One
Title: Cognitive behavioural therapy with a man in his mid fifties with mixed 
anxiety and depression and heart disease
This case report covers the assessment and initial therapeutic work with 
Peter, a man in his mid fifties who was experiencing low mood and anxiety in 
the aftermath of two heart attacks. Peter was initially assessed for a coping 
with depression group and considered suitable for this. However he was 
unable to attend this as a result of beginning a new medication and so 
subsequently was offered the opportunity of some individual therapeutic 
support which he accepted. Peter’s difficulties were initially formulated within 
a cognitive behavioural model in terms of low mood. Intervention was offered 
in the form of cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT), although the pace of this 
was adjusted in order to allow Peter to reflect on issues of loss resulting from 
his illness. Despite a strong therapeutic alliance and a desire to achieve goals 
set in session Peter struggled to achieve this. A reflection on the reasons for 
this led to a reformulation of Peter’s difficulties with panic attacks identified as 
the principal difficulty. CBT was then modified in light of this reformulation and 
appeared to support Peter in achieving a number of valued goal. The work is 
also critically evaluated in terms of its strengths and limitations.
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Case Report Two
Title: Person-Based Cognitive Therapy with a Woman in Her Early Forties 
Experiencing Distressing Psychosis
This case report considers the assessment and therapeutic work with Alice a 
woman in her early forties experiencing psychosis related experiences, 
including hearing strangers talking about her and being talked about on the 
television. Initial work led to the development of a formulation of Alice’s 
experiences in the form of a cognitive model of persecutory delusions. The 
intervention initially involved psychoeducation and exploring behavioural 
coping strategies. This phase in the work was complicated by the death of 
Alice’s mother and attempts to offer a space to reflect on emotions in relation 
to this are described. As work progressed the therapeutic work was informed 
by ideas from a person base cognitive therapy perspective. In this phase of 
the work a broader range of issues were discussed including Alice’s short 
term goals to increase her levels of social activity, her long term concerns in 
relation to her family and her strategies for dealing with emotions. As work 
progressed a variety of cognitive strategies were used to explore Alice’s 
beliefs relating to her anomalous experiences. Alice unexpectedly dropped 
out of therapy and appeared to experience an intensification of her anomalous 
experiences after she stopped taking her antipsychotic medication. Alice 
returned for a one off session when she had restarted her medication and we 
reviewed the work that we had covered. The work is reformulated from a 
Kleinian psychodynamic perspective and the piece of work is critically 
evaluated.
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Case Report 3:
Title: Neuropsychological assessment of a 7 year old boy presenting with 
attentional difficulties and “overactive” behaviour
This case report consists of an extended cognitive assessment of Ronny, a 7 
year-old with reported difficulties with overactive behaviour. The concerns of 
Ronny’s school appeared to be the catalyst for Ronny's referral, with particular 
concern about his attention, working memory and auditory memory. The 
process of engaging Ronny and his mother in the assessment is described, 
with particular attention paid to the challenges stemming from his parents 
having become distressed when Ronny was described as having attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder (AMD) by another member of the multidisciplinary 
team. A literature review explores areas deemed to be relevant including 
research into attention, working memory ADHD. This led to two hypotheses 
being developed:
1) Ronny would perform poorly on tests of attention and working memory
2) Ronny would perform poorly on tests of verbal memory.
In order to explore these hypotheses Ronny was tested a number of 
standardised assessment measures (e.g. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children-fourth edition UK [WISC-IV, Wechsler 2003]). The results of these 
assessments appeared to support hypothesis 1, but contradict hypothesis 2. 
Results are linked on standardised assessments are linked with qualitative 
descriptions of Ronny by his school and parents. The process of offering 
different levels of feedback to Ronny, his parents and his school is described. 
The work is critically evaluated as helping to both explain observed difficulties 
relating to Ronny and to change narratives surrounding him. A noted 
limitation is the failure to specifically assess Ronny's executive functioning 
abilities.
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Case Report 4 (Oral Case Presentation):
Title: Initial engagement of a man with a mild learning disability and his mother 
in family therapy
This case presentation focused on the initial 3 family sessions with Philip, a 
man in his early 40s with a learning disability who was also a wheelchair user 
and his mother Valerie. The background to the case is described in terms of 
an increase in contact between Philip and Valerie following the death of 
Philip’s father (and Valerie’s ex-husband), John, who he had been living with. 
The referral for family therapy stated that Philip did not feel listened to by 
Valerie and that Valerie was concerned about Philip becoming aggressive 
towards her. Different challenges in engaging Philip and Valerie in family 
therapy were described. Attending to the different needs within sessions was 
identified as a key challenge, with Valerie apparently needing to tell her story, 
which at times appeared to be distressing for Philip to listen to. The 
management of this dilemma was described in terms of privileging Philip’s 
voice within sessions, whilst offering non blaming validation for Valerie’s 
experience through both the reflecting team and therapeutic letters. The 
adaptation of a variety of systemic techniques including constructing a 
genogram and timeline in order to engage the visual modality and the use of 
circular questions is also described. The process of working with Philip and 
Valerie’s differing construction of reality was also described, along with the 
ongoing assessment of consent within this piece of work. Reflections on the 
work were also offered, including the role of the reflecting team in raising my 
awareness of how much communication I fail to attend to during therapy 
sessions.
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Case Report 5: Summary
Title:
An exploration of family relationships and the management of conflict with a 
teenager experiencing seizures and his parents using a systemic attachment 
narrative approach
This case report describes an assessment and intervention with a 13 year old 
and his family. James was originally referred for psychological support in 
relation to anxiety following 2 epileptic seizures. Initial sessions with James 
and his mother are described that assessed these difficulties. Although 
James was able to quickly manage this anxiety, through the assessment 
process other difficulties were disclosed including James struggling to control 
his anger at home. Work with James and his family around better managing 
“anger” was informed by an attachment narrative framework. This work can 
be viewed as falling into four overlapping phases: creating a secure base 
within therapy, exploring problems, exploring alternatives and change and 
integrating work. In each of these stages a variety of systemic and narrative 
techniques were utilised. Creating a secure base involved engaging each 
family member in the therapeutic process in such a way as to make them feel 
safe and valued. Exploring the problems involved mapping out different views 
within the family on what caused “anger” to gain control and how different 
individuals acted in relation to this problem. Exploring alternatives and 
change focused on supporting family members to develop richer narrative on 
their relationships with one another and to contemplate the further 
development of these relationships. Whilst integration allowed the family to 
evaluate the impact of the work on their relationships and to consider new 
knowledge could be taken forward. The work is critically evaluated with 
discussion of its limitations.
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Research Section
This section contains my Service Related Research Project (SRRP; an audit 
conducted in a community mental health team), evidence of feeding my SRRP 
back to the service in which it was conducted, my research checklist, and my 
Major Research Project.
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Service Related Research Project
An audit to assess access to talking therapies 
in a Community Mental Health Team
population
Submitted August 2007 
Year 1
Word Count (excluding abstract,
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Abstract:
Introduction:
The 2006 National Service User Survey Results (Quality Health, 2006) identifies that 
a greater number of mental health service users wanted talking therapy than actually 
received it over the previous 12 months. There is currently a drive to increase access 
to talking therapy, but some authors contend that other services are more important 
in terms of meeting service users’ needs. This audit aimed to assess whether a gap 
between service users wanting and receiving talking therapy exists within a 
Community Mental Health Team (CMHT) sample and if so where it occurs, whether 
demographic and diagnostic factors has any impact on the likelihood of service users 
being offered talking therapy and the importance of talking therapy to service users.
Method:
A questionnaire designed for this study was sent to service users, 32 responded. The 
data was analysed using descriptive statistics.
Results:
Previous findings suggesting a gap between those wanting and those receiving 
talking therapy were supported. This gap was accounted for by service users who 
were waiting for assessment for talking therapy, as well as by service wanting talking 
therapy but not asking for it. Amongst those who wanted it, there was a trend for 
more female and younger service users and fewer male and older service users to be 
offered talking therapy, While talking therapy was valued, service users indicated 
that they find various other services the CMHT provides to be very helpful, with visits 
from care coordinators particularly valued.
Discussion:
Service implications are discussed along with methodological limitations of the study.
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Introduction:
Recent history has seen a shift from institutional to community based care for 
individuals with severe mental health problems, leading by the early 1990s to 
85% of England and Wales being served by community mental health teams 
(CMHTs; Johnson and Thornicroft 1993). The National Service Framework 
for Mental Health (NSF; Department of Health 1999) specifies that those 
experiencing enduring mental health problems should have access to 
specialist mental health services. In terms meeting the severe and enduring 
criteria the NSF identifies people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, bipolar 
affective disorder, severe anxiety disorders and severe eating disorders as 
suitable. Walker et al (1999) in a postal survey of GPs and psychiatrists found 
broad agreement that individuals with psychotic disorders, mania, severe 
depression and phobias were appropriate for CMHTs, whereas there was 
greater disagreement about the referral of individuals with personality 
disorder, moderate depression and anxiety/panic disorders.
Although medication continues to be the main help offered to people with 
enduring mental health problems, recent developments have increased the 
range of treatment options available (Perkins and Repper 1999). This can be 
seen in relation to service users diagnosed with schizophrenia. The National 
Institute for Clinical Excellence Schizophrenia Guidelines (NICE, 2002) 
identify limitations of drug-based approaches including the limited 
responsiveness of some people to medication and unpleasant side effects. 
The guidelines summarise evidence suggesting that talking therapies are a 
useful treatment option with Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) reducing 
symptoms in people diagnosed with schizophrenia as well as improving drug 
adherence and family interventions improving relapse rates.
We Need to Talk (Mental Health Foundation, Mind, Rethink, The Sainsbury 
Centre for Mental Health and Young Minds 2006) summarises all NICE
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guidelines thus far published for mental health diagnoses, all of which have 
specified that talking therapy should be offered to service users as a treatment 
option. Talking therapy is increasingly identified as a right for mental health 
service users in government policy. Choosing Talking Therapies (Department 
of Health; DoH, 2001, p.5) states “In an ideal world, all mental health service 
users should be offered some form of talking therapy...You should be given 
the option of talking therapy regardless of your diagnosis, or your age, sex, 
social class or ethnic group."
However in We Need to Talk various mental health charities have argued that 
the NHS has failed to act on NICE guidelines recommending talking therapy 
for mental health problems. In line with this the 2006 National Service User 
Survey Results (Quality Health, 2006) of service users on a Care Programme 
Approach (CPA) found that 36% had received counselling/talking therapy 
compared to 51% who wanted it in the last 12 months.
There are several ways in which this gap between those wanting and those 
receiving talking therapy may be explained:
1) Wolpert (2001) has written of how the stigma of a mental health 
problem can make it difficult to seek help. Service users therefore may 
not express their desire for talking therapy to health professionals,
2) Holmes (2001) has discussed how within CMHT psychiatric thinking 
can dominate. This may mean that professionals do not refer service 
users for assessment. Amongst individuals experiencing psychosis it is 
still common to receive only medical treatment without psychological 
support, because many clinicians believe psychological input is 
pointless (Bentall 2005).
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3) We Need to Talk identifies waiting times of up to a year for talking 
therapy in the NHS. Service users who want talking therapy may 
therefore be waiting for assessment.
4) In relation to CBT, Durham et al (2000) argue that not every person 
referred for assessment will be willing or able to engage in therapy. 
Therefore after assessment some service users may not be offered 
talking therapy.
With the current emphasis on delivering talking therapy other supports valued 
by service users risk becoming marginalized. Holmes (2003) has argued that 
connecting people with community groups, education, training, work 
opportunities, and group work may be more beneficial to service users than 
talking therapy. It is worth considering therefore the relative importance 
service users attribute to talking therapy compared to other forms of support.
This audit thus aimed, via the use of a questionnaire distributed to a CMHTs 
service users to:
1) Identify whether there is a gap between the number of CMHT service 
users who want talking therapy and those receiving it and if so where 
this occurs.
2) Assess whether the aims set out by Choosing Talking Therapy in 
relation to equality of access to talking therapy irrespective of age, 
gender and ethnicity have been met.
3) Assess the relative importance of talking therapy to service users 
compared to other forms of support.
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4) To gain insight into service users experiences of talking therapy within 
the CMHT.
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Method:
Participants:
Of 168 questionnaires distributed, 32 were returned, representing a response 
rate of 19%. The mean age of this sample was 46 (range 25 to 69), 50% of 
respondents were male and 50% female, and 95.5% of the sample was White 
British and 4.5% Black Caribbean. Respondents presented a wide range of 
primary diagnoses with depression (45%), borderline personality disorder 
(15%) and schizophrenia (15%) being the most common.
Design:
A survey design was employed to assess the research aims. A questionnaire was 
developed with input from a field supervisor and piloted on members of the general 
public (n=7). On the basis of their comments changes were made to improve the 
clarity and structure of the questionnaire. Feedback was sought from trainee clinical 
psychologists and on the basis of this the language of the questionnaire was 
simplified. Feedback was also gained from colleagues within the CMHT who made 
specific recommendations in relation to terminology used (see Appendix 1 for a blank 
copy of the final questionnaire).
The questionnaire included an information sheet explaining the rationale for 
the project and thanking service users for completing the questionnaire and 
directing them to their care coordinators for further information should they 
have any queries.
In relation to research aim 1, Questions 1-8 aimed to assess how many 
service users wanted talking therapy and how many received it and to identify 
where any gap between these figures occurred e.g. service users not asking 
for talking therapy, not being referred for assessment etc.
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In relation to research aim 2 it was necessary to gain diagnostic and 
demographic data about respondents. In order to achieve this at the end of 
the information section respondents were asked whether they gave consent 
for their files to be accessed for additional information.
Question 20 sought to address research aim 3 by asking service users about 
the importance of various services provided by the CMHT.
Research aim 4 was quite general and therefore in relation to this the 
questionnaire aimed to tap a number of things including: what service users 
found most beneficial about talking therapy3, which professional groups they 
has received talking therapy from, whether service users had preferences as 
to which professions delivered talking therapy, what forms of talking therapy 
service users had experienced and to give respondents the opportunity to 
provide any additional information or opinions they might wish to share.
Procedure:
Care coordinators were asked whether they would prefer to distribute 
questionnaires to service users or would prefer them to be posted. On the 
basis of their preferences two procedures were followed:
Procedure 1: Two members of the CMHT chose to distribute questionnaires to 
service users (58 in total) they care coordinated. They were provided with 
questionnaires along with stamped addressed return envelopes.
Procedure 2: All other service users registered with the CMHT (110 in total) 
were posted the questionnaire along with a return envelope.
3 The response options were derived from the benefits of talking therapy identified in We Need 
to Talk
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Returned questionnaires were read in order to determine whether they had 
been sufficiently completed for analysis with 2 being excluded from analysis 
as they were considered to provide no data that related to the research aims.
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Analysis
Quantitative data from returned questionnaires was entered into a Statistics 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Data was subjected to a variety of 
descriptive statistical analysis. Quantitative content analysis (CA) was 
performed upon qualitative responses (see appendix 2 for response codes 
and frequencies). CA enables researchers to sift through large volumes of 
data with relative ease in a systematic manner (Weber, 1990).
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Results:
There was a notable difference in the response rate for the two different 
procedures see table 1.
Table 1: Response Rate according to Procedure:
Procedure 
Response Rate
Number Responses %
1 (Distributed by
Care co-ordinator) 58 2 3.4%
2 (Posted) 110 30 27.3%
Of the 30 respondents to the questionnaire included in analysis, 22 consented 
to demographic and diagnostic information being obtained from their files.
Research aim 1: Where the gap between those wanting and those receiving 
talking therapy occurs
Of the 30 questionnaires analysed 23 (76.3%) of respondents expressed 
having wanted talking therapy over the past 12 months, whereas 15 (50%) 
expressed being offered talking therapy. See table 2 for a breakdown of 
responses for those who expressed wanting talking therapy.
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Table 2: Responses of participants (n=23) who identified themselves as 
having wanted talking therapy over the past 12 months
Question
Response
Yes No Don’t Know No
Have you
asked for it? 15(65.2%) 4 (17.4%) 2 (8.7%) 2 (8.7%)
Are you waiting
to be assessed? 4(17.4%) 17(73.9%) 2 (8.7%) 0
Offered an
assessment? 12 (52.2%) 8 (34.8%) 3(13%) 0
Attended the
assessment?
(34.7%)
11(47.8%) 2 (8.7%) 2 (8.7%) 8
Offered talking
therapy? 15 (65.2%) 6(26.1%) 2 (8.7%) 0
Accepted Offer? 
(21.7%)
15 (65.2%) 2 (8.7%) 1 (4.3%) 5
Received
Talking Therapy? 
(26.1%)
15 (65.2%) 1 (4.3%) 1 (4.3%) 6
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Four (17.4%) respondents expressed wanting talking therapy, but not asking 
for it. A further 4 (17.4%) respondents expressed that they were waiting to be 
assessed for talking therapy. All those who were offered talking therapy 
accepted and received it.
Research aim 2: Assessing Equality of Access to Talking Therapy
Crosstab tables were created for whether respondents had been offered 
therapy according to gender and age. Because almost all the respondents 
were White British and there were so few responses for most diagnostic 
categories ethnicity and diagnosis crosstab tables were not created according 
to these variables. Amongst those respondents wanting talking therapy their 
ages were recoded into those below the median (44 and below) and those 
above the median (45 and above).
Tables 3 shows that a greater proportion of female service users who wanted 
talking therapy were offered it compared to male service users.
Table 3 Crosstab table for the relationship between gender and being 
offered talking therapy amongst service users who wanted it over the 
past 12 months:
Offered Talking Therapy in the Last 12 Months?
Gender Yes No Not Sure
Male (8) 3 (37.5%) 4 (50%) 1 (12.5%)
Female (9) 8 (88.9%) 0 1 (11.1%)
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Table 4 shows that a greater proportion of respondents aged 45 and over who 
wanted talking therapy were offered, compared to those aged 44 and under. 
Data in the Crosstab tables did not meet the assumptions necessary for 
statistical analysis.
Table 4: Crosstab Table for the relationship between age and being 
offered talking therapy amongst service users who wanted it over 
the past 12 months:
Age Offered Talking Therapy in the last 12 months?
Yes No Not Sure
44 or under (n=9) 7 (77.8%) 2 (22.2%) 0
45 or over (n=7) 3 (42.9%) 2 (28.6%) 2 (28.6%)
Research Aim 3: Relative Importance of Talking Therapy
Responses to question 21 are detailed in table 5. Twenty-seven service users 
responded to this question with several giving multiple answers.
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Table 5: Responses to being asked what most helps when feeling
emotionally distressed
Response Frequency
A visit from my care coordinator 13
Medicine 8
Attending talking therapy 6
Talking to a family member 
or a friend 5
Attending a support group 4
Doing activities with a 
support worker 2
Research aim 4: Service Users Experience of Talking Therapy:
Table 6 details what respondents indicated finding helpful about talking 
therapy.
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Table 6: Responses to being asked what was most helpful about talking 
therapy
Response Frequency
It allowed me to explore 
my thoughts and feelings 6
It helped me think and act 
in a more positive manner 6
It helped me become more 
confident 5
It helped me to identify where 
my negative thoughts come from 3
It helped me control my 
paranoid thoughts and voices 1
Table 7 details the professions that respondents indicated they had received 
talking therapy from over the past 12 months. Several service users who had 
earlier responded that they had not received talking therapy over the past 12 
months responded to this question and several gave multiple answers.
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Table 7: Responses to being asked if they had received talking therapy 
over the past 12 months which profession provided it
Profession Frequency
CRN 14
Social Worker 4
Psychiatrist 3
Psychologist 3
Psychotherapist 2
Art Therapist 1
CBT Specialist Nurse 1
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Discussion:
This audit sought to assess 4 research aims concerning access to talking 
therapy among service users of a CMHT. In relation to research aim 1 this 
audit supports the findings of the National Service User Survey Results in 
demonstrating that more people want talking therapy than have actually 
received it in the CMHT over the past year. Results suggest that waiting times 
for assessment for talking therapy is one of the reasons for this gap. In line 
with this the document We Need to Talk states that waiting lists of up to a year 
for talking therapy are common within the NHS. The trust in which the CMHT 
is based has recently (2 months ago at the time of writing) adopted a policy of 
a maximum 4 week waiting time for assessment and access to talking 
therapy, which may significantly reduce the gap between those wanting and 
receiving talking therapy over a 12 month period. The results also suggest a 
second reason for the gap between those wanting and receiving talking 
therapy; that some service users are not asking for talking therapy even when 
they want it.
In relation to research aim 2, among those who wanted it, a greater proportion 
of women and respondents aged 44 and under received talking therapy, 
compared to men and respondents aged 45. However as it was not possible 
to perform statistical analysis, no firm conclusions can be made as to whether 
the standards of equality of access set out in Choosing Talking Therapy are 
being met.
In terms of research aim 3 it seems that whilst many service users value 
talking therapy, it is the regular support of their care co-ordinators that the 
largest number of respondents find most helpful when distressed. Different 
service users expressed valuing the whole range of services provided by the 
CMHT, as well as the support of friends and family. CA data also suggested 
that whilst talking therapy is valued, other supports are seen as important
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including contact with care coordinators, medication and support groups. 
These results suggest that it is necessary to maintain a holistic overview of 
service users’ care.
Vis-à-vis research aim 4, service users consider themselves to gain a wide 
range of benefits from attending talking therapy. Service users also appear to 
perceive talking therapy as being provided by a wide range of professionals. 
Several service users, who specified that they had not received talking 
therapy over the past year, then expressed having received talking therapy 
from CPNs, social workers and psychiatrists over the past 12 months. This 
suggests that service users may confuse talking to health professionals in 
general with structured sessions with a trained therapist and for this reason 
results should be interpreted cautiously. It also suggests that service users 
find talking to professionals generally therapeutic.
In terms of preference of profession the majority of respondents expressed 
that it would not matter who provided talking therapy. CA data suggest some 
service users identified training and qualification as important criteria in 
determining the appropriateness of a therapist. These results suggest service 
users’ thoughts are in line with the move towards a competency-based 
workforce in the NHS.
CA data identified a range of perceived obstacles to receiving talking therapy 
including a shortage of resources, the difficulty of travelling to appointments 
and time limitations. It would be useful to establish whether the perception of 
a shortage of resources within the CMHT is accurate, as if this is the case it 
would be an important issue to address. In terms of overcoming other barriers 
to accessing talking therapy it would be useful to explore more flexible options 
for its provision e.g. can talking therapy be provided in the home, out of office 
hours etc.
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A major limitation of this study was the small size of the sample. There is no 
way of assessing how representative of the population of the CMHT this 
sample was and it is likely that respondents had a greater interest in talking 
therapy than those service users who did not respond. In relation to research 
aim 2 a larger sample would have allowed for consideration of the impact of 
diagnosis on the likelihood of service users being offered talking therapy. 
The lack of ethnic diversity amongst the population served by the CMHT 
means that this might not have been possible to assess even with a larger 
sample. Based on the very low response rate from questionnaires given to 
care coordinators to distribute, one might speculate whether they reached all 
the service users that they should have.
If this audit were to be replicated providing a more detailed explanation of 
what talking therapy is at the start of the questionnaire would be useful in 
avoiding confusion. Asking service users for consent to access their files may 
have discouraged some from responding therefore asking them to provide 
demographic and diagnostic data themselves may have improved the 
response rate. Posting the questionnaire to all service users might also have 
generated more responses.
The findings of this audit suggest that the CMHT should:
1) Be proactive in asking service users whether they feel that talking therapy 
would be beneficial.
2) Be particularly attentive to whether male and older service users might 
benefit from talking therapy.
3) Conduct further research to assess whether there are sufficient resources 
within the CMHT to meet demand for talking therapy.
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4) Explore flexible options for the provision of talking therapy.
Whilst the main focus of this study was on talking therapy in formal sessions 
with a trained therapist, through both qualitative and quantitative responses 
service users communicated the therapeutic value of talking with members of 
the CMHT in a more general sense. All members of the CMHT can therefore 
consider themselves to have an important therapeutic role whether providing 
structured sessions of talking therapy or more general support.
For a reflective account of working on this project see Appendix 3.
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Appendix 1 : Final Questionnaire (Names of professionals and the name of the 
CMHT have been altered)
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A Survey of Thomas Paine CMHT Clients* Experience of 
Wanting and Receiving Talking Therapy
I am a trainee clinical psychologist in Thomas Paine CMHT where we are interested in 
finding out about people’s experiences o f asking for and being offered talking therapy. By 
talking therapy we mean having sessions talking to a professional who is a trained therapist4. 
We would therefore be grateful if you could spend a few minutes completing this 
questionnaire and return it to us in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope.
Research has shown that more people want talking therapy than actually receive it. We are 
therefore interested in finding out the reason for this. If you have received talking therapy 
we are interested in finding out whether you felt you received enough sessions and what you 
found useful about the experience.
The government has issued guidelines that recommend different types o f talking therapy for 
different types o f problems. These guidelines also state that gender, age, and ethnicity should 
not affect whether someone receives talking therapy. In order to find out whether we are 
following these guidelines it would be useful to access your file for extra information. This 
will have no affect on the care you receive. We understand that you may be concerned about 
us accessing your files, so please indicate to let us know if this is the case. All data will be 
made anonymous before I write a report to be held at the University o f Surrey. This report 
will then be presented to the Thomas Paine CMHT staff team with the aim of improving our 
service.
I do/do not consent to my notes being accessed for additional information (delete 
as appropriate)
Print Name
Signed: Date
Please return the survey by 8th April 2007
Thank you very much for your time and effort in completing 
this survey!
4 A trained therapist could be a psychologist or a counsellor, but may be another professional 
who has received specific training to deliver therapy e.g. a nurse, a psychiatrist or a social 
worker
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William Wilberforce  under the supervision of  __ Jeremy Bentham
Trainee Clinical Clinical Psychologist
Psychologist
Please circle and tick to indicate answers to questions below as appropriate
1) Have you wanted talking therapy over the past 12 months?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
3) Are you waiting to be assessed for talking therapy? Yes/ No /  Don't know
4) W ere you offered an assessment for talking therapy over the past 12 months?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
6) W ere you offered talking therapy over the past 12 months?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
7) If you were offered talking therapy did you accept the offer?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
8) If you accepted the offer of talking therapy did you receive it?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
9) If you were offered talking therapy was it the type of therapy you wanted?
2) If yes have you asked for it? Yes /N o  /  Not Sure
5) If yes did you attend the assessment? Yes/ N o / Don't Know
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Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
10) If you have received talking therapy what was most helpful about it (please select 
one)
It allowed me to explore my thoughts and feelings 0
It helped me identify where my negative thoughts come from 0
It helped me think and act in a more positive manner 0
It helped me become more confident
Other (Please State)
11) If you have completed therapy over the past 12 months how many sessions were you 
offered (please select)?
1-6 0 7-12 0 13-24 0 25-50 0 1-100 0 Not Sure 0
12) If you have completed your course of therapy were the number of sessions (please 
select):
Too Few 0 About Right 0 Too Many 0 Not Sure 0
13) If you have had talking therapy over the past 12 months what was the profession of 
the therapist(s) (please select one or more as appropriate)
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Art Therapist IE Community Psychiatric Nurse (CRN) IE
Nurse in hospital IE Occupational therapist IE Psychiatrist IE
Psychologist IE Psychotherapist 0 Social W orker 0
Not sure 0  Other (please state) 0
14) When receiving talking therapy would the profession of the therapist m atter to you 
(please select)?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
15) If yes what profession would you prefer the therapist to be?
16) Have you ever had a talking therapy in the past? Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
17) If yes what kind of talking therapy did you have?
18) W hat kinds of talking therapy if any have you heard of?
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19) Have you ever been offered talking therapy but not wanted it?
Yes /N o  /  Don't Know
20) If yes why did you not want it (please select one or more)?
Felt too unwell 0 Too busy w ith work 0
Problems w ith  child care 0  Did not think it would help 0
M y problems had improved 0  W orried about w hat it would involve 0
Other (Please state) 0
21) When you feel distressed or unwell mentally what helps you the most (please select 
one)?
Talking to a friend or fam ily member 0 Medicine0
A visit from my care coordinator 0 Attending talking therapy 0
Doing activities w ith a support worker 0  Going to  a support group 0
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Other (please state) IE
22) W hat other comments do you have about talking therapy?
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Appendix 2: Codes for content analysis of qualitative data:
Question 15
(If you have a preference) what profession would you prefer the therapist to be?
Preferred Professions
1) Psychologist (4)
2) Psychotherapist (2)
3) C P N (l)
4) Psychiatrist (1)
Less Preferred Professions
5) Art therapist (1)
6) Nurse in Hospital (1)
7) Social worker (1)
Qualified/Training
8) (It would not matter) if well trained [WT] (1)
9) CPN if specifically qualified [SQ] (1)
Additional Support 
10) CPN to provide (1)
Question 17
W hat kind of talking therapy did you have (Have had in past)?
Types o f therapy
11) CBT (2)
12) Counselling (2)
13) Psychotherapy (1)
14) Art therapy (1)
Profession o f therapist
15) CPN (3)
16) Psychologist (1)
17) Nurse in hospital (1)
18) Psychiatrist (1)
Purpose o f therapy
19) To stop hoarding [SH]
Question 18
W hat kinds of talking therapy if any have you heard of?
Types o f therapy
20) CBT (4)
21) Psychotherapy (3)
22) Art therapy (3)
23) Counselling (2)
24) Group Therapy (1)
25) Behavioural talking therapy (1)
26) Psychoanalysis (1)
27) DBT (2)
28) Solution focused (1)
29) Interpersonal (1)
30) Brief focused (1)
31) Group Psychotherapy (1)
32) Anxiety management classes (1)
33) Coping with depression group (1)
Question 22
W hat other comments do you have about talking therapy?
Obstacles in receiving talking therapy:
34) Shortage of resources [SR] (3)
35) Waiting lists too long [WL] (1)
36) Wanted but not offered [W NO] (1)
37) Travel [TR] (1)
38) Time Limitations [TL] (1)
39) Not discussed with [ND] (1)
Positive Views o f talking therapy:
40) Helpful [Hel] (3)
41) Helpful combined with medication [CW M] (1)
42) Helpful combined with a support group [CWSP] (1)
Wider Role o f CMHT:
43) Care Coordinator valued [CC] (2)
44) Feel well supported [WS] (1)
The term "talking therapy"
Appendix 3: Reflective Account of working on my SRRP
This was the first quantitative project that I had been involved with for six 
years and the first audit that I have ever worked on. I therefore approached it 
with a certain amount of trepidation. Recent research findings in this area 
suggested some quite specific research questions and this I found containing. 
However my field supervisor understandably wanted to use the questionnaire 
to get as much information as possible. This caused me to become anxious 
as I felt that she wanted to include questions which whilst interesting had the 
effect in my opinion of making the questionnaire unwieldy and also making the 
focus of the project lose a certain amount of clarity. I think the process of 
negotiation between the two of us was a useful experience in allowing me to 
consider what I was hoping to achieve through the project.
Piloting the questionnaire and getting feedback from colleagues I think helped 
emphasise for me how essential it is to make research a collaborative 
exercise, both in terms of getting others’ to commit and support it and in 
getting multiple perspectives in order to make the research of the highest 
quality possible. If I had had more time I would have also liked to get input 
from service users in terms of the design of the questionnaire. This would 
have allowed the questionnaire to ask questions which service users 
themselves considered being particularly relevant.
In terms of the process of getting the questionnaire sent to service users, I 
found this the most frustrating part of the project. It took me several weeks in 
order to get the manager of the CMHT to agree to fund the questionnaires 
being sent out with stamped envelopes. I attempted give choice to members 
of the CMHT by asking whether they wanted questionnaires posted or would 
prefer to hand them out. I feel that this was a mistake, as the poor response 
rate for those handed out by care coordinators had a negative impact on the 
project. Although I reminded these care coordinators several times to 
distribute the questionnaires, I struggled to be as assertive as I perhaps 
needed to be. Working on this project has therefore taught me that I must try
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to be more self-assured when working in multidisciplinary teams. I think if I 
am able to do this it will help me not only in my research, but also in my 
clinical and service development work.
In terms of analysing my data, I found it quite fun to reacquaint myself with 
SPSS. Having been more focused on qualitative research the past few years 
it was exciting to see results represented in concrete numerical terms. I was 
also quite surprised by how much it was possible to draw out from a relatively 
limited number of responses. I also think re-familiarising myself with 
quantitative analysis will benefit me when it comes to considering the research 
of others.
The process of writing up my report I found by terms interesting, enjoyable 
and anxiety provoking. I was glad to complete a first draft with plenty of time 
to spare before the deadline. However when doing this I made many basic 
mistakes that were time consuming to put right. However I have seen this as 
a learning (or perhaps relearning) process and I feel that if I were to do a 
similar project in the future I would be much better placed to write it up 
competently and efficiently.
Overall working on this project has led me to feel more confident in my 
research skills. I feel the final project though limited in the conclusions that 
can be drawn from it makes, in its findings makes a useful contribution to the 
CMHT where it was conducted. I currently feel excited about the opportunity 
to do more in-depth research over the remaining course of my doctorate and 
ongoing career.
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Evidence of Service Related Research Project Feedback
SRRP feedback
From: & Amanda Ediriweera (Amanda.Ediriweera@sabp.nhs.uk)
Sent: 12 February 2009 10:34:44 
To: joeledwardparker@hotmail.com
Hi Joel
I am pleased to confirm that you presented the outcome of your SRRP (' An audit to assess 
access to talking therapies in a CMHT population') whilst on placement with myself at Willow 
House Day Treatment Centre and Hollies CMHT on 7/8/07 to the Hollies CMHT. As you may 
recall it stimulated some interesting questions and was well received.
Regards
Amanda
Amanda Ediriweera 
Clinical Psychologist
Wellbeing Centre (formerly Beech House) Tuesday and Wednesday
Church Rd
Frimley
Surrey
01276 670911
Hollies CMHT (Friday)
Willow House 
23 Grosvenor Rd 
Aldershot 
Hants 
GU11 1DL
01252 312788
amanda.ediriweera@sabp.nhs.uk 
Research Log Checklist
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1 Formulating and testing hypotheses and research questions /
2 Carrying out a structured literature search using information technology and literature search tools
/
3 Critically reviewing relevant literature and evaluating research methods /
4 Formulating specific research questions /
5 Writing brief research proposals /
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_6_
7
T
_9_
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Writing detailed research proposals/protocols__________________________________
Considering issues related to ethical practice in research, including issues of diversity,
and structuring plans accordingly__________________________________________ __
Obtaining approval from a research ethics committee ______________________
Obtaining appropriate supervision for research__________________________________
Obtaining appropriate collaboration for research________________________________
Collecting data from research participants_____________________ _________________
Choosing appropriate design for research questions______________________________
Writing patient information and consent forms__________________________________
Devising and administering questionnaires_____________________________________
Negotiating access to study participants in applied NHS settings___________________
Setting up a data file_________________________________________________________
Conducting statistical analyses________________________________________________
Choosing appropriate statistical analyses_______________________________________
Preparing quantitative data for analysis________________________________________
Choosing appropriate quantitative data analysis_________________________________
Summarising results in figures and tables_______________________________________
Conducting semi-structured interviews_________________________________________
Transcribing and analysing interview data using qualitative methods_______________
Choosing appropriate qualitative analyses______________________________________
Interpreting results from quantitative and qualitative data analysis________________
Presenting research findings in a variety of contexts_____________________________
Producing a written report on a research project________________________________
Defending own research decisions and analyses_________________________________
Submitting research reports for publication in peer-reviewed journals or edited book 
Applying research findings to clinical practice___________________________________
Summary of Qualitative Project
No laughing matter: An exploration of the use of humour in trainee 
clinical psychologists in their professional role
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Year 1
June 2007
No laughing matter: An exploration of the use of humour in trainee clinical 
psychologists in their professional role
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There is an existing research literature indicating the importance of humour in 
managing stress and diffusing tension in health care settings. However a 
distinction has been made by some authors between adaptive and 
maladaptive humour. This study utilised an interpretative phenomenological 
analysis (IPA) methodology to explore trainee clinical psychologists’ views on 
the use of humour within their professional roles. Participants within this study 
were 7 female trainee clinical psychologists aged between 24 and 32, who 
responded to an email asking for volunteers for the project. Their views were 
solicited through a focus group, facilitated by two researchers who used an 
interview schedule to guide discussion.
The focus group lasted an hour and was transcribed by two researchers with a 
third checking for accuracy. I PA analysis was then conducted. The majority 
of themes in relation to the use of humour concerned it’s problematic and 
potentially dangerous qualities in the workplace. However alongside this there 
was a theme concerning the potential of humour to be used as a powerful tool 
within therapeutic work. A further strong theme concerned the factors that 
mediated the appropriateness of using humour. The findings of this study are 
discussed in the context of existing research, with acknowledgment of the 
projects limitations.
Major Research Project
Title: A study of complaints within meetings for 
people with learning disabilities 
utilising conversation analysis
Research project submitted as part of the Clinical 
PsychD in Clinical Psychology 
University of Surrey
Trainee Name: Joel Parker
Word Count: 19,989 (excludes contents page, 
acknowledgements, references and appendices)
Abstract:
The current learning disability policy framework emphasises the role of 
personalisation in improving the lives of people with learning disabilities.
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Central to this process are meetings in which individuals’ support and services 
are planned and reviewed. This study utilized conversation analysis (CA) to 
analyse video recordings of 4 meetings occurring within the context of 
personalisation. The participants within these meetings were clients with 
learning disabilities and professionals involved in their care. Analysis focused 
upon sequences involving stories of complaint made by clients within 
meetings. When clients offered accounts involving complaints, professionals 
were found to add descriptions that downplayed or contradicted their 
descriptions. Clients were found to show significant skill and persistence in 
maintaining their accounts in the face of professional resistance. The findings 
add to the CA literature demonstrating subtle processes by which people with 
learning disabilities are disempowered by those employed to support them. 
Roles for clinical psychologists in supporting staff to reflect on their 
interactions in meetings related to personalisation and the need for collectivist 
approaches to address common difficulties in the lives of people with learning 
disabilities are discussed in the light of the findings. Limitations of the study 
are also considered.
Acknowledgements:
Working on this project has been both an enlightening and extremely
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challenging undertaking. I would not have succeeded in completing this 
project without the support of many people.
My sincerest thanks must go to all the participants in this study, without whose 
generosity in allowing me to film their meetings this project would not have 
been possible. I would also like to thank the managers of the services who 
participated in this research for their generosity with their time and their 
openness and trust in allowing data to be gathered within their services.
Mick Finlay has been an immensely helpful presence throughout the duration 
of the project. His consistent, constructive and always encouraging feedback 
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Definition and terminology surrounding learning disabilities:
The British Psychological Society (BPS, 2000) lists three criteria that need to 
be fulfilled for an individual to be considered to have a learning disability:
1) Significant impairment of intellectual functioning.
2) Significant impairment of adaptive/social functioning.
3) Age of onset before adulthood.
Terminology used to describe people defined as having a learning disability 
has changed frequently (Sinason, 1992). The terms “imbecile”, “cretin”, 
“moron” and “feeble minded” have all previously been enshrined in British 
legislation (Marks, 1999), but would now be considered pejorative. In Britain 
the term “learning disabilities” was introduced by the National Health Service 
(NHS) in 1992 (Baum 2006). The International Association for the Study of 
Intellectual Disabilities has promoted the use of the term “intellectual 
disabilities” (Baum and Lynggard, 2006). As this study is concerned with the 
personalisation agenda, in the context of Valuing People: A New Strategy for 
Learning Disability for the 21st Century (Department of Health, henceforth 
DoH, 2001) and its recent update, Valuing People Now: From Progress to 
Transformation (DoH, 2007) the term “learning disability” will be used in this 
study.
Historical context
The fact that learning disabilities have been measured differently at different 
points in time (Wright and Digby, 1996) makes it challenging to construct a 
coherent historical narrative for this group of people. The ancient Greeks and 
Romans often performed infanticide on deformed children (Barnes, 1994). 
Barnes goes on to document how in the middle ages impairment came to be
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seen as the result of sin. This led to the persecution of people with learning 
disabilities who have only recently been allowed to receive some sacraments 
in the Roman Catholic Church. The middle ages were also associated with 
“idiots” being kept as objects of entertainment by aristocrats (Ryan and 
Thomas, 1987).
The distinction between people with learning disabilities and people with 
mental health problems can be dated back to the middle ages. Perogatavia 
Regis written in the 13th century set forth rights and duties towards those 
lacking capacity and distinguished between “natural fools” and those “non- 
compos mentis” (Cocks and Cockram, 1997).
Finkelstein (1980) contends that during feudal times the majority of impaired 
people were able to contribute to society before industrialisation led to the 
exclusion and institutionalisation of people unable to keep up with and 
conform to the demands of modernity. Firsthand accounts of life within 
institutions such as Mabel Cooper’s (1997) life story portray a lack of 
educational opportunities, a lack of choice and enforced uniformity, exclusion 
from the community and degrading punishments.
In 1948 the institutions that people with learning disabilities lived in came 
under the control of the newly formed NHS (Burton and Kagan, 2006). The 
1971 White Paper Better Services for the Mentally Handicapped (Department 
of Health and Social Security, 1971) laid the foundations for continued 
increase in community provision. In England and Wales during this period 
resources for 59,000 hospital beds for people with learning disabilities were 
transferred to community services (Jones, 1975)
Valuing People
Valuing People (VP; Department of Health, henceforth DoH, 2001) forms the
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UK Government’s learning disability policy framework in the new millennium in 
England. VP identifies a number of issues needing to be addressed in the 
lives of people with learning disabilities including:
• Poor and inconsistent support received by families.
• Social isolation.
• The need for greater choice and control.
• The need for better health care.
• The need for better planning based on individual aspirations, needs 
and views.
The four principles at the heart of the white paper are: legal and civil rights, 
independence, choice and inclusion.
Personalisation:
Central to Valuing People is the concept of person centred planning (PCP). 
Five key principles form the basis of PCP (DoH 2002):
1) The person is at the centre.
2) Family members and friends are partners in planning.
3) The plan reflects what is important to the person, their capacities and 
what support he or she requires.
4) The plan results in actions that are about life, not just services, and 
reflect what is possible, not just what is available.
5) The plan results in ongoing listening, learning and further action.
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PCP builds on previous approaches to individualising care by: placing power 
and control with the focus person or the person he or she nominates to 
facilitate the plan, shifting the emphasis away from paid to more natural 
supports such as family and the wider social network and services being 
continually responsive to changing requirements (Kilbane & Thompson, 2004). 
Mansell and Beadle-Brown (2004) add that PCP is distinguished from its 
predecessors, firstly by its focus on people's aspirations and capacities as 
opposed to their needs and deficiencies and secondly by focusing on 
providing the necessary support to achieve goals, rather than limiting goals to 
what services can typically manage.
PCP has been criticised on a number of grounds. Mansell and Beadle-Brown 
(2004) question the effectiveness of PCP to improve the quality of life of 
people with learning disabilities. Drawing on research concerning approaches 
such as Individual Programme Planning (IPP), Mansell and Beadle-Brown 
(2004) also argue that plans often fail to be put into practice and are not well 
connected with the real lives of people with learning disabilities. Emerson and 
Stancliffe (2004) warn that without necessary changes to ensure those 
involved in PCP have the authority and resources to achieve its goals, PCP as 
an approach is in danger of becoming a fad. Dowling et al (2007) make the 
point that the language of person centred planning assumes a “community" 
base, which is atypical of much of modern life.
The 2007 update of VP (DoH) introduced the broader concept of 
“personalisation”, whereby in addition to PCP, Direct Payments and Individual 
Budgets are suggested as key mechanisms in improving the lives of people 
with learning disabilities.
Direct Payments involve social care recipients being able to purchase their 
own support package of services (DoH, 2007). Users of Direct Payments take 
on many responsibilities including legal responsibilities for those they employ
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and in some cases organizing payroll and other statutory responsibilities 
(DoH, 2005). Possibly as a result of this level of responsibility, there has been 
a lesser take up of Direct Payments amongst people with learning disabilities 
in comparison to other eligible groups (Cambridge, 2008).
The government Green Paper Independence, Wellbeing and Choice: Our 
Vision for the Future of Social Care for Adults in England (DoH, 2005) 
introduces the concept of Individual Budgets (IBs) as a route to achieving 
greater choice and control over services for individuals who may be unable to 
consent to or manage Direct Payments. IBs involve allocating available 
resources to individuals according to their needs, with the budgets then held 
by the local authority or the individual’s carer. In line with PCP, IBs can be 
used to purchase services not traditionally provided within social care. In a 
recent speech the government confirmed IB as central to “a 21st century social 
care system” (Hewitt, 2006, cited in Manthorpe, Stevens et al, 2008, 
henceforth Manthorpe et al 2008b). The latest update on Valuing People, 
Valuing People Now: A new three-year strategy for people with learning 
disabilities: Making it happen for everyone (DoH, 2009) identifies support 
planning related to IBs as a key personalization mechanism.
Research and dilemmas surrounding the personalisation agenda
Empirical research supporting PCP has begun to appear. In a US based 
study Holburn et al (2004) found that PCP was more effective than individual 
service planning (ISP) in hastening people’s moving from institutional to 
community settings. A longitudinal study conducted by Robertson et al 
(2007a) in the UK found PCP to have a positive impact on social networks, 
contact with family, contact with friends, community involvement, quantity of 
scheduled day activity and choice.
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Robertson et al (2007b) researched barriers to the introduction of PCP in four 
locations in England. The most common reason for the failure to develop a 
plan was the absence of a facilitator. Several barriers were identified in terms 
of the achievement of identified goals including community and service 
barriers, staff barriers and both personal and physical barriers.
Individual Budgets Evaluation Network (IBSEN, 2008) have conducted an 
evaluation of the impact of IBs on people’s lives across 13 sites where the 
approach has been piloted. Amongst people with learning disabilities able to 
answer for themselves, those receiving individual budgets reported feeling 
more in charge of their lives to a statistically significant level, in comparison to 
a control group.
There has been little research into the interactive processes that occur in 
meetings relating to the personalisation of services received by people with 
learning disabilities. Although studies have assessed attendance of people 
with learning disabilities at meetings concerning their care (e.g. Dunne and 
O’Regan, 1990), there is of course no guarantee that this links to meaningful 
participation. In order to address this Alexander and Hegarty (2001) 
developed a scale to assess client participation in individual programme 
planning meetings on a number of 5 point scales (e.g. to what extent the client 
provides information, suggests goals etc) and also provided a case study 
demonstrating how to use the tool. Such a scale, however, is limited by its 
inability to capture the interactive nature of communication and participation 
within meetings.
Similarly research on the process within PCP meetings is sparse. Caldicott 
(2003) gives examples of positive processes in relation to PCP, but this in the
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form of good practice guidance, rather than a systematic study. An innovative 
study by Reid et al (1999), suggests PCP meetings may be limited in 
identifying the wants and needs of individuals with profound and multiple 
disabilities. Preferences for four individuals with profound and multiple 
disabilities including types of food, music and objects such as magazines and 
toys were agreed by professionals and family and friends in their PCP 
meetings. These were then presented to these clients, along with other 
stimuli on a number of occasions, with criteria such as prolonged engagement 
and positive facial expressions being used to determine preference. Although 
there was some trend towards preference for items identified as preferred 
within the PCP meetings, for two participants several preferences identified 
within the plans were found to be non-preferred. The authors recommend that 
for individuals with profound and multiple disabilities PCP must be 
supplemented by systematic assessment of their preferences.
Kilbane and Thompson (2004) identify several dilemmas that PCP presents to 
professionals. They argue that relinquishing control over the life of a person 
with a learning disability is particularly difficult when a person makes choices 
that are against professionals’ expectations and what they feel is best for the 
person. Duty of care is also identified as a concept that might create conflict 
for professionals when the choices of a person with a learning disability go 
against what professionals believe should be happening. It is also suggested 
that the emphasis on natural supports may lead to professionals feeling 
devalued. IBs would appear to create similar dilemmas. Manthorpe, Jacobs 
et al (2008, henceforth Manthorpe et al, 2008a) interviewed staff involved in 
the 13 pilot sites and found that some frontline staff perceived IBs as a threat 
to their professional role. Cynicism about new initiatives was also identified as 
a barrier to training in this approach. In a further study Manthorpe et al 
(2008b) interviewed adult protection leads about IBs. Interviewees' responses 
indicated concerns that IBs may lead to people making unwise decisions. 
This again suggests that the process of personalisation is likely to lead to staff 
facing dilemmas.
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Research into staff interactions with clients with learning disabilities
Staff communication with people with learning disabilities appears to present a 
barrier to their empowerment. A study by McConkey et al (1999) of 43 staff 
client dyads suggests that individuals with learning disabilities are routinely 
disempowered by interactions with them. They found that staff overly relied 
on verbal acts even with non-verbal clients, favoured the use of directives and 
questions and failed to adjust their language to the clients’ level of 
understanding. Such findings would appear to imply that the adoption of 
appropriate communication is a significant challenge in terms of involving 
people with learning disabilities in the personalisation of their care. In a 
further study, Bradshaw (2001) found that 45% of staff communicational acts 
were outside the reported understanding of service users with learning 
disabilities.
Recently a body of work has explored issues of empowerment in the everyday 
lives of people with learning disabilities through the research method of 
conversation analysis (henceforth, CA). CA was developed by sociologist 
Harvey Sacks, motivated by a desire to make sociology more naturalistic and 
observational (Hutchby & Woofitt, 1998). Garfinkel and Sacks (1970) argued 
that sociological research positions people as puppets of social forces beyond 
their comprehension. These concerns could be seen as echoes of criticism of 
dominant psychological models, whereby the 1950s saw the emergence of 
humanist psychology in reaction to the perceived determinism of behavioural 
and psychoanalytic approaches (Yalom, 1980). Bugental (1963) for instance 
emphasised people’s intentionality, awareness and active role in creating their 
existence. Similarly Sacks wished to demonstrate how people are active and 
motivated participants in their conversations. CA can be seen as unique 
within qualitative research in that it relies on audio or video recordings of
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naturally occurring data (ten Have, 1990).
Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) provide illustrations of some of the principal 
analytic concepts of CA. These include:
1 ) A concern with both the sequential order and inferential order of talk:
Sequential order refers to the way that successive turns in conversation 
are linked together in describable ways. Inferential order refers to the 
resources people rely on to understand one another. In relation to the 
sequential order of interactions, an invitation will typically lead to a 
statement of acceptance or declination. However, inferential factors 
may lead to a question being asked in response, in order to obtain 
sufficient information to make a decision. For example when one 
speaker asks another if they want to go for a drink, the second may ask 
questions to clarify what bar the previous speaker is inviting them to, at 
what time and who else will be in attendance before they accept or 
decline the offer.
2) A consideration of the organization of turn taking:
Sacks et al (1974) note within conversation that turn taking occurs, one 
speaker tends to speak at a time and turns are taken with as little gap 
or overlap as possible.
3) An interest in the nature of overlapping talk:
CA research has also attempted to make explicit the patterns and 
mechanisms at play when two or more speakers talk simultaneously 
within a conversation.
4) The organization of repair:
This concerns the processes by which miscommunications, overlaps in 
talking and misunderstandings are dealt with.
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CA as a methodology has been extended beyond sociology to become used 
by linguists and psychologists. CA has also been used to research the 
interactions of clinical populations. For example Gardner (1998) has studied 
the interactions of children with speech difficulties and a number of studies 
(Wilkinson, 1995; Goodwin, 2003, 2004, 2006) have explored the 
communication of adults with aphasia.
In relation to learning disability, CA has been used to research interactions in 
a wide range of situations including how assessments of people with learning 
disability are conducted (Antaki, 1999), everyday interactions between people 
with learning disabilities and their support staff in institutional care (Finlay, 
Antaki & Walton, 2008, henceforth Finlay et al, 2008a; Finlay, Antaki, Walton 
& Stribling, 2008, henceforth Finlay et al, 2008c) and the interactions between 
staff and people with learning disabilities in residents' meetings (Jingree et al, 
2006).
Many of the CA studies exploring the interactions of people with learning 
disabilities have identified the impact of inferential factors on the sequential 
development of conversations. Finlay et al (2008a) found residents with 
learning disabilities when asked if they would like to be weighed, were able to 
respond with various verbal and non-verbal resources to express refusal 
including edging one’s feet away from the activity, turning one’s head away, 
standing still when encouraged to move towards the scales, the use of 
protowords, and vocalizations and shrieks. Staff, although often recognizing 
what was being communicated, went on to escalate the invitation as a request 
and then an order. The authors argue that the failure of staff to accept the 
residents’ choices reflects perceived institutional pressures on them to 
conduct monthly weighings.
Rapley and Antaki (1996) used CA to analyse transcriptions of quality of life 
assessment interviews. They argue that the nature of the interviewer’s
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reformulations and pursuit of “acceptable” answers acted to guide people with 
learning disabilities towards acquiescent responses. Building upon this study, 
Antaki et al (2002) demonstrated that interactions between staff members and 
individuals with learning disabilities led to deviation from neutral administration 
of interviews conducted for audit purposes.
CA research has also explored ways in which the construction of identity for 
people with learning disabilities can be influenced by interactions with care 
staff. Antaki et al (2007b) found that when describing an activity to 
researchers, staff members framed it in terms of its intrinsic qualities, but 
when describing it to residents with learning disability they instead 
emphasized its social qualities in terms of who else would be present. The 
authors argue that there is a danger that consistent appeals to the social 
identity of people with learning disabilities may have the impact of negating 
their ability to make decisions on other grounds. In a further study Antaki et al 
(2007a) considered a conversation in which care staff solicited the views of 
residents with learning disabilities on relationships. The authors document 
how staff place care workers alongside family members and friends in terms 
of people residents have a relationship with, therefore inviting them to see 
these relationships as equivalent. As the conversation develops a care 
worker presents the formulation to a resident that a care worker is their friend, 
after the resident has stated that a staff member is a “helper”. The authors 
argue that the portrayal of staff members as friends serves the purposes of a 
residential care home, by portraying them as happy places free from conflict 
and avoiding issues such as power and control.
Jingree et al (2006) used CA to explore interactions in resident meetings in 
care homes involving a number of residents with learning disabilities and 
several members of staff involved in supporting them. This study found that 
staff often failed to acknowledge residents’ attempts to communicate, 
sometimes ignoring dissatisfaction and at other times shepherding them
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towards decisions that the staff members themselves appeared to prefer. 
This study also found that staff guided residents to affirm the service 
philosophy through the use of prompts and candidate answers5. Therefore a 
format that was supposed to increase the voice of residents instead appeared 
to also serve a number of other purposes. A further study by Antaki et al 
(2008) has demonstrated that several routine practices in the offering of 
choice to people with learning disabilities in residential care homes can lead to 
confusion on the part of residents.
The Present Study:
The existing CA literature illustrates many ways in which individuals with 
learning disabilities can become disempowered in everyday interactions. The 
present study aims to add to this literature by focusing on meetings where the 
explicit focus is upon one service user and the personalisation of the services 
that they receive. There is a gap in the literature, as previous research into 
the process of such meetings (e.g. Alexander and Hegarty, 2001) has sought 
to quantify service users’ involvement, rather than look at it as within an 
interactive framework. The present study involves analysing video recordings 
of meetings involving people with learning disabilities, occurring within the 
context of the personalisation agenda. It uses a CA methodology in order to 
provide a fine grained analysis of the subtle dynamics being enacted in turn by 
turn sequential communication within meetings.
This study therefore explores the following research question:
By what means are people with learning disabilities empowered and 
disempowered by conversational practices within meetings aimed at the 
personalisation of their support?
Method:
5 Candidate answers (Pomerantz, 1988) involves a speaker providing a suggested answer to 
another participant within a conversation.
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Ethical approval
Ethical approval was obtained through NRES, the NHS ethical approval 
service, through the Research Ethics Committee local to where research was 
conducted and University of Surrey School of Human Sciences Ethics (see 
appendices 1 and 2). Approval was also obtained from the local NHS 
Research and Development Centre (see appendix 3).
Procedure, informed consent and data collection:
The project’s field supervisor initially recommended a number of local learning 
disability services to contact in relation to the project. A total of eight services 
were contacted by the researcher by telephone. Of these four either stated 
that there were no clients within their services with upcoming meetings 
relevant to the project, or stated a concern that the research might have a 
negative impact on clients, for instance leading to them forming attachments 
to a researcher who would be a fleeting presence within their lives. Four 
service managers stated an interest in their services being involved with the 
research. The researcher then arranged meetings with the managers of these 
services. These included services providing people with learning disabilities 
with residential care, day services, brokerage support and input to individuals 
in supported living accommodation. In these meetings a rationale was 
presented for conducting the research. Managers were informed that only 
individuals able to give informed consent to participate in this study should be 
considered.
Service managers in collaboration with direct care staff then approached a 
total of nine clients (individuals with learning disabilities participating in the 
research will henceforth be referred to as clients) with relevant forthcoming 
meetings in order to ascertain whether they were interested in taking part in
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the research. Meetings were then held with six interested clients and their 
support workers in order to provide them with more detailed information 
verbally and in written/pictorial form (see appendix 4) and to obtain informed 
consent (see appendix 5). Informed consent was gained from all six of these 
clients. Staff members participating in meetings were informed of the project 
in advance and given the opportunity to raise any concerns. Written 
information was also presented to staff members (see appendices 6 and 7) 
participating in clients’ meetings. Where possible informed consent was 
obtained from staff members ahead of the meeting, but in other cases it was 
done on the day of the meeting itself. All participants gave informed consent 
before the meetings. Throughout the process an emphasis was placed upon 
the voluntary nature of participation in the study and the right to withdraw at 
any point.
Meetings were recorded using a digital video camera and a digital audio 
recorder, in order to provide a back up of the sound recording. As illustrated 
below in figures 1-3, the researcher sat in the room during all meetings in 
order to maximize what was captured in the recording. After the completion of 
the meetings these recordings were transferred onto computer for analysis 
and then deleted from the recording devices.
Data set:
Meetings of four of the six consenting clients were recorded. These meetings 
lasted a little over four and a half hours in total. The other two meetings that 
clients had consented to have recorded were delayed by several months 
leading to an eventual decision to abandon recording them6. This decision 
was also influenced by the richness revealed by preliminary analysis on the 
recorded data.
6 The manager of the service supporting these clients was informed of this decision.
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Given CA’s focus on detailed analysis of communicative processes, published 
work often focuses on the communication of a relatively small number of 
individuals across a limited number of recordings. Research with people with 
aphasia cited in the introduction (e.g. Wilkinson 1995, Goodwin, 2004) has 
tended to use a case study approach. A case study approach was also used 
by Friedland and Miller (1998) to understand the challenges of communicating 
with a man with a closed head injury. In this study the data set was made up 
of three 10-minute conversations. Stribling et al (2004) used a case study 
approach to apply CA to recordings of the communication of a girl with autism 
at school. Friedland and Miller (1999) later used CA to research the 
communication of four bilingual women with Alzheimer’s disease. Published 
studies with small numbers of participants and recordings have also been 
seen frequently within the learning disability field. The Jingree et al (2006) 
study referred to in the introduction, involved recordings of two meetings each 
around an hour in length, whilst the Antaki et al (2002) study involved 
recordings of five 1:1 interviews, each lasting between 30 minutes and an 
hour.
The data set can therefore be seen as consistent with much of the existing 
literature. The primary task of a conversation analyst is one of discovering, 
describing and analysing complex interactional phenomena as socially 
produced phenomena in their own right (Psathas, 1995). CA does not aim to 
make empirical generalisations, but to provide analyses of “unique adequacy” 
(Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970). The value of research within CA is therefore 
dependent on the quality of analysis, rather than the quantity of material. 
This focus is borne out by published work within the learning disability field 
which has at times focused on just a few minutes of interaction (e.g. Finlay et 
al 2008a and 2008c).
Extracts from three of the four recorded meetings are referred to in the 
analysis section. Preliminary analysis was conducted on the fourth meeting,
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but no instances of the phenomenon (sequences involving stories of 
complaints made by clients) that the final analysis concentrated upon, were 
identified within this meeting. Therefore only three of these meetings and their 
participants are described below.
Discussion with various services within the borough where research was 
undertaken reveals that person centred planning has increasingly come to be 
seen as an organic process within services in the area. The descriptions of 
the meetings offered below suggest that they are informed by the principles of 
person centred planning. They also occur in the context of other elements of 
the personalisation agenda, such as individual budgets being introduced to 
clients across the borough.
Description of meetings and participants:
Names of all individuals and places have been changed in order to protect the 
anonymity of participants.
Meeting one (Gillian’s meeting):
Gillian is a white British woman in her mid forties. Her person centred review 
meeting was held in Sherwood Close, a residential care home for people with 
learning disabilities, run by a voluntary sector organisation. At the time of the 
meeting Gillian had applied for, but was not yet in receipt of an individual 
budget. Gillian has lived at Sherwood Close for almost 20 years, although 
there was recently a one year period when she moved to a different care 
home before deciding to return. Gillian, who is in her late 40s, is verbal, but 
often speaks using grammatically incomplete sentences. Due to having lost 
the large majority of her teeth her speech is sometimes extremely unclear. 
She was often observed to use gesture to support her spoken communication. 
Helen, Gillian's keyworker, noted that Gillian likes to talk and express herself. 
When asked about the purpose of the meeting Helen noted that it was to
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“make sure that Gillian’s more than happy” and to ensure that her care 
package was meeting all of her needs. Gillian stated that she wanted to talk 
about the fact that one of her day placements was being shut down.
A printed document stated that the purpose of Gillian’s meeting was to:
• Review the service from the resident’s point of view.
• To highlight major life changes.
• Review the progress made towards the goals set last year.
• Discuss the proposals for goals this year.
Helen also participated in Gillian’s meeting. Helen had been working in 
Sherwood Close for 6 months at the time of the meeting. The meeting was 
chaired by Ruth, Gillian’s review officer7. This meeting was in fact the first 
time that Ruth had met Gillian. Ruth works for the local authority, in a 
brokerage team, which works on behalf of people with learning disabilities to 
secure the services that they desire.
The participants in Gillian’s meeting sat around a table with Helen on the left, 
Ruth in the centre and Gillian on the right. The researcher sat approximately 
4 metres away from them directly facing Ruth (see figure 1).
7 Within the borough that this project was conducted, individuals with learning disabilities who 
are considered to be relatively settled are assigned review officers in place of care 
coordinators, who meet with them only during their review meetings.
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Researcher
Figure 1: Location of participants and researchers during Gillian's meeting 
Meeting two (Vicki’s meeting):
Vicki is a white British woman in her early forties with a learning disability, who 
uses a wheelchair due to physical disability. Vicki was observed to be 
extremely articulate and at times rhetorically skilled in her communication. 
Vicki currently lives alone and attends a day service two days a week and is 
also supported to do activities in the community by staff from the day service. 
Vicki is a representative on a “parliament” for people with learning disabilities 
run within the borough. Vicki is already in receipt of an Individual Budget. Her 
annual review and support planning meeting was held within the day service 
she attends. Vicki stated that the meeting would probably be addressing a lot 
of issues to do with physical difficulties. Vicki was described by the manager 
of the day service she attends, Jane, as being “totally literate and able to 
speak her own mind”. Jane commented that due to Vicki's ability there was 
“emphasis on her almost to run the meeting and take us through her support 
plan”. She noted that the meeting would involve doing both a financial plan 
and reviewing the package of care that Vicki would like to buy with her 
individual budget.
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The meeting was chaired by Karen, Vicki’s care coordinator. Karen is a social 
worker employed by the local authority. One of Karen’s aims during the 
meeting appeared to be to demonstrate to Vicki how her individual budget 
should be linked to a support plan, although this is inferred on the basis of 
Karen’s frequent references to the support plan, rather than having been 
explicitly stated. Also present in the meeting were Jane and Vicki’s support 
workers Becky and Marilyn. Becky and Marilyn are both involved in Vicki’s 
day to day care within the day service, in the community and at home. Jane, 
Becky and Marilyn are all employed by a national charity that provides support 
to people with learning disabilities across a wide range of settings.
The different participants in Vicki’s meeting sat in a horseshoe with Vicki at the 
centre (see figure 2). The researcher was sat around four metres away from 
the participants.
Vicki
Becky Marilyn
Karen Jane
Researcher
Figure 2: Location of participants and researcher during Vicki’s meeting
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Meeting 3 (Amy’s meeting):
Amy is a woman of Italian descent in her late forties. Amy has a full time job 
and lives on her own in a supported living flat. During the meeting she was 
observed to be verbally able and articulate. Within the supported living 
service that supports Amy, keyworkers arrange monthly one to one 
personalisation meetings in order to review progress on various goals of 
importance to clients. Sally, Amy’s support worker (employed by the 
supported living service) was also in attendance at the meeting. Amy 
described the purpose of the meeting as being to “discuss what I want to do”. 
Sally stated that the meetings were for “working with Amy’s goals, checking 
she is alright” and for “moving on in life and seeing what she would like to do 
in the future”. Sally also noted that the meetings were about “giving Amy a 
chance to say what she wants”.
Amy and Sally were the only participants in this meeting and sat either side of 
a table with the researcher positioned about 3 metres away from them as 
indicated in figure 3:
A m y Sally
Researcher
Figure 3: Location of participants and researcher during Amy’s meeting
Selection of Conversation Analysis as a research methodology:
CA is unique amongst research methodologies in applying a detailed 
contextualized analysis to naturally occurring data. This allows it to highlight 
significant interactive processes that as a result of their everyday occurrence 
and rapid enactment would otherwise go unnoticed (Finlay, Ataki & Walton,
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2008, henceforth Finlay et al, 2008b). CA, by observing the different rights of 
participants within a scene to contribute to interactions, is suited to exploring 
power differentials (Jingree et al, 2006). Qualitative methodologies relying on 
participant descriptions of empowerment within meetings (e.g. interpretive 
phenomenological analysis, Smith et al, 2009, or grounded theory, Glaser, 
1992) would be limited by participants' awareness, recall and ability to 
articulate such subtle processes, in a way that CA is not. As ten Have (1990) 
points out, data gained in situations created for research purposes may be 
guided more by the setting in which they are given (e.g. an interview with a 
psychologist) than by the situation that they describe.
Given that many people with learning disabilities have impairments in terms of 
formal spoken language, CA’s focus on people’s communication 
competencies (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998) can also be seen as 
advantageous. Whereas many qualitative research methods are limited to 
analysing the semantic and structural organization of language, CA 
additionally is able to attend to factors such as prosody of speech, the use of 
the body in communication and facial expression and gaze (see for example 
Goodwin, 1981, 2000). This was seen as a major advantage given the range 
of communication used by participants within this study.
The recorded data could have been analysed quantitatively using Interaction 
Process Analysis (Bales, 1950). This analysis would have involved 
categorizing and counting the different communicative acts of participants 
within the study. However CA was chosen in preference to this approach, as 
it was thought necessary to achieve detailed analysis of the qualitative 
elements of individual communicational turns, the way which successive turns 
linked and the impact of this upon the empowerment of clients within 
interactions.
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Transcription of data:
Data was transcribed in line with the system developed by Gail Jefferson. 
See appendix 8 for a glossary of these transcription terms, taken from 
Hutchby and Woofitt (1998).
Analysis of data:
Initial stages in data analysis involved an immersion in the data and a process 
of watching the recordings several times. Following this an attempt was made 
to begin analysing the data. Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) note 3 principal 
stages in conversation analysis:
1. Location of a potentially interesting phenomenon in the data and 
developing a collection of a number of such instances.
Interesting phenomena for each meeting were initially noted both by hand and 
in word processing documents (see appendices 9 and 10 for examples). As 
illustrated in appendix 10 categories of phenomena were initially general and 
varied including, for instance, apologies, checks for client understanding and 
negotiations of identity. In line with Sacks’ (1984) it was attempted to 
approach the data as openly as possible to see what might be revealed. As 
these collections of phenomena developed multiple instances of certain 
phenomena extending across different meetings were noted (see appendix 11 
for examples of the phenomenon of clients making requests within meetings). 
As analysis progressed the process of clients telling stories became a 
phenomenon of interest that extended across the different recordings. The 
data was reviewed several more times in order to locate all instances that 
could be considered to be stories told by clients. As this process was 
conducted it became apparent that the stories could be seen as distinct in 
terms of content and some of their sequential properties. The stories were 
then organized into 3 categories: stories linked to complaints, stories linked to 
requests and stories narrating general lived experiences (see appendix 12).
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A number of storytelling sequences were subject to some preliminary analysis 
at this stage (see appendix 13 for an example). Based on the large number of 
viewings up to this point and initial analysis, stories of complaint (see analysis 
for criteria regarding what constitutes a story of complaint) appeared to have 
sequentially interesting features. The process of making complaints and how 
they were responded to by staff members was also considered to be of 
importance, given the project’s research question (see section below for a 
more detailed consideration of this point).
2. Description of one particular occurrence formally, concentrating on its 
sequential context
3. Returning to the data to see if  other instances o f the phenomenon can 
be described in terms of this account.
Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) note that when analysing extended sequences 
the focus becomes less on developing rules from recursive elements within 
conversation and more towards seeing significant interactional detail within 
singular sequences of interaction. All sequences involving stories of 
complaint were subject to turn by turn analysis focusing on such details 
resulting in 67 single spaced pages of analysis. Work by authors including 
Jefferson (1988) and Sacks (1992, Vol 2, p.222-268) has demonstrated 
organization and orderliness within extended sequences of talk. An attempt 
was therefore made to delineate stages that these sequences pass through. 
As the sequences were analysed more formally, it became apparent that 
certain discrete stages seemed to occur prior to the telling of the story (story 
prefaces) and through the storytelling process itself. On the basis of this, 
models were developed for both story prefaces and the storytelling process. 
These models were modified as additional stories of complaint were analysed 
in order to account for the variation within the different sequences identified as 
stories of complaint.
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These stage models for stories of complaint provide evidence of order within 
these extended sequences of conversation. However the fact that they are 
drawn from a limited number of examples means that rather than being 
generalisable they should be viewed tentatively as providing a useful 
schematic to organize the analysis within this study and a possible starting 
point for future research. Analysis also focused on the multiple actions that 
interactional details performed. In terms of analysing these details, this 
process was guided by Heritage's (1997) suggestions on places to probe 
“institutionality”8 of interaction. Instutionality was therefore considered in 
terms of turn design (the action that the talk is designed to perform), lexical 
choice (the relationship between the institution and the words used) and 
epistemological asymmetry (the differing levels of participation and rights and 
responsibilities of different conversation participants).
Stories of complaint as a relevant phenomenon to analyse:
Complaints may take an instrumental form in order to redress some form of 
inequitable treatment, but often appear to be non-instrumental and serve the 
purpose of emotional release (Alicke et al, 1992). There is evidence 
suggesting that those who inhibit expression of negative feelings, the so called 
“Type C” personality, may be at a greater risk of cancer (Dattore et al, 1980). 
People who complain infrequently are also at increased risk of depression 
(Folkman and Lazarus, 1986).
As a result of being members of, in many ways, a disadvantaged and 
disempowered group, people with learning disabilities may have a greater 
need to complain, not only to achieve redress, but also to achieve emotional 
release and a sense of validation in order to sustain physical and mental 
health. Studies in the CA literature suggest that conversational practices may
8 The data within this project is considered to be institutional on the basis that interactions are 
occurring within a service framework where staff members are interacting with clients as a 
result of their employment by institutions such as social services, day services and residential 
care homes.
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position people with learning disabilities as submissive or acquiescent and 
deny them opportunities for self expression. A recent study by Heinemann (in 
press) has shown how institutional roles individuals hold can influence the 
success of complaints. In recordings of home help visits she found complaints 
made by care givers about care recipients were successful as a result of being 
ratified by other caregivers. However, when care recipients initiated 
complaints about caregivers, these were unsuccessful as a result of being 
immediately rejected by colleagues of the target of the complaint. Exploring 
these issues further is therefore consistent with clinical psychology's 
commitment to achieving “understanding of power differences between 
professionals and people with learning disabilities and how to address these in 
practice, and, where relevant, in research.” (BPS, 2005, p.4).
Exploring complaints occurring within the context of storytelling is of further 
interest. Arendt (1958) argued that the political is best understood as the 
intersection between public and private realms and that storytelling involves 
the transformation of the private into the public. Jackson (2002) builds on this 
idea by suggesting that storytelling serves the existential purpose of 
sustaining a sense of agency within situations of disempowerment. The 
importance of clinical psychologists facilitating opportunities for people with 
learning disabilities to offer their own narrative on events is one that is 
recognised by the BPS: “The service-users' perspective is paramount at all 
times... and is central to any interventions suggested.” (BPS, 2005, p.1).
Features of complaint sequences of interest:
Issues informing the analysis included:
1) The enactment of power dynamics through the use of available 
communicative resources between different participants i.e. to what 
extent do staff members use their communicational resources to
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support and empower clients in their accounts and to what extent do 
they use them to marginalize or undermine clients' accounts?
2) The management of issues of blame and accountability.
3) Maintenance and deviation from politeness through the processes of 
clients making complaints and professionals responding to them.
4) Possible contradictions in enacting different aims relating to the 
meeting and wider context of learning disability policy and practice.
Rigour of analysis:
During analysis every attempt was made to stay close to the data at all times. 
Where interpretations are speculative this has been acknowledged. During 
the process of analysis the researcher met frequently with a supervisor 
experienced in the use of CA in order to facilitate an ongoing process of 
reflection and critical debate. In supervision sessions sequences of data were 
often watched several times in order to try and gain new insights into 
sequential order and develop openness to multiple possible readings of the 
data.
The analysis of interactional details was also supported by a process of 
triangulation in which data transcripts were analysed by the researcher along 
with two fellow CA practitioners, on a number of different occasions. This 
process involved reading sequences several times, co-researchers making 
notes and feeding them back to the researcher, who then discussed these 
within their existing analytic framework. The researcher also regularly 
attended a qualitative research peer supervision group in order to consider the 
data analysis within a broader contextual framework.
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Feedback:
At the time of writing the researcher is arranging feedback on the study to all 
research participants.
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Analysis
Appendix 14 contains a reflective account of my experience of working on the 
analysis.
The analysis comprises the following sections:
• Identification of stories of complaint
• Story preface sequences
• Storytelling sequences
• Impact of staff descriptions in co-constructed accounts
• Client persistence in storytelling sequences
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Identification of stories of complaint:
The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2008) defines a story as “a 
description, either true, or imagined of a connected series of events”. In 
everyday conversation stories are often considered to be elaborate 
descriptions that link together and build to some form of climax. Consistent 
with this perspective, Sacks dedicated several lectures to analysing stories 
that fit with this description (Sacks, 1992, Vol 2 p.222-268). However, earlier 
in his career Sacks had demonstrated that far simpler constructions could be 
considered to be stories. In 1965 and 1966, Sacks gave a number of lectures 
(Sacks, 1992, Vol 1, p. 223-266) in which he argued that the following 
statements: “The baby cried. The mommy picked it up.” produced by a young 
child, constitutes a story. Sacks based his interpretation of this sequence as a 
story on the fact that there are two actions that are sequentially related. The 
first of these can be seen as a story beginning and the second as a story end. 
In understanding this to be a story, Sacks suggests that we must also take 
into account the limited speaking rights of a young child.
The following observations about this data set support the view that clients 
speaking rights were restricted within the meetings:
1) In all meetings a paid professional chaired the meeting and therefore 
had greatest control as to when to remain on an agenda item and when 
to move on. In line with previous research in informal institutional 
settings (e.g. Maynard 1991, ten Have 1991) members of staff within 
the meetings asked far more questions than clients enabling them to 
direct the topic of conversation.
2) There are a number of conversations based around documentation that 
either the individual with a learning disability is unable to read or which 
concern complex professionalised forms of knowledge. For instance 
most of Gillian’s meeting is based around review documents compiled 
by her care home and day services, which she is unable to read and
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which have no pictures to support her understanding, and in Vicki’s 
meeting much time is given over to discussing a complex financial 
assessment form that she has not previously seen.9
3) When individuals with learning disabilities are invited to be involved in 
the meeting it is often through closed questions, which do not naturally 
set up opportunities for extended series of events to be recalled. For 
example in relation to the financial assessment form Vicki is asked 
questions regarding her finances in response to which she must either 
reveal her ignorance of her financial affairs or provide very specific 
answers. There were many staff turns that appeared to favour positive 
or “yea-saying answers” (see Finlay & Lyons, 2002) by clients. This is 
problematic as a range of studies (e.g. Sigelman & Budd, 1986; 
Sigelman et al 1981) have found that there is a systemic bias for 
people with learning disabilities to offer acquiescent answers to such 
questions. This therefore can be seen as limiting opportunities not only 
for storytelling, but also for complaint making.
4) Contributions that individuals with learning disabilities make when 
broadening the debate were often considered to be of secondary 
importance compared to attending to the business at hand by members 
of staff within meetings. This was demonstrated for instance by 
redirecting conversation to agenda items when clients began 
discussing another issue.
The following criteria were considered necessary and sufficient in order to 
identify a story told by a client within the recorded meeting:
9 One important practice that served to privilege a client’s voice was that Vicki had 
been supported to prepare a written list of issues she wanted to raise in her meeting. 
By reading through these she was able to ensure that these issues at the very least 
were discussed.
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1) The client makes two or more linked descriptions, involving at least two 
actions.
2) The first description can be understood to communicate a story 
opening.
3) The final description can be understood to communicate the closing or 
ending of the story.
However, as storytelling is a dynamic and interactive process, additional 
descriptions were often added to elaborate stories after the original story 
appeared to have been concluded.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2008) defines a complaint as 
“to say that something is wrong or not satisfactory”. Drew (1998, p.295) 
comments that in reporting the action of ourselves or others we show 
awareness of “(im)propriety, (in)correctness, (un)suitability, 
(in)appropriateness, (injustice, (dis)honesty, and so forth”. Drew (1998) goes 
on to argue that in complaints speakers make descriptions of other’s 
transgressions of such values.
Within the recorded meetings clients were considered to be making 
complaints when descriptions were made of actions/inactions by individuals, 
groups or services which could be understood as negatively impacting on the 
person’s lived experience or transgressing the moral values outlined by Drew 
above10.
To be categorised as a story of complaint it was necessary that a sequence:
(i) fulfilled the criteria for a story detailed above.
10 In some cases the evidence that a complaint had been made could be seen most obviously 
in terms of the reaction of a staff member to what had been said.
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(ii) fulfilled the criteria for a complaint detailed above.
Within the 4 recorded meetings a total of 8 sequences containing stories of 
complaint were identified. The detail of the location in the data of each 
sequence, its length and the number of communicational turns it incorporates 
is as follows:
1) Gillian 20:30: this sequence begins 20 minutes and 30 seconds into 
Gillian’s meeting and lasts for 45 seconds, incorporating 19
conversational turns.
2) Gillian 30:20: this sequence begins 30 minutes and 20 seconds into 
Gillian’s meeting and lasts for 50 seconds, incorporating 22
conversational turns.
3) Gillian 32:25: this sequence begins 32 minutes and 25 seconds into 
Gillian’s meeting and lasts for 37 seconds, incorporating 12
conversational turns.
4) Gillian 57:05: this sequence begins 57 minutes and 5 seconds into 
Gillian’s meeting and lasts for 1 minute and 23 seconds, incorporating 
23 conversational turns.
5) Vicki 25:40: this sequence begins 25 minutes and 40 seconds into 
Vicki’s meeting and lasts for 55 seconds, incorporating 17 
conversational turns.
6) Vicki 28:10: this sequence begins 28 minutes and 10 seconds into 
Vicki’s meeting and lasts for 5 minutes and 21 seconds, incorporating 
64 conversational turns.
7) Vicki 36:07: this sequence begins 36 minutes and 7 seconds into 
Vicki’s meeting and lasts for 16 minutes and 10 seconds, incorporating 
286 conversational turns.
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8) Amy 43:46: this sequence begins 43 minutes and 46 seconds into 
Vicki’s meeting and lasts for 2 minutes and 48 seconds, incorporating 
37 conversational turns.
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Story preface sequences:
Given that stories regularly take more than one turn to tell (Sacks, 1992, 
volume 2, p.223) attention has been given to the process by which a story 
telling can begin. In a series of lectures Sacks (1992, volume 2, pp.222-228) 
identified the use of prefaces as a distinctive feature relating to the telling of 
stories and jokes. Sacks argues that speakers face a problem when they wish 
to tell stories, because this requires multiple sentence units. Therefore if they 
simply start their turn with the first unit of their story, there is the possibility that 
the next speaker will allocate the turn after their own to another person (see 
Sacks et al, 1974). Story prefaces therefore act as a way to communicate that 
the speaker has something to say that consists of multiple turn units. 
Jefferson (1978) has given considerable attention to the organising features of 
story prefaces. Given the restricted speaking rights of clients within the 
recorded meetings, outlined above, the process by which clients gained the 
opportunity to tell stories of complaint was considered to be of interest.
Analysis of the build up to stories of complaint by clients within meetings was 
found to conform to a four part sequence. These parts were: (1) the initial staff 
turn (these predominantly projected a positive response by clients)11, (2) the 
acknowledgement of the staff turn and employment of story preface devices 
by clients, (3) communication of staff alignment and (4) the start of the story. 
For a more detailed account of each stage of the model see appendix 15.
11 Schegloff (1980) has shown how questions often project confirmation of a formulation and 
act as a preliminary to a further turn by the speaker and therefore constrain the options of the 
respondent.
Worked example of story preface:
Each story of complaint preface was fully analysed and written up. Due to the 
limited word count only one worked example is presented here. In the 
sequence below Vicki’s care manager Karen is asking Vicki about whether 
she is being adequately supported to attend her medical appointments:
Extract I:
Vicki 36:07
1 K: so is that working well then (.) with people coming with you
2 V: yes it is so far urn ((Karen folds arms in front of her so no longer in a
3 position to write and leans fonward)) (.) only one wheelchair clinic I went
4 to (.) they wouldn’t let me have support::
5 K: okay (.) why was that
6 V: STORY
Karen’s question in line 1 is closed and projects a positive evaluation that 
Vicki is indeed being well supported for her attendance at her medical 
appointments. Karen adding “with people coming with you12”, given the 
presence of some of the people involved in taking Vicki to such meetings 
further constrains Vicki’s option to make a negative comment. A number of 
CA studies (e.g. Antaki, 1999, 2002; Antaki et al 2007a; Houtkoop-Steenstra 
and Antaki, 1997) have shown how the use of specific questions can be used 
to lead people with learning disabilities to make positive statements about 
their lives and the services they use.
Given these constraints Vicki’s response is highly skilled. Although she 
initially affirms the positive formulation, by adding the words “so far” she 
makes it more tentative. Pomerantz (1984) notes that a common way to
12 Please note that where brief quotations from longer extracts are presented, details such as 
pauses and descriptions of non verbal action communication have been removed in order to 
facilitate reading.
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preface disagreement with a previous speaker’s assessment, is to initially 
offer a weak agreement. The use of the preliminary search token “urn”13 acts 
to delay Vicki’s subsequent disagreement and to suggest that it occurs as a 
result of retrieving a memory that was not available when she initially agreed. 
Pomerantz (1984) comments that when weak agreements are used as a 
preface to disagreement the disagreement that follows is also weakly 
structured in most cases. This is true in this instance with Vicki framing the 
complaint as a single occurrence, “only one” (line 3). This deftly avoids either 
a stark contrast with the assessment within Karen’s question, or her own initial 
agreement.
In line 4 Vicki’s selection of words “they wouldn’t let me” constructs the 
professionals at the wheelchair clinic as having power and agency and herself 
as passive. Given the current focus on improving the health of people with 
learning disabilities, the description of not being allowed support to go to an 
appointment can be seen as requiring further elaboration and therefore acting 
as a story preface device. Karen’s open question “why was that” (line 5) 
shows she is aligned for a more detailed description.
Therefore in this example in just one turn Vicki has managed to respond to a 
positively formulated question, qualify it with a complaint, communicate that 
she has a story related to this and gain staff alignment. Karen for her part has 
been sensitive to the fact that Vicki has a more detailed description to offer 
which opens a range of options for Vicki’s next turn.
Storytelling sequences:
13 See Jefferson (1980). The use of a search tokens is considered in the CA literature to be a 
way that a speaker alerts recipients to the fact that they are attempting to retrieve something 
from memory.
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Thus far it has been demonstrated that gaining an opportunity to tell a story of 
complaint can be an achievement for clients. In the remainder of the analysis 
the organisation of clients’ telling of stories themselves and staff members’ 
responses will be considered.
Analysis of stories:
Jefferson’s (1988, p.418) in her work on sequential organisation of extended 
sequences of “troubles talk”, describes “the sequence that wasn’t there”. This 
is a reference to the fact that when analysing extended sequences of data 
there is often a large amount of diversity in how different sequences are 
organised. Whilst Jefferson notes that the data does have a recognisable 
form, she adds that the sequential structure that she proposes is idealised and 
no one sequence conforms to it precisely. Other studies have made similar 
findings (e.g. Byrne and Long, 1976; ten Have, 1989). In this study analysis of 
complaint story sequences revealed a sense of structure, albeit with much 
variation within it. I have attempted to retain this variation both in the model 
presented in figure 4 below (hence the arrows showing both linear progression 
and feedback loops) and in the analysis of excerpts of data, which follow.
Figure 4 below represents diagrammatically the structure found within the 
stories of complaint sequences in terms of five stages: telling of story, 
assessment of story, client response to suggested solutions by members of 
staff, closing down of the conversational sequence and return to the business 
of the meeting.
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Story Prefaces
i
►1)
i)
ii)
2)
i)
ii)
Telling of story
Client provides all descriptions 
Staff provide additional descriptions
Assessrnent of story *
Story of complaint resisted/rejected 
Story leads to offer of validation/empathy 
Story of complaint assessed as problematic leading 
to suggested solution
3) Client response to suggested solution
—  i) Suggested solution is rejected and a further story of
complaint is told/descriptions are added to story 
ii) Suggested solution is rejected staff make another offer—
—  iii) Offer accepted client elaborates story of complaint
iv) Simple acceptance of offer/ additional description followed
by acceptance
Closing down of conversational sequence
i) Conversation is maintained by a new assessment 
being offered
ii) Conversational sequence ends
5) Return to the business of the meeting
Figure 4: Model of storytelling sequences
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Stage 1: Telling of the story
This stage follows on from the end of the story prefaces discussed above. 
The “telling of story” is made up of a series of descriptions, which meet the 
criteria for a story of complaint. This telling of a story is an interactive process 
and in some sequences staff members contributed their own descriptions.
Stage 2: Assessment of story
Following the end of a story, members of staff and clients were found to 
provide assessments of what had been described. Complaints often 
appeared to be resisted or rejected by members of staff. This at times led to 
an interactive process within which clients assessed/reiterated the validity of 
their complaints and at times added further descriptions. As Whalen and 
Zimmerman (1992) have shown, responses to complaints are often dependent 
on how well the shape of the complaint holds up to questioning. This process 
can be seen in examples within this data (extract V and appendix 22), 
whereby staff members appeared to resist and defer acknowledgment of 
complaints through questioning. Staff members sometimes responded to 
stories of complaint with emotional support/validation being offered, leading 
towards a closing down of the conversational sequence. There was found to 
be movement back and forth between telling the story and assessment. In 
other cases staff members attempted to offer some form of solution to the 
story of complaint, leading to stage 3 of the model.
Stage 3 Client response to suggested solution
Clients at times appeared to reject solutions suggested by staff members and 
elaborated their complaints (see extracts VII and IX), thereby returning to 
stage 1 within the model. At other times staff suggestions were accepted, but 
clients continued to elaborate their stories of complaint (see appendix 21). In 
some examples where staff responses were rejected, staff would then make
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additional offers (see extracts VI, VII and IX. At times clients made a simple 
acceptance of a staff offer and this was found to precede a closing down of 
the conversational sequence (this occurs following extract IV). At other times, 
following previous rejections of staff offers, clients more definitely rejected 
offered solutions (see extract VII) again leading to a closing down of the 
conversational sequence.
Stage 4- Closing down of conversational sequence
This stage was found to involve verbal comments, non verbal communication 
and prolonged silences, all of which appeared to indicate that the complaint 
sequence had reached conclusion. At this stage it was found that clients 
sometimes showed persistence in offering elaborations on their stories of 
complaint, thereby returning to stage 1 of the model (see extract III) and new 
assessments of their stories of complaint, thereby returning to stage 2 in the 
diagram (see appendix 22). However in the majority of cases a period of 
silence appeared to indicate that the complaint sequence had been 
completed.
Stage 5- Returning to the business of the meeting:
Jefferson (1980) has discussed how when discussing troubles there is a 
tension between “attending to a trouble” and “attending to business as usual”. 
In many of the examples described below, this can be seen throughout the 
process as staff members often appear to make assessments of descriptions 
offered as either unproblematic or easily solvable. Finally, at the end of each 
sequence, there is always a return to other business needing to be discussed 
in the meeting.
Stages 1, 2, 4 and 5 were found to be present in all 8 complaint story 
sequences within the data set. However stage 3 is bypassed in three
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sequences as a result of no potential solution being suggested by staff 
members. The progression through the stages of the model is very varied 
from sequence to sequence. Much of this sequential complexity is presented 
in the analysis that follows.
Analysis of the complaint story sequences revealed two repeated phenomena 
considered to be of particular significance:
i) Staff descriptions in the co-construction of accounts as undermining
client complaints.
ii) Persistence and escalation in client accounts in response to staff
assessments.
These phenomena will now be considered in detail and illustrated with worked 
examples.
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Staff descriptions in the co-construction of accounts as undermining
client complaints:
In three sequences containing stories of complaint clients provide all 
descriptions that form the story and in five sequences members of staff add 
their own descriptions to clients’ accounts. These latter examples can 
therefore be considered co-constructed. The impact of these staff 
descriptions appeared to be to minimise and deny complaints made by clients, 
different ways this was achieved are detailed below.
Staff descriptions contradicting client account and impeding a possible 
solution
The following extract is taken from a little over half an hour into Gillian’s 
meeting14 and is initiated by Ruth reading in one of the review documents that 
swimming is an activity than Gillian is involved in:
Extract II): 
Gillian 32:25
1 R: ((looking down at review notes document)) and what about swimming
2 (.) are you still going swimming ((looks up at Gillian)) sometimes::
3 G: fOOHH:: yes-l-do- yehr((Ruth looks to Helen))er urn::((Ruth turns back
4 to Gillian)): Rachel’s left:: now (.) ((points to Helen)) Helen can’t swim
5 (.) she scare-der wat::er
6 H: yeh but (0.3) I said to you though: (.) if you wanted to go swimming I
7 would still go:::=
8 G: yeh
9 H: =its not because I do::n’t like water (.) I wouldn’t I would still go::: with
14 In addition to Gillian (G), her residential keyworker, Helen (H), and her review office, Ruth 
(R) are present in this meeting.
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
you
G: ((Hands outstretched)) >if you’re-gonner-go swimming you gotter-
gotter help-me< to swim:: (1.0) I can swim:: dub-dub-dub ((making 
diving motion with hands)) under 
H: yeh thats what I’m like (.) I do::nt like that either:
G: ween:
H: I do::nt like to go ((makes diving motion with hands)) under
G: no I do::nt: ((Gillian’s head turns down towards the table))
H: well you do:n’t need to
G: hhhhhhh
H: Return to business of meeting
The extract begins with Ruth’s question about whether Gillian is currently 
going swimming. In response to this Gillian states “Rachel’s left now” (line 4). 
Rachel is Gillian’s former keyworker and this description appears to suggest 
that she was previously responsible for supporting Gillian when she went 
swimming. Gillian then refers to Helen’s inability to swim (line 4). Implicit 
within this is the possibility that Gillian is not currently being supported to 
swim. Gillian substantiates Helen’s inability to swim as because “she’s scared 
of water”. Gillian therefore has told a brief story of having gone swimming in 
the past, but implying that Helen’s inability to swim is an issue in relation to 
this currently.15
Helen’s response to Gillian, suggests that she considers that a complaint has 
been made. Helen’s first two words in response “yeh but” (line 6) offer token 
agreement consistent with disagreement to follow (see Pomerantz, 1984; 
Sacks, 1987). Helen then adds a description to the story “I said to you though
15 It is debatable as to whether Gillian is actually complaining about the fact that she has not 
been going swimming, as a result of Helen’s inability to swim, or merely answering Ruth’s 
question. However Helen’s response appears to assess Gillian’s statement as if it were a 
criticism or complaint.
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if you wanted to go swimming I would still go” (lines 6 and 7). This description 
dramatically changes the meaning of the story, as whilst it appears to confirm 
that Gillian has not been going swimming, it also implies that this has nothing 
to do with Helen. This is reinforced by Helen’s assessment “it’s not because I 
don’t like water” (line 9). Helen’s response is consistent with Garcia’s (1991) 
finding that the preferred response to an accusatorial complaint is a denial. 
However in line with 85% of cases in Dersley and Wooton’s (2001) analysis of 
complaint sequences within arguments there is an acknowledgment that the 
complaint has some legitimate basis, as it recognises Gillian has not been 
going swimming.
On Gillian’s next turn she offers the assessment that “if you gonna go 
swimming you got to got to help me to swim” (lines 11-12). Gillian’s initial 
words are spoken quickly causing her speech to be even more unclear than 
usual16. Gillian appears to be arguing that is it not enough simply to go 
swimming with her, but that the staff member must also be able to provide 
support. Gillian’s assessment therefore appears to imply that Helen is not 
appropriately skilled to support her with swimming. Gillian then appears to 
communicate both verbally and through gesture that going underwater is a 
particular concern to her (lines 12-13).
Helen’s initial response (“yeh that’s what I’m like I don’t like that either”) 
appears to be an attempt to empathise with Gillian’s concern about going 
underwater. The sharing of a common dislike in many contexts would appear 
to be supportive. As Helen continues (line 16) she more explicitly links with 
the end of Gillian’s turn by not only repeating the word “under”, but also 
making a similar diving motion with her hands. In many ways, therefore, 
Helen’s response to Gillian’s assessment can be seen as orderly and 
sensitive. However she does not in any way address Gillian’s assessment 
that she needs someone to help her when going swimming. It seems most
16 It took many listens before this part of the extract could be transcribed accurately.
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likely that she has failed to hear this as a result of Gillian’s accelerated 
speech. It is possible that in her preceding turn Gillian was referring to 
wanting support in case she goes underwater. Therefore, what appears to be 
intended as a supportive statement by Helen, instead highlights the fact that 
she is probably not well suited to supporting Gillian with swimming.
Gillian effectively accepts Helen’s assessment of the story as unproblematic 
“no I don’t” (line 17). As she completes her turn she turns her head down to 
the table. Gillian does this at several times in the meeting when she appears 
upset or disengaged. It is therefore possible that this is a communication of 
dejection. Helen’s next turn “well you don’t need to” (line 18) continues to 
evaluate what Gillian has said as non problematic, by suggesting that Gillian 
can choose not to go under water when swimming. On her final turn in the 
sequence Gillian extends her out breath. Given that Helen has not picked up 
on her stated need for support, Gillian’s out breath might be understood as a 
sigh of dejection, although Helen and Ruth do not appear to pick up on this. 
In a common move to show that discussion of a story has come to an end 
Helen then returns to other business within the meeting.
In this sequence there is evidence of skilled communication by Gillian both to 
describe that she is not going swimming and to specify a need for support in 
relation to this. Helen both recognises the story of complaint and works hard 
to attend to Gillian’s feelings. However Helen’s rebuttal of Gillian’s account 
means that her described complaint/concern is not taken up. The impact of 
this is compounded by Helen’s apparent failure to understand part of Gillian’s 
assessment of the story in terms of needing someone to help her with 
swimming. Due to this there is a failure to offer an apparently straightforward 
solution (i.e. that an alternative staff member who is a confident swimmer 
should support Gillian in this activity).
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Complaint not recognised/acknowledged:
In the following extract the gap between the staff and client account appear to 
lead to the client’s complaint being completely unattended to. This extract 
comes around a third of the way into Gillian’s meeting and follows Helen 
describing various actions that have been taken to support Gillian with her 
physical health, including that she has lost weight, an achievement Gillian 
appears happy with, leading to her discussing walking as an activity she has 
been involved in doing:
Extract III): 
Gillian30:20
H: we’ve been walking all the time
G: yeh
H: its been unfortunate due::: to the weather ((looks to Ruth)) (.) its too::
cold its wet
G: ° yeh rarning° (.) make-us walk ((points with left index finger to the left))
H: I mean you’ve still
G: you make us walk
H: you walk up to the bus stop and things
G: nono not this ((points to her right)) bus stop (.) this ((points to her left))
the end bus stop 
H: that’s a good that’s quite a good distance foryou to walk
G: ee ee eeum Eltham (-»1) (.) I wer walk w{alk walk walk}=
H: (we walked all:: d((-^2))a)v
((Helen smiles))
G: =walk w{alk wal}k=
R: {hhhuu} ((Ruth smiles))
G: = walk walk walk walk (.) last ((brings up hands so palms flat towards
Ruth)) stop 
R: hhh hhh hhhhh a long day
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20 H we went Eltham for Christmas shopping
21 G ▻Christmas shopping <
22 R yeh
23 G yeh
24 H that was a long day walking ((smiles and nods))
25 G yeh (.) (Gillian looks down)) we go ((Gillian looks up to face Ruth))
26 hungry
27 R: h{hhh hhhh hhh hh hh}
28 H {hhhh hhh hhhh hhh that }was a good day
1 Gillian turns to face Ruth
—>2 Ruth looks towards Helen
In this sequence, Gillian’s comments about being made to walk (“make us 
walk", lines 5 and 7), going hungry (“we go hungry”, lines 25-26) and her 
repetition of the word “walk”17 nine times (lines 12-15) appears to suggest that 
she is complaining about an aversive experience/experiences in relation to 
walking long distances. Gillian also uses gesture to relate the distance she is 
walking using pointing in lines 5 and 9 to reinforce the point that it is a faraway 
bus stop she walks to.
At no point does Helen or Ruth respond to Gillian’s comments as if they have 
identified a complaint. It is therefore necessary to account for this anomaly. 
During the earlier part of the extract (lines 1-11) Helen appears to be 
describing a story herself18. The use of the word “we” instead of “you” in line
17 Gillian occasionally repeats words such as “yes" or “no” two to three times. The greatest 
number of times Gillian repeats a word elsewhere is the recording is when she says “dentist” 
four times whilst recalling what appears to be a painful experience with a tooth. Therefore it is 
possible that Gillian is using repetition as a device to show that this was an excessively long 
walk.
18 In relation to Gillian's walking, it is notable that there are two “knowing” participants in this 
conversation (Gillian and Helen) and one unknowing participant (Ruth). Goodwin (1981) has 
noted that in situations where events are being described to an unknowing recipient, a
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1 (“we’ve been walking all the time”) suggests that walking is something that 
Gillian is supported to do. Given the fact that earlier in the conversation 
Gillian’s weight loss has been noted19 as a positive achievement, Helen’s 
description can therefore be seen as demonstrating that the service has been 
doing good work in supporting her in this achievement. In Helen’s account, 
walking appears to be such an important activity that, in lines 3-4 she justifies 
why Gillian has been doing less walking recently “it’s been unfortunate due to 
the weather it’s too cold”. Therefore Gillian’s potential criticisms in lines 5 
(“make us walk”) and 7 (“you make us walk”) suggesting walking may not 
always be a positive activity from her perspective, is possibly too much of a 
shift for Helen to recognise, as she continues to present her own account. 
Helen then adds a positive assessment to Gillian’s description of walking to 
the last bus stop in line 11, “that’s quite a good distance for you to walk”.
It is unclear from Gillian’s statements between lines 2 and 18 whether her 
account refers to a discrete episode or repeated occurrences. Helen’s 
statement “we walked all day” (line 13), the emphasis she places on her words 
and the way she extends “all” appear to confirm Gillian’s account of walking a 
long distance. Helen appears to be referring to a single incident, therefore 
this appears to limit the parameters of Gillian’s complaint20. Helen’s smile (line 
14) and Ruth’s laughter (lines 16 and 19) might be seen to communicate an 
unproblematic assessment of the story. Alternatively the laughter and smiling 
may indicate recognition of a complaint being made and be an attempt to 
manage awkwardness in relation to this.
Helen’s summarising description in line 24 “that was a long day walking” 
appears to draw the sequence to an end. However in lines 25-26, Gillian adds 
the description “we go hungry”, seemingly elaborating her complaint. Ruth
knowing recipient may find inaccuracies and omissions. In this extract Gillian appears to offer 
an account that compensates for Helen’s omissions.
19 Gillian continues to be above her ideal weight in terms of health.
20 Ruth’s comment “a long day” (line 19) also appears to interpret the story as referring to a 
specific incident.
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and Helen again appear to assess this as non problematic, responding with 
laughter (lines 27 and 28), before Helen concludes the sequence with another 
positive gloss, “that was a good day” (line 28).
In this sequence, despite using communicational resources at her disposal, 
including emphatic repetition, making what appear to be a number of 
statements of complaints and using pointing to reinforce her descriptions, the 
essence of Gillian’s account appears utterly unattended to. One possible 
reason for her keyworker Helen failing to attend to Gillian’s statements, 
appears to be a focus on presenting the service positively to Ruth. The 
objective of improving Gillian’s physical health appears to be a dominant 
influence on Helen’s account. So much so that the principles of offering 
choice (“you make us walk”) and physical comfort (“we go hungry”) that are 
implicit in Gillian’s descriptions are not considered. The disparity between the 
narratives of Gillian and Helen means that they can be seen as in some ways 
competing. Ruth’s interpretation of the accounts is important as if she 
assessed Gillian as making a complaint about the distance she was walking 
this might lead to a practical solution being offered e.g. limiting the distance of 
walks to those which Gillian is comfortable with, or to offering some 
empathy/validation for Gillian’s difficult experience(s). However Ruth appears 
to endorse Helen’s account so these opportunities are lost21.
See appendix 20 for a further worked extract demonstrating the impact of staff 
descriptions in downgrading a client’s story of complaint.
21 This complaint therefore must be considered unsuccessful. The failure may be due to 
Ruth's difficulty understanding Gillian, rather than her favouring Helen’s account for 
institutional reasons as was found in the Heinemann (in press) study cited in the method.
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Persistence and escalation in clients* accounts in response to staff
assessments:
In sequences in which clients made stories of complaint they showed notable 
persistence in detailing their accounts, offering assessments of their accounts 
as problematic and rejecting apparently unwanted solutions proposed by 
members of staff. Persistence at times led to escalation in the complaints 
made.
Client persistence in providing descriptions:
In the following extract Gillian complains about the failure of her doctor to 
assess her eye, which has a cataract within it. This extract comes relatively 
early within the meeting and follows Ruth reading an item within a review 
document referring to Gillian’s cataract:
Extract IV 
Gillian 20:30
1 G: cataract is small but doctor didn’t do anything about it (.) uh you know
2 R: sorry say that again
3 G: doctor didn’t look-in ((moves left hand toward left eye)) my-eye at-all
4 R: he didn’t?
5 G: no (.)
6 R: s((turns to look at Helen))o
7 G: her hisum
8 H: I’ll look into that
Gillian’s initial descriptions “cataract is small but doctor didn’t do anything 
about it" (line 1), suggests that she has been to see the doctor but they have 
failed to look at her cataract. It therefore appears to be a complaint about a
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doctor failing to fulfil their role i.e. to assess one’s medical problems. Gillian’s 
speech is unclear in this part of the sequence. As a result of this Ruth does 
not appear to have understood what Gillian has said, as she asks for 
repetition “sorry say that again” (line 2)22
In her next turn, Gillian (line 3) demonstrates both persistence and innovation 
in communicating her complaint so that Ruth is able to understand. By 
starting her turn with the person she is complaining about (“doctor”), Gillian’s 
complaint becomes more comprehendible and explicit. Gillian also avoids 
referring to her cataract (a word that is difficult for her to say) and instead 
refers to “my eye”. This part of her communication is also made clearer with 
the use of gesture to support it. It is notable that Gillian changes “didn’t do 
anything” (line 1) to “didn’t look in” (line 3). Gillian thereby makes her 
complaint more specified. In addition to the doctor not offering treatment 
related to Gillian’s cataract, he/she also failed to assess it. The words “at all” 
(line 8) emphasise this complaint
Therefore Gillian not only shows persistence to make her complaint more 
comprehensible, but actually refines and develops her account, following 
Ruth’s request for repetition. The complaint, now understood, quickly leads to 
Helen offering a solution (“I’ll look into that”).
Client persistence in response to staff resistance of complaint:
As described above assessing stories was found to be an interactive process 
in which clients showed persistence in response to staff resistance to 
complaints.
22 There appear to be several points in the meeting where Ruth has not been able to 
understand Gillian’s speech. However she often refers to Helen rather than Gillian for 
clarification, thereby marginalising Gillian’s accounts within the meeting.
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The following extract is around an hour into Gillian’s meeting, after she been 
asked about her involvement in making tea for staff and residents, she shows 
significant persistence in order to have her account earnestly considered:
Extract V
Gillian 57:05:
G: OH yes yes yes (.) you ((Helen continuing to nod)) see urn (.) cakes
out (.) staff help weuur (.) weego-kitchen (.) table teapot (.) is kitchin (.) 
come-out (.) go ter kitchin (.) helin:: kitchin (.) yeryergoina sittin- room 
nixtime Helen (.) (.) yer don’t have (.) ner not allowed teapot (.) sitting 
room (.) once come out=
H: aright
G: you gottabe ca{reful}
H: {in th}e kitchen (.) right
G: I’m not bossing you (.) arbee telling you ((Helen smiles))
H: half right:: ((Helen smiles)) hhhhh ((Ruth looks at Gillian and smiles))
hhhhhh hhh hhhh
G: we get urn ((Ruth stops smiling)) you be careful (.) urn table (.) mer
mat: h{artwon}
H {that’s aljright I’ll make sure that doesn’t happen 
G: next time ((points with left hand)) you go kitchin (.) first (.) you cumout
yourself comeon (.) ((Gillian sweeps with left hand forward in the 
direction of the kitchen)) kitchin haver cuppatea (.) at eighterclock
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18 ((Helen turns to face Ruth))
19 H: that’s me ((Gillian repeats sweeping motion)) gettinger ro{ut::}=
20 G: {yo:}u know
21 H: Ruth cos last night I carried in (.) two coffee pots and a tea pot into the
22 lounge ((points fonwards towards lounge)) and Gillian’s telling me I
23 should leave it in there and tell everybody ((points to kitchen) to come
24 through to get tea and coffee
25 ((Gillian turns to face Ruth))
26 G: in the kit{chin} ((points to kitchen))
27 R: {hhhjhh ((smiles)) okay
28 G: ((directed at Helen) gotttabe —►careful ((Helen nods and smiles))
29 R: hhhh hhh
30 H: I’ll remember the next time ((continues to nod and smile))
31 G: yes
32 1.0 ((Helen looks down shakes head and smiles))
33 H: °l know some{one°} (GUESS)
34 G: {hyer} (.) staff ((Helen stops smiling)) (.) ull tell you or
35 Ellen ((Helen nodding as Gillian speaks)) (.) or tamara jerjer kitchin (.)
36 maker cuppatea makea tray table (.) get them out (.) kitchin
37 H: I’ll remember that for the next time
38 G: yes
39 H: okay
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40 R: RETURN TO AGENDA
—►Gillian raises right index finger
In this extract Gillian describes the routine in her home with regard to making 
tea, with the teapot placed in the kitchen and people invited to go to the 
kitchen to get their tea “cakes out staff help weurr we go kitchen table teapot 
is kitchin” (lines 1-3). She then describes Helen’s deviation from this routine 
“Helen you go in a sitting room” (line 3) as transgressing a rule “not allowed” 
(line 4). Gillian herself assesses this account as problematic and having 
relevance for future practice “you got to be careful” (line 7).
In contrast to the apparently serious nature of Gillian’s account is the apparent 
amusement of Helen and Ruth at various points of the extract. In response to 
Gillian commenting “I’m not bossing you I be telling you” (line 9), Helen smiles 
and laughs (lines 9-12) and Ruth having seen Helen laugh, herself smiles. In 
some ways this humorous response might be understood as resulting from a 
sense of role reversal in which Gillian appears to be instructing the person 
employed to support her23. However given the fact that Gillian has lived in the 
house many years and Helen is a relatively new employee, it could be 
considered reasonable that Gillian would inform Helen about how things are 
done within the house. The impact of this laughter is to undermine this 
expertise by experience. It is notable Gillian does nothing to communicate a 
shared sense of amusement in response to Helen and Ruth’s laughter, 
instead maintaining her assessment “you be careful”. Drew’s (1987) work on 
po-faced teases has demonstrated that by avoiding responding to humorous 
assessments of their accounts, people attempt to reassert the importance of 
their previous talk. Therefore Gillian’s avoidance of joining in with the laughter
23 Given Helen's subsequent comments it seems unlikely at this point that Helen and Ruth 
have fully understood the account offered by Gillian in lines 1-4 due to her unclear speech. 
Therefore Gillian’s comments in lines 6 and 8 may lack context for them and therefore Helen’s 
reaction of laughter may be one of bemusement.
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might be seen as a way in which her complaint retains strength and she 
maintains power within the conversation.
Following Helen’s explanation and summary of Gillian’s story to her “that’s me 
getting a rout Ruth cos last night I carried two coffee pots and a teapot into the 
lounge and Gillian is telling me I should leave it in there and tell everyone to 
come through and get tea and coffee” (lines 21-24) and Gillian reiterating the 
correct practice for making tea “in the kitchen” (line 26), Ruth laughs (line 27) 
suggesting that she has not assessed this to be a serious complaint. 
However Gillian again retains the seriousness of the implications of her story 
by repeating to Helen “got to be careful” (line 28). Helen’s statement in her 
the next turn “I’ll remember that next time” (line 30) shows that an alignment 
with Gillian’s suggestions of her story’s implication for the future (line 30). 
However given that Ruth has continued to laugh in line 29 and Helen is now 
smiling it remains unclear how seriously Gillian’s complaint has been taken. 
In response to this between lines 34 and 36, Gillian effectively recruits both 
staff and clients as allies who will confirm that the teapot should stay in the 
kitchen (and therefore that Helen has transgressed a rule) “staff will tell you or 
Ellen or Tamara kitchen make cuppa tea make a tray get them out kitchen”. 
This strengthens Gillian’s complaint, by demonstrating that it is a commonly 
agreed norm in the house that Helen has transgressed and not her own 
idiosyncratic preference. Helen stops smiling during Gillian’s turn and accepts 
Gillian’s advice in what might be considered to be a more sincere way “I’ll 
remember that for next time” (line 37).
This example shows a rich and subtle process by which Gillian establishes a 
story she describes as having implications that should be acted upon leading 
to Helen agreeing to be careful in her future actions. Through this process 
Gillian is persistent in reiterating her perspective and avoiding any 
suggestions that there may be a comic dimension to her account.
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See appendix 22 for another example of client persistence in the assessment 
of their account as problematic.
Persistence in response to suggested solutions:
Clients also showed persistence in stage 3 of the model depicted in figure 4 in 
rejecting apparently unwanted solutions. The following extract occurs after 
Vicki has described at length the failure of staff at the parliament she attends24 
to appreciate that her support needs are such that it is difficult for her to travel 
alone in a cab. Vicki has gone on to describe a situation involving an 
upcoming meeting that the parliament wants her to travel to in a cab without 
staff support. In the following extract a feedback loop appears to occur with 
Karen repeatedly offering solutions that Vicki rejects:
Extract VI) 
Vicki 28:10 continued:
K: well the answer is whatever you’re most comfortable with V ficki if you
felt that you would rather have a good staff member of your ch (.) you 
know (.) you GET up there as I say most co{mfort}table 
V: {well }they’ve arran::qed it
now so there’s nothing I can do 
K: well you could you (.) could s{ay I don’t want to travel alone}
V: {but before I’d said to them l}oo::k
(0.5) I said I will ask if (.) a staff member with a car or somebody could 
support me:: (.) I said because a cab can drop you off:: (.) in a ca::r 
park and you’re stu::ck (1.0) I mean okay I can wheel myself indoors (.) 
but outside would be difficult 
K: Vicki if (.) that’s the whole point ((touches paperwork)) of the budget it
24 See method.
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is supposed to be as flexible as you want it to be (.) °so if you did 
decide you wanted someone to drive you up there:0 (.4) then that's 
your choice to make (.) and you know that’{s}
{b}ut the excuse I got was (.) 
oh:: we haven’t got many tickets:: (.) its by ticket base
In lines 1-3 Karen suggests that Vicki should choose to get to the meeting 
based on her own preferences, “well the answer is whatever you’re most 
comfortable with”, thereby offering a solution to her described difficulty. Vicki 
rejects this solution “they’ve arranged it now so there’s nothing I can do” (lines 
4-5). Karen then almost directly contradicts Vicki (a very rare occurrence 
within the meeting), “well you could you could say I don’t want to travel alone 
(line 6). This both assesses Vicki as having power and suggests a solution as 
to how she could exercise it. The sense of misalignment is underlined by 
Vicki interrupting Karen’s turn (line 7) and describing the solution as already 
attempted “but before I’d said to them I said I will ask whether a member of 
staff a car or somebody could support me” (lines 7-9). Notably in this turn 
Vicki says “I said” twice as well as “I’d said” therefore emphasising her efforts 
to be heard. In response to this Karen again suggests that Vicki’s budget 
could provide a solution to the problem “the budget it is supposed to be as 
flexible as you want it to be” (lines 12-13). However the lowering of her voice 
and her tentative use of words “so if you did decide” (lines 13-14) can be seen 
as more cautious. However Karen nonetheless places agency with Vicki 
“that’s your choice” (lines 14-15). Vicki again interrupts Karen’s turn and 
appears to place control with parliament “but the excuse I got was oh we 
haven’t got many tickets” (lines 16-17).
There is a brief deviation in the conversation concerning technicalities of 
attending before we pick up the conversation again:
13
14
15
16 V:
17
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Extract VII
Vicki 28:10 continued
(21 lines excluded)
K: but it you don’t feel entirely comfortable Vic:::ki w{ith the arrangement}
V: {but I mean I wil}l
do it (.) and I will (.) sort of see how we go:: (.) and I (.) and if we do get 
into difficulties I’ll make them realise that’s what I was trying to tell them 
(.) because (.) it will be good for them to see what difficulties I h::ave 
(•)
K: °okay okay° (.) remember you’ve always got another option ((looks
quickly to left and right other staff members nod)) and if you do like (.) 
want to negotiate (.) with Marilyn or (.) whoever else (.) I don’t know (.) 
who you work with Vicki (.) do use the budget for that the budget (.) for 
that 
V: yeh
In line 39 Karen appears to be preparing to make a suggestion “if you don’t 
feel entirely comfortable Vicki”. However before she completes this Vicki 
states “I will do it and I will sort of see how we go and I and if we do get into 
difficulties I’ll make them realise that’s what I was trying to tell them” (lines 40- 
42. She thereby appears to reject possible solutions more definitely. Vicki 
also positions herself as empowered by being able to teach parliament about 
her difficulties (notably Vicki says “I” and “I’ll” a total of 7 times in lines 40-43, 
emphasising her sense of personal agency). This contrasts with the repeated 
suggestions of Karen that Vicki has power through choice and her support 
plan (and thereby through professional support and bureaucratic systems).
Karen initially accepts this more definite rejection “okay okay25” (line 45), 
before adding “remember you have always got another option”. Vicki offers a
25 “Okay” can also be viewed as beginning to close this part of the conversation (see Beach, 
1995).
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simple acceptance of this solution as something to remember “yeh” (line 50). 
It is notable that even after the many rejections, by Vicki of suggested 
solutions; she does finally accept this more tentatively phrased solution before 
this sequence of conversation closes down. The end of this sequence can be 
seen as face saving properties for Karen, as rather than being totally rejected 
her suggested solution is left as something with possible future relevance.
Through this sequence there appears to be a fundamental mismatch between 
what Karen offers Vicki in relation to the story and what Vicki appears to want. 
Vicki not only verbally rejects Karen's suggested solutions, but also interrupts 
them. One way of understanding the misalignment between Vicki and Karen 
in this sequence is as resulting from a convergence of a service encounter 
and a troubles telling (see ten Have 1989; Jefferson and Lee, 1981). That is, 
whilst Vicki is describing her various complaints about her experiences with 
cab drivers and parliament, she may be doing this in order to obtain empathy 
and achieve emotional reciprocity. Karen in contrast appears focused on 
technical solutions connected to Vicki’s individual budget.
Escalation in response to suggested solutions:
In the next two extracts a staff member’s suggested solution leads to an 
escalation in the story of complaint offered by the client. The following 
sequence occurs towards the end of Amy’s meeting26. At this point all agenda 
items have been discussed and Sally introduces Amy’s relationship with her 
neighbour Emma as a topic of conversation. Amy has noted that Emma has 
positive qualities and can be a helpful presence, but at other times this is not 
the case:
26 To recap, in addition to Amy (A), Sally her keyworker (S) is present in this 1:1 meeting 
aimed at achieving Amy’s personal goals.
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Extract VIII):
Amy 43:46
1 S: what do you mean do you mean I’ll try not to put words into your mouth
2 ((smiles)) is it is it just that she just doesn’t know how to (.) that she just
3 talks too much {and }she
4 A: î{yes:} and when you ((touches chest with right
5 hand)) want to say something you can’t because sh (0.5) she keeps
6 going on all the jtime (.2)
7 ((Sally smiles briefly))
8 S: jareright (.) u{m do you-}
9 A: {sometimes} she’s she can be alright
10 S: urn: (.) are there (0.5) are there ways that you could (.) urn: cos I
11 remember before you were just like (.) you were just like (.) cos I know
12 you were saying you you would like more friends to go out with and do
13 things with (.) and I know before you were Emma no (.) that’s not even
14 an option no I don’t want to she’s just annoying ((Amy tilts head away
15 to the left)) (.) but I ((Amy moves head back again)) was just thinking
16 about it on Friday with the power cut and everything
17 A: yeh
18 S: and she can be quite she does (.) she does mean well and she’s (.)
19 A: she doe{s:::::}
20 S: {and} she actually really sweet sometimes you know=
21 A thats what {I}-
22 S: {a}nd I’m just thinking is there a way that you could (.) like
23 draw the line (.) so like if you were arranging to go out with her at a
24 certain time (.) you could sort of plan to go out with her at a certain time
25 (.) and then you do that (.) then you say thank you Emma (.) that was
26 great and then you’d show her you’d say then afterwards when you
27 want to be on your own in your room in your house you’d say thank
28 you I had great time and that’s actually drjawing
29 {but urn:}:
30 S: = the line so-
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-> Sally brings both hands up to head height so that back facing Amy and
palms facing self and pulls down as if  to create the impression of a wall
Amy’s initial story of complaint in this sequence “when you want to say 
something you can’t because she keeps going on all the time” (lines 4-6), 
appears to describe her neighbour Emma’s repeated transgression of 
conventions of reciprocal conversation. Amy’s subsequent qualification 
“sometimes she’s she can be alright” (line 9) appears to soften her criticism of 
Emma.
Sally’s response to Amy’s complaint appears to frame it as a problem that can 
be solved. This can be seen in the complex proposed solutions that she 
makes between line 10 and 29. This proposed solution is justified in terms of 
the goal of building social relationships in Amy’s life, “I know you you were 
saying you want more friends to go out with” (lines 11-12). Sally then uses an 
extreme case formulation27 to portray Amy as previously not considering 
Emma someone she wanted to spend time with “you were Emma no that’s not 
even an option no I don’t want to she’s just annoying” (lines 13-14).
Sally then appears to present evidence that contradicts this formulation. 
Firstly she refers to “thinking about it Friday with the power cut” (15-16). This 
refers to a point earlier in the conversation, when Amy had referred to being 
happy that Emma had come upstairs during a power cut the previous week. 
Secondly Sally states “she does mean well” (line 18), this can be viewed as a 
formulation that captures the gist of Amy’s earlier description of Emma as 
“very sweet sometimes” earlier in the conversation. Heritage and Watson
27 Extreme case formulation is a rhetorical device that makes cases more effective by 
selecting extreme examples (Harper, 2004). In this instance by portraying Amy’s position in 
an exaggerated way Sally makes it vulnerable to challenge.
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(1979) note that formulations are formulated as adjacency pairs28 with a 
preference for agreement, this follows from Amy in line 19 “she does". Drew 
(2003), notes that these types of formulation are more common in institutional 
talk and can offer interpretations not necessary in line with the original 
speaker’s intentions. Thirdly in line 20 Sally states that Emma is “actually 
very sweet sometimes” thereby directly repeating Amy’s earlier statement. 
Sally therefore demonstrates high levels of awareness of Amy’s previous talk, 
but in positioning Emma as a potential solution to Amy’s desire for greater 
social activity, she imposes a new meaning upon what has been said.
Sally then suggests a solution whereby Amy can enjoy Emma’s company and 
whilst minimising her tendency to talk excessively (lines 22-28). There 
appears to be a strong element of coaching in this sequence with Sally 
suggesting phrases that Amy might say and do “then you say thank you 
Emma that was great” (lines 25-26), “you’d say thank you I had a great time” 
(line 27-28). Given that Amy has not requested any support with her 
interactions with Emma this could be seen as undermining, in that it implies 
that Amy is not able to manage her own relationships. Sally’s final comments 
in this suggested solution “and that’s actually drawing the line” (lines 28 and 
30) appear to imply that Amy has not previously tried/succeeded in managing 
the boundaries in her relationship with Emma.
At three points in this sequence Amy tries to offer her own opinions (lines 19, 
21 and 29) with and Sally responds by refusing to relinquish the floor. 
Therefore, paradoxically, whilst the content of Sally’s proposal suggests that 
Amy may be able to manage interactions with a neighbour who reportedly 
does not let her speak, the process of the conversation appears to re-enact 
this dynamic.
Extract IX continues the sequence directly from the end of extract VIII:
28 Sacks (1992, Vol 2, pp.521-570) developed an account of what he described as adjacency 
pairs. These involve two turns of communication, in which the first turn requires a particular 
type of second turn.
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
Extract IX
Amy 43:46 continued
A: yes:: she does ere erm stick to that because ser sometimes ((lifts
right arm)) she comes upstairs and knocks on my door when I’m in 
b|ed:
(0.3)
S: hmmm its difficult i:sn’t it
A: y:eh (.) thats what (taps right hand on table 4 times)) annoys me
S: umm ((nodding))
A: I don’t want to be woken up (.) when I’m fast asleep
S: have you, have you told her not to do that?
A: she- she kept saying sorry sorry I:: I had to get out of bed to sorry sorry
sorry sorry I didn’t know you wer{e in }bed and=
S: {urn::}
A: and l:::::just wanted her to go her way
S: and does she still do it even when you say don’t do it
A: yeh she dfoes::
S: urn: jokay ((looks down)) it’s just something to think about because I
know you would like someone to go out and do things with (.) you know
Having gained the opportunity to speak Amy disagrees with Sally’s solution 
“yes she does ere erm stick to that” (line 31). This is consistent with 
Pomerantz’s (1984) findings of how many disagreements are offered, with the 
disagreement prefaced initially with agreement. Whilst Sally’s formulation 
focuses on Amy as having agency, Amy positions Emma as the active agent. 
Amy then begins a new complaint "sometimes she comes upstairs and knocks 
on my door when I’m in bed” (lines 31-33). The word “sometimes” suggests 
that this is not a reference to a one off, but rather a repeated occurrence. The 
elevation in pitch as Amy says bed both emphasises this word and could be 
seen as communicating unhappiness. This description is a clear escalation 
on Amy’s previous complaint and might be seen as demonstrating that Sally’s
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suggested solution is not workable. Amy's new description also necessitates 
a new assessment by Sally.
In terms of her assessment following this escalated complaint Sally 
acknowledges that it is “difficult” (line 35), but does not refer specifically to 
Emma or her behaviour. Her agreement is therefore both minimal and non­
blaming. In response to this interpretation of the meaning of the story, Amy 
provides a clearly problematic assessment of her account “that’s what annoys 
me I don’t like to be woken up” (lines 36 and 38). She also upgrades her 
previous description of being in bed to “fast asleep”.
Sally’s question in line 39, “have you told her not to do that” has a suggested 
solution within its formulation that implies Amy may be able to better manage 
her interactions with Emma. In her next turn Amy builds on the description of 
Emma knocking on her door “she kept saying sorry sorry I I had to get out of 
bed to sorry sorry sorry sorry I didn’t know you were in bed” (lines 40-41). 
Amy quotes Emma as repeating the word “sorry” six times in quick 
succession, appearing to portray her as a rather needy figure. The story 
appears to build up to a climax “I just wanted her to go away” (line 43). 
Despite this, Sally’s next question “does she still do it even when you say 
don’t do it” (line 44) still appears to doubt that Amy has done all that she can. 
However, significantly, it assigns agency to Emma for the first time, allowing 
Amy to confirm “yeh she does” (line 45).
Sally’s statement “it’s just something to think about because I know you would 
like someone to go out and do things with” (lines 46-47) acts to close down 
the sequence. It also has face saving properties for Sally, in that it frames the 
rejected suggestion in terms of Amy’s wider desires. However, these 
comments undermine her clearly communicated and elaborately supported 
reservations about engaging with Emma that Amy has presented, by implying 
that nonetheless socialising with Emma is something she should continue to
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consider. Therefore Sally appears to disregard the entire account offered by 
Amy in this sequence.
In this sequence it appears that Amy uses stories of complaint, essentially as 
a form of defence29 against unwanted suggestions, when Sally raises the 
issue of how Amy is getting on with her neighbour Emma. Sally’s ongoing 
questions, many of them with embedded suggestions, appear to lead to an 
escalation in Amy’s complaint. Thus she begins by describing Emma as 
“going on all the time”, then that she “knocks on my door when I’m in bed” and 
finally comments “I just wanted her to go away”. In this sequence Sally 
appears to depart significantly from the stated aims of the meeting and rather 
than exploring issues that Amy considers to be important, instead seems to 
offer a form of social skills coaching. Sally’s communication in this extract can 
understood in terms of a conflict between the goals of:
i) promoting choice
ii) encouraging positive social relationships and good neighbourliness
It is the second of these goals that appears to most influence Sally. The 
impact of this appears to be to fail to recognise and value the choices made 
by Amy and at times to marginalise her voice within the discussion.
Persistence in achieving positive solution:
To see a worked example of a client demonstrating persistence in order to 
work towards a desired solution to a complaint see appendix 23.
29 Sacks (1992, vol 2, p.453-457) has shown how a story can be designed to defensively 
show what a speaker will and will not be amenable to. In this case Amy’s stories appear to be 
designed to communicate that there are limitations in the amount of social interaction she 
wishes to have with Emma.
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Discussion:
The aim of this study was to explore the ways in which people with learning 
disabilities are both empowered and disempowered within meetings occurring 
within the context of personalisation, as laid out by DoH (2007). Analysis 
focused on sequences involving stories of complaints by clients, as this was 
seen as an important phenomenon in understanding the perspective of people 
with learning disabilities.
Summary of findings:
• Clients told stories of complaint referring to professionals present within 
the meetings, professionals not present in the meeting, other services 
and other clients with learning disabilities.
• Clients were found to be resourceful and skilled in prefacing stories of 
complaint following staff turns that predominantly projected positive 
responses.
• Within a number of the story of complaint sequences staff members 
added their own descriptions. Staff descriptions were found to 
downgrade, contradict and in one instance completely neglect accounts 
offered by clients.
• Clients were found to show persistence in response to staff 
assessments that appeared to undermine their complaints or were 
formulated to only weakly recognise them and in rejecting seemingly 
unwanted solutions offered by members of staff.
Relevance to existing research literature:
Several previous studies using a conversation analysis methodology have 
revealed that dilemmas and competing goals appear to influence the way that 
staff members interact with individuals with learning disabilities. Examples of
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such dilemmas include: empowering clients to give their views on services 
versus guiding the conversation so as to produce statements that positively 
endorse services (Jingree et al, 2006); respecting clients rights to refuse an 
activity versus following perceived institutional demands for carrying out these 
activities (Finlay et al, 2008a); persisting with versus abandoning an activity 
that a client does not appear to be fully engaged with (Finlay et al, 2008c).
The findings in this study appear to highlight similar dilemmas, albeit in a 
situation untapped by previous CA research: meetings aimed at the 
personalisation of clients’ care. One dilemma that appeared to influence staff 
involved in clients’ day to day care appeared to be between:
i) allowing clients opportunities to express their dissatisfaction
ii) ensuring services and clients’ experiences are portrayed in a 
positive light
When staff added their own descriptions (extracts II and III) these contradicted 
and downgraded client accounts therefore apparently prioritising the latter of 
these two objectives. Members of staff also appeared at times to not take 
clients’ accounts seriously (see extract V).
Within extracts VI and VII there appears to be misalignment between client 
and staff in terms of whether the purpose of a story of complaint is to:
i) Achieve a sense of empathy and validation in terms of difficult
experiences.
ii) Achieve a solution
Therefore it appears that Karen’s best efforts to help Vicki are met with 
rejection, as a result of what Jefferson and Lee (1981, p.402) have described 
as “interactional asynchrony” between Vicki’s use of complaints in search of
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empathie recognition and Karen’s interpretation of them as requests for a 
solution.
Extracts VIII and IX appear to highlight a further dilemma for staff between 
potentially contradictory goals to:
i) respect the choices made by clients
ii) promote positive social relationships and neighbourliness
In these extracts Amy appears to make her choice ever more clear, but Sally 
continues to make suggestions of how a social relationship might be 
developed and managed. This is a dramatic illustration of a person with a 
learning disability having a social identity imposed in such a way as to 
subordinate their individual preferences and choice making and adds to 
previous findings by Antaki and colleagues (2007a and 2007b).
This study adds to findings in previous CA research (Antaki et al, 2002; 
Jingree et al, 2006) that even within forums set up to empower people with 
learning disabilities staff interactions often appear to marginalise and 
undermine their attempts to communicate. It also extends previous findings 
suggesting that the social model of disability (Oliver, 1990, 1996) is highly 
relevant to the lives of people with learning disabilities (see Chappell et al, 
2001 and Race et al, 2005 for further discussion on this point). Despite 
persistent, rich and often rhetorically skilled communication by clients within 
this study, their complaints appeared to often be unattended to, downgraded 
and contradicted. This suggests therefore that rather than principally 
emanating from cognitive and communicational deficits, disempowerment 
within these meetings occurred as a result of the structure of the meetings 
themselves and the way that staff members utilised inequalities in 
communicational resources.
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Findings in the context of learning disability policy
The personalisation agenda as described by the DoH (2001; 2007; 2009) has 
been conceptualised in terms placing power with individuals with learning 
disabilities. The meetings analysed in this study are considered to be 
occurring within the context of personalisation, with managers identifying them 
as examples of this approach within their services.
Before all meetings, when staff members involved were asked about the aims 
of the meetings, their responses (see method for details) were highly 
consistent with principles related to personalisation. In line with these 
principles, clients were included in conversations and thought was given to 
certain organisational matters. However, analysis of sequences involving 
stories of complaint by clients revealed contradictions between the stated 
aims of the meetings and practice within them. This study therefore 
demonstrates a range of subtle practices that may limit empowerment of 
people with learning disabilities, even within meetings where this is a 
unanimously agreed aim.
In relation to personalisation, Swift (2005) has argued the limits of such an 
approach are likely to be highlighted at the points where individual aspirations 
and organisational pragmatics meet. Within these meetings one issue of 
organisational pragmatics that may have limited the attention paid to client 
perspectives was the large number of agenda items needing to be covered. 
Extracts 2 and 3 also suggest potential difficulties resulting from the 
introduction of the review officer role, as it seemed that as a result of her 
inexperience working with Gillian, Ruth was unable to understand her speech. 
This project also demonstrates that in practice different values within learning 
disability policy can at times be contradictory (e.g. between choice and 
inclusion in extracts VIII and IX).
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Implications for practice:
The findings of this study suggest that individualised meetings may in fact be 
quite difficult forums for people with learning disabilities to make complaints 
and to then have them accepted and taken seriously. One solution to this 
therefore is to attempt to better train professionals and staff how to empower 
people with learning disabilities in practice within such meetings. On the basis 
of the CA literature, Finlay et al (2008b) have called for the use of video 
recording in the training of care staff employed in working with people with 
learning disabilities. This would also seem to be a useful approach to use 
specifically in relation to meetings such as those considered within this study.
Martin Buber30 (1923/1971) differentiated an “l-thou” relationship, in which one 
individual relates to another in the wholeness of their being, from an “l-it” 
relationship where another becomes objectified. Within sequences involving 
stories of complaint, staff members sometimes appeared to cease to fully 
engage with and listen to clients, leading to the marginalisation of clients' 
accounts. At these times, rather than engaging with clients on a holistic level, 
staff members instead appear to attempt to manage their problems as if in a 
pseudo-medical encounter, moving therefore towards an l-it relationship. The 
emphasis that clinical psychology places on reflective practice in containing 
difficult emotions means that the profession may have valuable resources to 
offer in terms of developing approaches that allow complaints to be heard and 
responded to in ways that better respect the dignity of people with learning 
disabilities. This may involve exploring the narratives that those involved in 
supporting people with learning disabilities hold about clients making 
complaints and sharing knowledge about the importance of complaints being 
responded to sensitively.
30 See Antonsson et al (2008) for a previous application of Buber’s ideas to the learning 
disability field.
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The findings of this study also call into question whether the current focus on 
personalisation is a sufficient way to deal with the problems faced by people 
with learning disabilities. The complaints made by clients involve issues such 
as social isolation, ignorance and insensitivity amongst community services. 
As Day (2007, p.40) comments: “The crux of modernity’s failure in the lives of 
people with learning disabilities is that they were not included, the postmodern 
transformation is that they are included in the ambiguity of meaning.” Such 
postmodern problems would appear to require creative rather than technical 
solutions. Collectivist approaches, whilst not explicitly referred to in learning 
disability policy (Burton & Kagan, 2006), would appear potentially valuable in 
offering people with learning disabilities both solidarity and recognition for the 
difficulties they face and a stronger voice in achieving change on a macro 
level. Clinical psychologists have the necessary skills to work alongside 
clients with learning disabilities to research what commonly shared problems 
they have and to create spaces where a sense of solidarity in relation to this 
can develop. The process of complaining, when related to socially 
disadvantaged groups, can be viewed as a potentially political activity. Kwon 
(2008) for instance traced the movement from complaints to social activism 
amongst disadvantaged youths in the south Pacific. Examples such as Sue 
Holland’s (1988) work on the White City Project demonstrate how it is possible 
to move from supporting disadvantaged people to make changes on an 
individual to a social and ultimately political level.
Limitations of the present study and directions for future research:
This project has for the first time analysed data from meetings connected to 
the personalisation agenda in services for people with learning disabilities. 
There is of course no way of assessing whether the sequential patterns and 
interactive dynamics identified in the data within the meetings in this project 
are also found in similar meetings occurring across the country. The project 
does though build upon the existing CA literature on how individuals with
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learning disabilities may be subtly disempowered in their interactions with staff 
members and professionals who support them.
A second limitation of this project is that the analysis of data focused on what 
was a relatively small proportion of over 4 and a half hours of recorded data. 
Given the detailed analysis that CA demands, such a selection was 
necessary. However another researcher would almost certainly have selected 
a very different set of data to be of most interest/importance for analysis. 
Whilst throughout the analysis an attempt has been made to stay close to the 
data, there are also undoubtedly different possible readings and 
interpretations than those that have been offered which other authors may 
have made.
James Bugental (Bugental & Yalom, 2001) used the maxim “everything is 
everything” to highlight the importance of acknowledging the real rather than 
offering an idealised context of encounters. Therefore it is necessary that the 
data in this study be considered within the context of additional pressure 
which may have been placed on participants (consenting as they were) as a 
result of being video recorded.
As with all research methodologies, CA has limitations. Conversations may 
be experienced and understood very differently within the context of client- 
professional relationships than what is captured on the page. CA's neglect of 
the internal world and processes of emotional regulation and dysregulation 
can be viewed therefore as reductionist. An exciting piece of future research 
might therefore be to combine a CA methodology with the measurement of 
physiological markers of emotional arousal of participants at different points in 
interactions.
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Both complaints and storytelling amongst people with learning disabilities are 
phenomena that merit substantial further research, through CA. It would be 
interesting to consider these phenomena when they occur in the course of 
routine care. Meetings relating to Individual Budgets also provide an 
interesting forum for future research into interactions between individuals with 
learning disabilities and professionals, as there is the potential for tension 
between the aim of allowing increasing choices available to individuals, 
through financial mechanisms that many people with learning disabilities may 
struggle to understand.
This study has considered some of the impacts of staff members and 
individuals with learning disabilities jointly constructing stories. Support and 
assistance is often necessary to support the storytelling and has enabled 
individuals with learning disabilities to write autobiographies (e.g. Deacon, 
1974) and for numerous accounts of the experiences of people with learning 
disabilities to reach a wider audience in collections such as Know me as I am 
(Atkinson and Williams, 1990) and Positive Tales (Living Archive, 1996). The 
process by which stories of people with learning disabilities are jointly 
produced with others both in their everyday lives and for the purpose of 
publication might usefully be further elucidated by CA research.
Since the 1980s there has been an increase in interest in using family therapy 
with adults with learning disabilities (Baum, 2006). Professionals using this 
approach aim to involve people with learning disabilities in a non-tokenistic 
way (see Baum and Walden, 2006), paying attention to their use of language 
and ideas (Cardone and Hilton, 2006) and privileging their voice (Fiddell, 
2000). CA appears well suited to explore how these aims are realised in 
practice.
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This study adds to the existing CA literature demonstrating that empowering 
people with learning disabilities in practice is an extremely challenging 
endeavour. In relation to the personalisation agenda discourse analysis 
(Potter & Wetherall, 1987) may provide a valuable approach in critically 
considering how the empowerment of people with learning disabilities is 
constructed within policy and practice frameworks at a national, local authority 
and service level.
To empower people with learning disabilities requires both careful listening 
and carefully considered responses. One response that clinical psychologists 
may offer to individuals with learning disabilities, who describe experiences of 
disempowerment, is to work alongside them to research whether others within 
their community experience similar difficulties and clarify what resources are 
available to address them. Through this process alternative visions of 
empowerment may grow from the bottom up and link the struggles of people 
with learning disability with those of others searching for meaning within the 
postmodern world.
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Dear Joel
A Conversation Analysis study of Person Centred Planning Meetings for Adults with 
Learning Disabilities 
EC/2008/63/FAHS Fast-track
On behalf of the Ethics Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical 
opinion for the above research on the basis described in the submitted protocol and 
supporting documentation.
Date of confirmation of ethical opinion: 6 August 2008.
The list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee under its Fast Track 
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Summary of the project 6 Aug 08
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Signatures of agreement of other collaborators 6 Aug 08
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Confirmation of favourable ethical opinion from NHS London-Surrey 
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Secretary, University Ethics Committee 
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Mr Joel Parker
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Surrey and Borders NH S Trust
Clinical Psychology Office
University of Surrey -  Psychology Building
Guildford
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Chief investigator: Joel Parker
Project title: A Conversation Analysis study of people with Learning 
Disabilities’ Person Centred Planning Meetings 
R&D Reference: 2008/ H0806/ 46 
REC reference:
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Research Governance Coordinator or Amy Scam m ell Research M anager on 
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Dr Andy Neil
Joint Medical Director WPCT, Chair WPCT R&D Committee
The above study is approved subject to the following conditions:
1. The study must adhere to the requirements of the Department of Health’s 
Research Governance Framework for Health and Social Care (2005).
2. The protocol approved by the Research Ethics Committee (REC ) must be followed 
and any changes only adopted according to your REC approval. Changes must be 
reported to us. Please also inform us if the project is discontinued or suspended for 
more than 6 months.
3. There will be no call upon PCT resources other than any mentioned in the 
application.
4. The PC T must be notified promptly of any adverse incidents involving PCT  
patients, staff or anyone else, that occur during or as a result of this research. The  
contact is given in the enclosed letter.
5. Your organisation must have in place procedures for detecting and dealing with 
misconduct and fraud. All researchers must be aware of these procedures and any 
instances must be reported to us. Alternatively suspected incidents may be reported, 
in confidence, directly to us.
6. Unless you request otherwise, we will include details of this project on the PCT  
and sector databases.
7. W e  will ask you to provide a brief progress report on each anniversary of this 
approval and on completion. You should notify us when your practical work in this 
area is finished and send us a copy of your final report and/or a summary of your 
findings.
8. This project may be audited to ensure the requirements of the Research 
Governance Framework are being met.
9. You should notify us if the PCT has claim to any Intellectual Property arising from 
this study.
10. Only members of the clinical care team can access patient identifiable 
information without the patent’s consent. Researchers are not part of the clinical care 
team and therefore require a patient’s consent for access to their confidential data.
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Appendix 4: Client Information Sheet
Kingston
Primary Care Trust
Project Information For Service Users
I am interested in learning about what happens during 
meetings for people with learning disabilities.
person cen tred  
planning Choices
I would like to record a meeting that you attend to find out 
what happens.
Then I am going to write about the meeting for my course 
at university.
240
UNIVERSITY OF
SURREY
If you want you can watch a video of the meeting and tell 
me what you think about it.
If you decide to have your meeting recorded, it would be 
helpful for me to be able to talk to people who work with 
you. It may also be useful to look at your health and social 
services file to find out what is happening in your life. I will 
not share any information about you with anyone else.
No one will see the video apart from the people who were at 
the meeting and my teacher at the university. It will not be 
shown to anyone in your family or any staff who work with 
you who were not at the meeting.
>
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In my report your name will be changed to make sure no- 
one can guess who you are.
You can say “no” at anytime if you do not want to take part 
any more. If you do this it will not effect your meeting or 
the help you receive.
If you would like me to tell you more about it or have any 
questions please call me or ask someone to call me.
My contact details are:
Joel Parker (Trainee Clinical Psychologist) 
Psychology Dept 
Surrey University 
Guildford GU2 7XH
Email: jp00005:@surrey.ac.uk
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Telephone: 020 8949 9968
Best Wishes
Joel Parker Supervised by Dr Karen
Long
Trainee Clinical Psychologist Lead Clinical 
Psychologist
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Kingston W l s ^ j
Primary Care Trust
Research Participant Consent Form-Service User Form
A study of Meetings for people with 
learning disabilities
Joel Parker (Trainee Clinical Psychologist) has told me about the project. I 
understand that it is a study about how meetings for people with learning disabilities 
work. Please Insert Initials :
I understand that this will involve my meeting being video recorded and people being 
asked about what they thought of the meeting afterwards. Please Insert Initials:
I also understand that Joel may wish to talk to people involved in my care, or look at 
my health or social services file as part of the study. Joel has explained to me that 
confidential information will be kept private and not shown to anyone else during his 
project and in any report that he writes later. Please Insert Initials:
I understand that Joel will use the recordings to write a project for his University 
course. He may write a project and give a talk. Please Insert Initials:
I understand that in his report Joel will change my name so that my information is 
kept private. I understand that he will keep private anything he learns about me 
during this project and not tell anyone.
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Please insert Initials:
Joel has explained to me that I can say no at any time if I change my mind. Please 
Insert Initials:
I have read and understood the information sheet and I agree to take part in Joel’s 
study. Please Insert Initials:
At the end of the study Joel will meet me in order to tell me all about what he 
found out. Please Insert Initials:
Print Name: Tel:
Signed:
E-Mail:
Address:
Date:
Joel Parker Supervised by Dr Karen Long
Trainee Clinical Psychologist Joint Lead Clinical Psychologist
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Kingston i i ï l n k
Primary Care Trust
Information Sheet for participation in a study of the process of 
meetings involving people with learning disabilities-version 
for staff members attending the meeting 
Researcher: Joel Parker, University of Surrey
Introduction
I would like to invite you to participate in this project, which is investigating the 
process of meetings involving people with learning disabilities.
Why am I carrying out this research?
The project is part of my Clinical Psychology Doctorate at the University of 
Surrey. Prior to starting this course I worked for a number of years as a 
support worker for people with learning disabilities, which led to me becoming 
particularly interested in issues of choice in relation to this group. It is hoped 
that the research could provide useful information regarding what processes 
within person centred planning meetings act to help service users make 
decisions about their lives, as well as highlighting any obstacles within this 
process.
What will you have to do if you agree to take part?
By agreeing to take part in the study you will be consenting to be recorded as 
a result of being present at the meeting and for your comments to be used in 
the study’s analysis. The hope is that the study will capture the meeting 
progressing as naturally as possible and so there is no need for you to do 
anything differently then you would normally. I appreciate that you might find 
the idea of a meeting being video taped as intrusive and if this is a concern I 
would be happy to talk to you about any concerns.
Will you be assessing me?
No. This study is concerned with the impact of general processes and 
communication issues that impact on the choices available to people with 
learning disabilities, rather than assessing or evaluating any individual.
Will my confidentiality be protected?
Yes. If you take part in this study, you will remain completely anonymous. 
When material from the videotape is transcribed all people present at the 
meeting will be given pseudonyms, which will be used throughout the write up. 
Other than those present at the meeting the only people who will see the
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recording are my NHS field supervisor Dr Karen Long and my university 
supervisor Dr William Finlay. The material you present will be used only for 
the research, not for the any purposes of evaluation and will not be shown to 
managers either within the NHS or social services. You can be assured that 
all data collected will be treated in the strictest confidence.
The only time when confidentiality would be broken if material was disclosed 
that indicated risk of harm to (insert service user name here), or others. 
Under this circumstance local NHS policies and procedures would need to be 
followed under the supervision of Dr Karen Long.
Do I have to take part?
No. Your participation in this project is entirely voluntary. You have the right to 
withhold consent to the meeting being recorded. After the meeting has been 
recorded, if you wish either specific comments you have made or all material 
you have presented to be excluded from analysis please feel to contact me 
(see below for contact details).
After this meeting and another person centre planning meeting have been 
recorded, transcribed and analysed the project will be written up as a doctoral 
thesis. The study may also be published in an academic journal. If you wish 
to be given a copy of the final research report please inform me and I will 
arrange for a copy to be sent to you.
Thank you.
Researchers: Joel Parker
Trainee Clinical Psychologist, University of Surrey.
Department of Psychology, School of Human Science, University of Surrey, 
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH.
Email address: jp00005@surrey.ac.uk
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Appendix 7: Staff informed consent form
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Consent Form- Version for Staff members
Kingston hFlUL
Primary Care Trust
Informed Consent for participation in a study of the process of 
meeting involving adults with learning disabilities 
Researcher: Joel Parker, University of Surrey
As a result of attending (insert service user’s name) meeting you are invited to take 
part in a study into the process of person centred planning meetings for people with 
learning disabilities.
As a participant, you will be video recorded along with the rest of those attending the 
meeting. The recording will then be transcribed, analysed and written up as part of a 
doctoral thesis.
If you take part, you can be assured that all data collected will be treated in the 
strictest confidence. You will be given a pseudonym when the recording is 
transcribed and any identifying information will be adapted in the write up in order to 
protect your anonymity. The video recording will only be shown to people attending 
the meeting and the 2 psychologists supervising my research. The only time 
confidentiality would be broken is if you disclosed something that indicated abuse or 
danger to a service user.
If you are happy to be recorded you will need to initial the boxes below and sign the 
consent form. You will still be free to withdraw from the study at any time and the 
information you have given will no longer be used.
As a secondary part of the study I am interested in playing back parts o f the video 
recording to various people who attend the meeting in order to get their perspective on 
the material. Please indicate below whether you would be interested in being involved 
in this part of the research (6).
Once I have finished studying the meeting I would be happy to meet with you to 
discuss what I have found. Please indicate below (point ) if  you would like to meet 
with me at this stage.
Please feel free to ask any questions you have about the research.
1. I confirm that I understand the information above and the attached 
information sheet and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
Please Insert Initials:
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Signature
2. I consent to being video recorded as a result of participating in this
meeting and to 
Initials:
he material I consent being analysed. Please Insert
3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time without giving any reason, and without my rights 
being affected. Please Insert Initials:
4. I understand that my anonumity will be protected throughout the study. 
Please Insert Initials:
5. I agree to take part in this study. Insert Initials:
6. I am interested in being involved in the meeting to give my perspective 
on what happened during the meeting. Yes/No (please circle).
7 .1 am interested in meeting after you have finished studying the recording 
of the meeting so that I can receive feedback on your findings. Yes/No 
(please circle)
Contact Phone Number: Contact Email:
Date
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Appendix 8: Glossary of transcription terms (taken from Hutchbv and Wooffitt, 
1998)
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Appendix 9: Example of interesting phenomena noted by hand
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Appendix 10: Example of interesting phenomena tabulated in word
Phenomenon Location of 
example
Description of example Relevant 
References in 
Literature
A
Checks for 
understanding
1) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
00: 
37
2) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
10: 
53
Care manager/day service manager invite 
SU to chair meeting (Positions them as 
willing to give power to SU-as knowing 
the meeting is not about them). She 
responds that she does not know how 
(reacts to demand by locating inability  
to  do this within self). CM asks SU what 
she hopes to get from the meeting 
(maintaining earlier position in an 
adjusted form). Leading her to request 
help of support worker 1). Who agrees 
to do this. Another SW (2) then attempts 
to describe purpose of the meeting to 
her-i.e. a standard review (locates those 
as day service together in understanding 
of what meeting is about). Care 
manager positions IBs within her own 
learning experience. Gives long 
explanation that appears to confuse SU 
(learning experience gives licence to  
make mistakes or not know-as SU has 
shown ignorance of what is happening 
long explanation positions her as 
empowering through information). Who  
is offered further support by SW2 as to 
the purpose of the meeting. Before care 
manager asks "so shall we start with your 
outcomes"-leading her to essentially 
chair the meeting a position she does not 
give up throughout the remainder 
(avoids further potential embarrassment 
by doing this. Behaviour positions self in 
position authority/pow er implicitly 
without explicitly referring to this, in 
contrast to the proposal of SU chairing 
the meeting).
"Tell me if I'm wrong" then proceeds to 
talk for sometime about broader 
outcomes. Throughout the meeting, SU 
refers to specific outcomes. (Explicitly 
positions SU as having power to  
challenge and question, whilst 
behaviour implicitly denies this 
opportunity. Organisational pressure to  
have broader outcomes on the form?)
CM e.g. 12:30 refers back to this as a
Person Centred 
Planning and 
Personalisation 
agenda
SU involvement 
literature
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3) VI 
CKI 
00:12:30
4) VIC 
Kl 
15: 
00
5) VIC 
Kll 
7
6) VIC 
K ll 
8
7) VIC 
Kl 
23
8) VIC 
Kl 
26
specific goal.
Following SU talking about search for the 
correct chair CM states I trust you to be 
the expert in this- (Appears to position 
CM as respectful towards SU, but also 
might imply that as an expert this is her 
responsibility) SU asks if this chair was to 
be ordered would it come out of her IB 
(repositioning expertise w ith CM?) CM 
then links this back again to a broad goal 
(Framing SU concrete aims in terms of 
the abstract paperwork to be done- 
suggests that SU is involved w ith  this).
SU something I need rather than want.
Following lengthy exchange on aims for 
plan. Does that feel o.k. S. She replies 
that it does, (appears to  include SU in 
process, was directing to  a certain 
response).
After explaining support plan- is that 
alright? SU replies "yeh" smiles.
(Leading question, suggests inclusion 
was guiding response)
W hat else is there that you would like to 
talk about? After a few seconds SW 
2intervenes to direct SU to support at 
home, who is able to respond. Is that 
working well? Do we want to keep that 
the same.? Yes, please. (Apparently 
explicit opportunity for SU to  
contribute, SW2 may be seeking to  avoid 
SU embarrassment at difficulty 
responding, but effectively this removes 
control from her).
Do you want to go through anything else 
on here SU? SW2 read 23-20 to build in 
a program of daily activities. (Explicit 
invitation for SU opinion, appears to be 
co-opted by day service agenda.
Is that working well? Yes, it is, its alright.
Is it happening enough not enough? Too 
busy with parliament. Happy about 
activities. Spotting paper-story telling to
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9) VIC 
KI3 
3
10) VIC 
KI3 
6
11) VIC 
Kl 
50
12) 52- 
56
illustrate that able to see things wants to 
do, contrast with needing support once 
out door. (Initially leading question, S 
positions self as agreeing, but also w ith  
some reservation provoking follow up 
question. This allows S both to  present 
self as able, but also needing support
W e have help with paperwork here? 
Working out lovely. (SU involved and 
responds non controversial).
Asked about health outcomes. SU 
responds that they are going well, talks 
about problems related to getting new  
chair. "Canvasses they pinched" 
(positioned self as wronged/angry). CM 
response "it gets complicated" (Misdeed 
reacted to w ith  neutral term -relabelled- 
Parrott in Harre and Moghaddan). SW1 
and Day service manager discuss 
problems with hospital re-selling chair 
due to hospital. (Practical solution 
avoids discussing misdeeds)
"You're the expert on what you need", 
CM invokes SU's experience (By 
positioning SU as expert, CM shows 
deference to her). That's the starting 
point. SU responds with money as the 
reason to be fobbed off (again 
positioning self as victim, also implies 
that being expert on being in the chair 
does not mean she is in control of the  
situation) and claims would get "palmed 
o ff' with a heavy chair. Brings power 
into perspective. CM seeks solution 
(achieving business through meeting), 
but lacks knowledge of how system 
works (avoid position of expert). Debate 
that can get lightweight chair if explains 
why needs it. CM clarifies that SU is 
happy to fill things out before next 
appointment (SU positioned as expert 
and takes responsibility for this)
Briskly asked about a range of goals.
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13)
VICKI
57
13) VIC 
Kl 
64
14) VIC 
KI6 
6-  
68
Asked about adding goals. SU appears 
confused- T m  putting you on the spot" 
"yes you are" . Invited to go away and 
read. Check for understanding- what 
would you say to S or M . (Invitation to  
contribute leads to embarrassment due 
to  lack of preparation , defused by CM 
taking responsibility. New  goals 
deferred to the future).
SU asked if wants a hard copy or email of 
support plan. SU asks if she can read it. 
CM tells her that it has been anonymised 
"I wouldn't show you something of 
someone else's if they hadn't given 
permission, because I wouldn't do that to 
you" (SU shows lack of understanding, 
CM positions self as personally loyal 
rather than as following professional 
responsibilities).
Long explanation to do with individual 
budgets by CM. SP, M W  also involved in 
debate. CM have I explained that. SU 
responds I think so (Staff seeking to  
achieve the business of the meeting-i.e. 
something that needs to be done and 
aware of need to include SU w ith this, 
but put her in a position where it would  
be embarrassing to confess ignorance). 
CM When we go through the form now if 
there is anything you are not sure of do 
ask?" SU momentarily puts head down. 
At 69 SU again apologises for ignorance 
in relation to this assessment. In ongoing 
interactions SU continually shown to lack 
information (e.g. about rent 86) to 
answer qs. Requires staff to answer for 
her. (Explicitly showing inclusion, whilst 
putting in position where it is almost 
impossible to respond. SU takes 
responsibility for difficulties created).
CM going through finance form. Check 
with SU that it is ok that fills in details 
later. SU confirms it is.
Explaining about savings on form as of
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15) VIC 
KI6 
9
16) VIC 
KI7 
6
17) VIC 
KI8 
0
18) VIC 
KI8 
9
when form filled out. Is that o.k.? (CM  
seeking explicitly to demonstrate  
inclusion, but not an actual choice)
Staff continue to discuss managing 
different sources of money. SU appears 
somewhat overwhelmed. Day service 
manager "1 see". Day service manager 
nothing to worry about. CP we don't 
want to leave you with money worries". 
(Having led a conversation that almost 
inevitably would create anxiety, staff 
position selves as not wishing to  do this)
Asked about recent expenditure. (Rather 
than inclusion this seems to be about 
beginning the process of filling finance 
form ) When talking about glasses SW 
mentions 2 for 1 (Impression of things 
going well-positive experiences)
CM asks if there is anything that have not 
covered that would like to. SU replies 
most things covered. (Demonstrates at 
end of meeting that this has been about 
SU-typical ending).
B
Apologies
1) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
01: 
40
2) VIC 
Kl
(Part of Al)Care manager apologises 
about getting confused and then 
describes the fact that SU is half way 
through her budget year. Makes a 
contrast between IBs. Frames in terms of 
difference between services and 
outcomes. (Positions CM as reasonable 
and sensitive to  SU needs, but no chance 
for SU to accept/object apology. 
Positions the meeting in terms of certain 
business ends to be achieved)
Care manager states that hopefully by 
the end of the year 1 will be better at
Aberdeen, L. 
(2003).
Positioning and 
postcolonial 
apologising in 
Australia. IN R. 
Harre & F. 
Moghaddam  
(Eds.) The Self 
and Others: 
Positioning 
Individuals and 
groups in 
personal,
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00:
03:
19
3) VIC
Kl
51
4) VIC
KI6
6
5) VIC
KI6
9
6) VIC
KI7
1
doing this. SU says yes, looks down. 
(Positions self as improving-future as 
compensating for problems now).
In relation to funding for wheelchairs-l'm  
sorry how does it work? (Negates any 
possible criticism that should know) SU + 
Day service manager answer this.
CM "This is all higgledy piggledy I do 
apologise" continues speaking. SW asks 
SU if she remembers about her financial 
assessment. She confused. CM asks if 
she understands. SU apologises-CM 
don't apologise. SU mentions business. 
(CM positions self as reasonable— but 
SU not given an opportunity to  
accept/reject apology). When SU 
apologises it appears to be an 
appeasement for her ignorance- she also 
justifies this in terms of her own 
activities. The instruction by CM "don't 
apologise" appears to position her as 
being able to decide w hat is or is not 
blameworthy.
Whilst doing individual finances 
assessment CM mentions looking at 
current benefits. SU apologises for not 
knowing. CM reassures that's o.k. we 
can go through that. (CM doing the  
business of form filling-positions SU so 
that she is a useful participant if she has 
information, but also may lack this 
information. Apology seen as necessary 
in face of ignorance, CM's reassurance 
serves explicitly to  calm SU, but 
implicitly positions demonstrates staff 
are in position of power.
CM asks if SU knows how much income 
support is. SU says sorry she does not.
CM asks if staff can find that. Delegates 
to M W . (CM function of communication 
to  SU is about completing business of 
form filling, but places SU in a position 
of ignorance. SU' apology is followed by 
silence suggesting that a response to  this 
is expected. The fact that no-one
political, and 
cultural contexts.. 
Westport: 
Praeger.
Tavuchis, N. 
(1991). Mea 
culpa: A 
sociology of 
apology and 
reconciliation. 
Stanford, 
California: 
Stanford 
University Press.
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7) VIC 
KI8 
8
appears to  have the necessary 
information appears to lead CM to  
neglect this and delegate instead.
When discussing expenditure for 
household bills. CM apologises for telling 
the wrong information and continues to 
talk.
M W  asks if CM writes next part of 
support plan. CM says no, apologises to 
SU for not explaining it properly, frames 
it in turns of finding her own way. (CM  
positions self as aware of own  
imperfections, but no opportunity to  
respond to  apology provided, process of 
learning appears to  licence making of 
mistakes.
c 1) VIC SW2 appears to misunderstand what
Negotiating Kl meeting is for Lengthy explanation by
purpose of 00: care manager of what the meeting is for.
the meeting 01: SU becomes confused leads to D l
and the 34
purpose of Following long confusing explanation of
Support Plan purpose of meeting SU looks confused.
and IBs 2) VIC Do you want me to say any more about
Kl that, SW2 provides more info. (Explicitly
00: positioning SU as involved, whilst
03: struggling to achieve this) Bion- basic
0 assumptions of
3) VIC Care manager explains that it will future
Kl become clearer as the work progresses John Pilger-
00: and the end of the year as being a time Freedom next
03: by which both of them will have had a time
26 practice (Future positioned as a People with LD as
compensation for current confusion). eternal children
literature
4) VIC SU specifies she wanted to see how
Kl budget went before making decision on
00: her holiday, care manager responds
08: "that's sensible (By positioning SU
46 decision as sensible implies a preference
for careful use of money)
5) VIC Long explanation of the need for broader
Kl aims. Does that make sense Suzie? 1
00: think so, yeh (facial expression looks a
11: little puzzled). CM says yeh. SU yeh.
30 Then proceeds. (Addressing SU to show
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6) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
13: 
00
7) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
14: 
15
8) VIC 
Kl 
16
9) VIC 
Kl 
17
10) VIC 
Kl 
18
involved, but w ith leading question and 
failing to actually involve)
Money for new chair negotiated as being 
something that can be covered by being 
safe at home (action to  claim outcomes 
only valid if fit under broad aim CM 
achieving business needs but slightly 
redefining w hat are needs of SU for form  
filling ) Manager of service positions 
under mobility.
Manager defines what different broad 
aims could be- mobility, activities, home 
life etc. SU mentions what she is doing 
this afternoon in relation to this, but this 
is not attended to (manager sets up 
agenda of meeting set up around more 
abstract broad aims in line w ith support 
plan, affect of making SU more 
dependent on staff in meeting as she 
refers to concrete specific goals that 
must be manipulated into this form at) 
Explanation of specific goals with Day 
service vs general agreement (e.g. aims) 
with borough.
CM gives S a copy of support plan to read 
after meeting. Reiterates the structure of 
broad aims. Explained that it may help 
someone who has never met you before. 
May help you reach more general 
outcomes as your writing it. (CM  
positions meeting around completing 
paperwork, by suggesting a hypothetical 
situation, where SU would need the  
support plan.
DS manager mentions goals achieved 
(positions service positively as achieving 
aims/needs of SU).
CM manager begins to reformulate home 
support "to maintain.." SU takes 
opportunity to complain about need for a 
new chair. (SU demonstrates lack of 
engagement w ith  broad aims and 
focuses on specific goal)
CM by the time we get back to this in
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April when its your proper review (goal 
situated in future we can alter this a bit- 
(CM marketing support plan as relevant 
to  SU).
11)
VIC
Kll
9
12) VIC 
KI2 
2
DS manager initiates discussion of 
number of hours of support, suggests 
with q that this is enough hours, when SU 
specifies more time needed. CM asks 
how many hours. SW brings up business. 
DS manager then suggests about 10 
hours as appropriate. Then suggests a 
job specification. (SU has to show 
ingenuity to demonstrate discontent 
and voice opinion. Even then a 
suggested solution is imposed by 
another.
CM suggests converting concerns about 
asking people to do things into support 
plan. (SU concerns are considered to be 
relevant in terms of coinciding w ith  the  
business of developing the paperwork.
To build a plan of daily activities. CM 
13) VIC endorses this as "nice and broad that can
KI2 include a lot of things"- (it appears this is
3 judged a legitimate goal for SP, may
imply that contributions are only valid if 
they coincide w ith the objective of 
completing paperwork)
14) VIC 
KI2 
8
15) VIC 
KI4 
8
CM suggests comments about support to 
be placed in support plan.
Day service manager summarises 
previous conversation- highlights how  
can get chair for physical support and 
support required. (Positions SU and staff 
working together to overcome problem)
16) VIC Support plans framed by CM in terms of a 
KI6 hypothetical situation where somebody 
5 comes to work with SU who knows
nothing about her-what would you like 
them to know? SU responds would like 
them to know she is vegetarian. SP not 
practical support plan, more of an 
information plan. Confusing exchange
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17) VIC 
KI6 
6
18) VIC 
KI7 
8
19) VIC 
Kl 
79
20) VIC 
Kl 
85
21) VIC 
KI8 
8
between SP and CM. SU smiles-possibly 
confused. CM then summarises. SU o.k. 
(Unclear w hether CM wants SU to  
answer question now, as this appears to  
be a difficult demand). SU 
disempowered by confusing 
conversation
CM introduces financial assessment.
Following possibly confusing and anxiety 
provoking conversation about how much 
money is allowed, SU talks at length 
about her different bank accounts. (SU 
by talking at length about things she 
knows about, appears to  reclaim some 
control).
Day service manager around discussions 
on SU's savings-we've spent and spent 
Goes on to talk about using money 
proactively. (service positioned as 
working hard on behalf of SU. SU as 
having plenty of money on her).
After 20 minutes of conversation 
revealing various areas where SU and in 
some cases her staff do not have 
required information. CM states "it is not 
meant to be complicated S, it meant to 
go around, you're the expert you know 
what you need. Its meant to come 
mostly from you". SU replies that this is a 
load off her mind, before CM returns to 
listing more financial terms on the form. 
(By positioning SU as expert appears to  
negate the disempowered position she 
has been placed in by discussion of 
finances and deny that this is 
complicated).
Confusion between CM, day service 
manager about what should/should not 
go on form about expenditure. SU 
marginalised from discussion.
(Completing business of meeting 
appears to completely marginalise SU).
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22) VIC 
KI9 
8
23) VIC 
Kll 
01
24) VIC 
Kll 
05
CM explains the relationship between 
support plan and budget and outcomes 
and support brokerExplains own role in 
signing.
"1 don't want to bombard you with  
information"- occurs in the context of 
lengthy confusing discussions. Goes onto 
explain budgets from one year to another 
to another. Receipts day service 
manager notes that do keep receipts. Its 
good for you to know where your money 
goes. Encouraged to come back if 
unsure. (Appears again to negate the  
fact that information provided is 
overwhelming. Offer to  come back if 
unsure, implicitly suggests that it may be 
overwhelming whilst avoiding 
positioning blame).
End of meeting SU given email 
addresses/websites.
"We're getting on an even track so come 
April" paperwork will be in order, it will 
be clearer, (positions meeting as a 
success and things moving forward in a 
positive direction).
D
SU actions to 
control the 
meeting
1)
VICKI
00:01:00
2)
VIC
Kl
00:
04:
SU turns to support worker appearing to 
invite her assistance. She agrees to help. 
Another SW2 then provides description 
of what she believes the purpose of the 
meeting to be to SU. (SU able to seek 
support from those around her in 
meeting-expanding competence beyond 
self)
Talks bout moving house. Brought up by 
care manager, SU talks confidently at 
length and CM provides minimal prompts 
to this. (Use of specific knowledge 
allows to be in expert position)
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55
SU uses hand to hold attention and 
maintain turn
3) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
07: 
48
Appreciation of HFT describing desire to 
take trip to US.
4) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
07: 
58
SU specifies her desire for a new chair, 
uses-directs and directs to SW1 to show 
catalogue in relation to this. (Use of 
others in meeting to  support her- 
expanding competence beyond self)
5) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
09: 
58
Following confusion about broad goals, 
SU talks at length about what chair she 
needs. (Contrast w ith  business focus of 
staff and storytelling of SU. Repositions 
the focus of the meeting as about her 
and herself as having expertise)
SU talks of need for and hopes of getting 
new chair. (Positioning of this as a need- 
recurs)
6) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
12: 
20
SU describes nice things she had done, 
invites SW1 to support in answering 
question (Expanding answering 
competence beyond self)
7) VIC 
Kl 
18
SU uses conversation about "nice things", 
as an opportunity to discuss medical 
appointments and poor service at 
chemists-(Use of anecdotes to gain 
control from "the business" of the  
meeting. Use of rhetorical strategies 
"do 1 rem em ber rightly?"- staff appear to 
minimise this complaint. W ere you able 
to sort it out (L sorted it out- positioned 
as able, positions self as requiring 
support) (Staff not wishing to
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8) VIC 
Kl 
24
9) VIC 
Kl 
25
10) VIC 
Kl 
35
11) VIC 
Kl
38
acknowledge level of difficulties face??)
Reiterates desire for HFT involvement, 
discusses being "pushed from pillar to 
post". (Positions self as victim)
SU invites SW1 to help her via glance in 
talking about the tilt and space 
wheelchair (Expanding competence). SU 
talks at length about wheelchair and why 
beneficial and current difficulties. SU 
also complains about the process of 
meetings with hospital being ineffective 
and the fact that she has had to do work 
on her own chair (positions self as 
victim-facing struggles). CM takes 
interest in this. "Its great that you've 
done that, but you shouldn't have to" 
(Positions SU in terms of competence, 
before recognising injustice). Offers to 
talk to PT, SU responds positively to this.
Goes on to describe the dilemma 
between independence and physical 
health. CM characterises this as "scary". 
SU picks up on fear as dominant emotion. 
Segment on PT/seating clinic who was 
responsible. CM reassures that if 
situation changes. SU clarifies that this is 
a problem currently (Staff position 
problems in future vs SU current). 
Around 45 and a half seems to split into 2 
conversations- about the chair debate. 
CM calls back together (suggests budget 
as solution-SU anecdote converted into 
business of the meeting) and states that 
it would not stop her getting out and 
about (Staff positioning problems as 
surmountable).
"You know how long they take, they take 
a year" (SU use of rhetoric to  reinforce
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42 onwards
12) VIC 
Kl 
48
13) VIC 
Kl 
52
14) VIC 
KI7 
1
15) VIC 
KI8 
1
16) VIC 
KI8 
9
point)
SU asked anything else on list, brings LB 
in because cannot read a word debate 
ensues (able to expand competence).
SU asked about benefits, uses this as an 
opportunity to describe problem getting 
benefits. (SU positions self as having to  
struggle)
Following long discussion about finances, 
SU asks about whether will have money 
to live with her friends. CM explains how 
this might work (concrete concern of SU 
converted into somewhat abstract 
concern-CM focus on procedure- 
teaching SU about this?). SU elaborates 
further concern. SU clarifies how often is 
assessed.
Asked about expenditure, uses for story 
about glasses (use of anecdote to  gain 
control from business of meeting).
Asked if anything more. SU initiates 
discussion about callipers- SU don't like 
to bother G, she's a busy lady-(positions 
self as relatively unim portant) goes 
about this. Staff try to solve SU finds 
problems with solutions.
E
Negotiation of 
identity
1) VIC 
Kl 
00: 
07: 
18
2) VIC 
Kl 
17
In relation to house move, that's quite a 
big thing, its a huge thing. SU responds 
to this with a rationale to why she wants 
to move from her present location
In relation to Butlins trip, "oh splendid". 
70s weekend- "get your glitter out"
SW2 you're a very busy woman (SU 
positioned as busy and therefore making
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3) VIC 
Kl 
21
4) VIC 
KI2 
4
5) VIC 
KI2 
8
it hard to offer support at home- being a 
busy wom an also may suggest ability  
and therefore less support required?)
W hat nice things have you been doing? 
(Invitation for praise of service)Have you 
been out enough. States she was going 
out enough in the summer (suggests may 
not feel that now) SW talks about the 
fact she has clothing that allows her to go 
out now (winter) (clarifies that support 
has been given so that SU is 
independent. SU effectively invited to  
provide endorsements of service e.g. 
nice things she has been supported to  
do. Positioned as being recipient of 
benevolent care). Staff also provide 
examples of what done (Reinforce 
message that good work being done).
SU story about cabs being able to refuse 
to help with chair etc (positioning self as 
vulnerable/victim ). Has happened to 
people (collective ID of those w ith LD). 
CM talks about it being an unpleasant 
experience (anger repositioned?) SU 
why does not like using minicabs. Then 
talks about experience with com cabs, 
don't know who going to get. Tells story 
about problems using taxi card. "Like 
bashing my head against wall with 
transport". (SU position as victim) 
Thinking about mobility- claiming control 
of broad aims? (Using SU story to  
achieve business of creating Support 
plan) Arranged it now so nothing I can 
do. CM well you can (positions SU as 
having power)-SU takes control back.
CM budget as potential solution 
(Achieves the idea of framing problems
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6) VIC 
Kl 
49
7) VIC 
Kl 
54
8) VIC 
Kl 
60
9) VIC 
Kl 
63
10) VIC 
Kl 
85
as soluble and translating stories into 
business o f . SU returns to complaint.
CM repositions taxi company as trying to 
save SU money (benign interpretation of 
the world around SU). CM encourages 
use of budget for this purpose, (tying SU 
experience to business to  be achieved)
S is as bright as a button-(negotiates 
w ider ID than LD). CM appears to 
support this distinction, "where did 
intelligence come into it". (SU and CM  
achieve a sense of solidarity in 
opposition to absent
House keys as a goal. SW given house 
keys. CM comments she is forever losing 
her own (humorous attem pt to  
normalise, again serves to minimise 
support needs of SU) Nonverbal 
response by SU to this interesting.
Needing transport as a result of chairing 
parliament. Goes on to talk about 
informal links enabling to get needs met 
-friends Dad as a cab driver (suggests 
formal systems are not sufficient-in 
context of frequent complaints about ). 
CM suggests that IB can be used to pay 
for this . Gives example of how this can 
be done. Claims network within system. 
-(Achieving business of meeting, but also 
heads off threat of professional system 
being marginalised) SU a lot of "our 
people have been stranded in the past". 
(Collective identification of people w ith  
learning disability-positioned as victims).
CM provides long explanation of support 
plans. Suggests that SU may be only one 
page, as is good at speaking up (Again 
SU competence emphasised-someone 
who may need less support than others).
CM any Swiss bank accounts you have? 
SU replies she does not have any. 
(Appears to be humorous comment- 
may suggest this is a comical idea for SU 
to have one)
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11) VIC 
KI9 
5
SP you should/we should mix up. 1 
wouldn't wait.
12) VIC 
Kll 
00
Whilst explaining signing budget CM 
"That sounds reasonable SU's not going 
to run off to the Bahamas" (wording 
suggests that budgets should be used 
sensibly)
13) VIC 
Kll 
03
"you're an emailer". (Identity of 
someone able to do many things). Also 
discussion about more stuff coming up in 
parliament.
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Appendix 11 : Example of a phenomenon (requests made by clients) 
documented across meetings
Amy 3 Conversation about desire for a 
second buddy. Amy quotes 
manager saying she may scare 
away existing buddy. Sally echoes 
this, that existing buddy may 
become offended if it suggested 
one buddy is not enough, before 
suggesting that it may not cause a 
problem. Quotes person in charge 
of the scheme that it is hard to find 
buddies and lucky to have one 
although only sees occasionally. 
Musical repetition of buddy.
Message communicated in 
several different ways that 
seeking another buddy is 
unreasonable/not sensible. 
Subtle comment that does 
not see often aligns Sally 
with Amy in a safe way to the 
fact that her demands may in 
fact be reasonable. Implies 
limited social network to be 
expected.
Amy 6 (Relating to theatre) Amy “You can 
get the tickets because 1 want to 
go”. Sally responds she will try 
and that if she cannot get tickets, 
they will arrange something else 
soon, (some nice repairs by Sally 
in this section)
Amy 28 Request to see High School 
Musical along with X-Factor. Sally 
“I’ve got a bit of bad news.” Amy 
“How far away” as Sally 
apologising. Amy acknowledges 
apology humorously. Sally 
explains within appointments 
before again taking responsibility. 
Sally “How can 1 make it up to 
you?” First attempt thwarted by 
lack of video/DVD player, then 
suggests going to cinema to see 
something else. Amy states “I’m 
easy”. Sally “You have to be with 
me”
Interesting section Sally 
seems to relate to Amy more 
as a friend in this section.
Amy 34 Returns to X-Factor Live. Sally 
states that its impossible. Amy 
responds that other people do it. 
Sally acknowledges this and then 
comments that their is a tour. Amy 
tone in relation to this is 
unenthusiastic and then 
summarises that “so they won’t let 
anyone go up there.” Sally 
responds that she will keep trying. 
Explains in terms of family and 
friends-interesting gesture with 
hand and states “you have to be 
pretty lucky to get a seat”. And
Disappointment presents a 
challenge for Sally and she 
repositions the situation to be 
more hopeful.
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says “I’ll keep” and Amy completes 
“trying”. Then Sally returns to X- 
Factor Live which Amy now 
responds more positively to.
Amy 56 Requests that Sally cooks for her. 
Sally somewhat playful response. 
And Amy rephrases to “help me 
cook”
Gill 69 Ruth asks whether would like to go 
on holiday this year.
Gill expresses desire to go to IOW 
with Helen on a plane. Ruth asks 
whether this would be possible and 
Helen then goes into a long 
explanation of this years holiday 
and past holidays/residents 
meeting- directed to Ruth. At the 
end of this Ruth states that is when 
you can say Isle of Wight.
Not only the activity of going 
on holiday, but where (IOW) 
and who with important.
In face of a concrete request 
by Gill, Helen and Ruth’s 
exchange marginalises her. 
Does not appear to be 
documented and is instead 
suggested that she can 
mention this again at future 
meeting.
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Appendix 12: Story sequences grouped into different categories:
Types of story and location in data:
Complaints
Gill 20-22 (story a complaint, although linked to a request)
Discussion of cataracts based on documentation. Gill shows cataract 
to staff. Helen initially suggests that eyesight is o.k., but Gill looks 
dejected and this appears to lead Helen to ask her whether her 
eyesight is o.k. at which point Gill comments that her eye with the 
cataract is not and relay concern about the failure of the doctor to 
look at her eye. Helen then states she will take action on this.
• Gill 30-31
Helen states that Gill has been walking all the time. Gill states “make 
us walk” twice, talks about a walking a long distance and going 
hungry. Helen states that this was a good day. Gill and Helen can be 
understood to be both working together to tell a story but with very 
different emphasis.
• Gill 32
Ruth asks Gill about swimming. Gill comments that she does, but a 
staff member has left and that Helen can’t swim. Helen states she 
would still go with her. Gill states that she needs someone who can
help her go under- Helen only appears to hear the last part of this and 
says this is what she does not like.
• Gill 58-59 starts as narration of routines and turns into complaint 
Discussion of making tea and coffee for others. Gill uses this to 
complain about Helen taking pots of tea and coffee in to the living 
room the previous day. Helen explains story to Ruth. Gill explains the 
need to be careful.
• Vicki 25
From discussing trips out, Vicki moves on to talking about medical 
appointments and complains about the chemist making mistakes.
Karen enquires as to what happened and then that the problem was 
resolved. Then return to the business of the meeting.
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• Vicki: 28-33
Very long story telling sequence by Vicki concerning difficulties with 
cabs and how effects her/other. Finishes by relating this to getting 
support and issue of mobility (reference to broader goals in support plan). 
Then relates asking for staff member to support and previous bad 
experience. Karen relates back to IB. Vicki discusses desire to try and 
get back to the budget. Several times Karen tries to offer a solution and 
Vicki rejects this. Finally Karen returns to agenda.
e Vicki 36
Karen states that support for going to medical appointments was important 
and asks how this is going at present. Vicki then relates going to an 
appointment at the clinic and not being allowed support. Then 
discusses not hearing back from clinic and not being able to sell 
current chair which has had the canvasses “pinched”. Karen checks 
will have support for this appointment. Becky and Jane then address a 
course of action for selling the chair.
e Vicki 42
Following discussing hoists Vicki relates going to hospital with staff 
and discusses that she would be trapped in front room by new 
wheelchair. Karen seeks to clarify that it was hospital staff not PT who 
said this, Vicki goes on to describe PT as involved in this also. Karen 
then relates to budget as a solution, also relating this is not a nice thing to 
say, but suggests PT talking to the clinic as a solution.
• Vicki 49
Jane explains need to differentiate physical versus support needs. Vicki 
suggests this was the intention of the PT, then describes being taken to 
special seating clinic in May and being told she could not have lose 
her independence through a new wheelchair due to her brightness. 
Karen interjects not about how bright she intelligence. Vicki continues 
with being told she was “as bright as a button” finishes the story on 
a humorous note. Vicki then comments in line with Karen that she was 
not sure how it related to intelligence. Karen then asks Vicki if happy to 
have a pre meeting.
e Amy 44
Sally asking Amy about Emma. Amy relates Emma was sweet during the 
powercut, but states sometimes not like that. Sarah presses her on this. 
Amy relates Emma’s habit of “going on all the time”. Sally asks if there 
are ways she can set boundaries and maintain relationship. Amy comments
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that Emma does not stick to this and will knock on her door when she is 
in bed. Sally asks if she has told her. Amy relates a story where Emma 
apologised, but she “just wanted her to go away”.
Narration/telling of life events
• Gill 4
Gill following invitation by Helen tells story about closure of day placement.
Helen then discusses Gill’s ideas about what she would like to do.
Helen then initiates discussion of closure of day placement and then invites 
Gill to further discuss. Gill answer does not seem to satisfy Helen who then 
provides an answer. Helen then frames as a choice for Gill
• Gill 6
Ruth asks for clarification of what Gill does at day placement Gill describes 
daily routines. Gill goes on to describe doing housework at home. Ruth 
then checks with Gill that she has been discussing possible replacements with 
Helen.
• Gill 11
Ruth asks Gill how she feels about closure of day placement and if she will 
miss friends. Gill responds about friends, but also about the type of 
work that she does. Helen states the need to discuss things so that 
happy with choice.
• Gill 14
Ruth asking about medication. Gill proceeds to discuss recently having 
a stomach bug. Helen comments that Gill is healthy. Gill proceeds to 
tell Ruth about weight loss. Who responds “very good”.
• Gill 15
Ruth asks about weight loss. Gill proceeds to describe walking. Helen 
then prompts by asking about eating plan. Gill responds to this and Helen 
then extends storytelling.
• Gill 17-19
Gill discusses things that she eats, following Ruth asking Helen.
Discusses what she cooks for herself following prompt by Helen. Further 
questions lead to Gill discussing helping with cooking in the house. Gill
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goes onto an extended sequence that is very hard to understand about 
helping out in the house, as someone has a bad back- Helen clearly 
mishears this. Gill then describes staff shift patterns and comments that 
the two bosses and describes structure of this. Describes boss of 
house as her boss. Helen understands this and corrects Gill. Ruth frames 
this humorously.
• Gill 34
Ruth asks Gill about spraining her ankle. As Gill describes twisting her 
ankle and subsequent medical care including going for an x-ray this 
she is unable to make herself understood when saying x-ray and invites 
Helen to complete her story.
• Gill 54
Gill is asked by Ruth about Saturday routine. Gill begins discussing 
weekday routine and is corrected-apologises- then discusses 
Saturdays. Appears to be telling Ruth things that Helen knows.
• Gill 62
Gill discusses preference for current accommodation in preference to 
former on basis of greater staff support. Ruth helps to structure and 
elaborate storytelling through the use of questions.
• Gill 76
Gill looking at IB documents comments goes to scouts, she is asked 
about this then discusses routine there.
• Gill 84
Ruth asks if Gillian would like to learn about computers. Gill relates 
experiences of using computers in previous house. Asked by Ruth 
whether she would like lessons
• Gill 90
Helen summing up that Gill is doing well. Gill seemingly randomly 
discusses her boss at day placement and how should respond to fire 
drill. Story acknowledged then return to what Helen has discussed earlier.
• Vicki 23
Karen asks Vicki what nice things she has been doing. Vicki proceeds to 
discuss places she went to during the summer. Vicki states that she
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was going out enough in the summer. Staff then guide her about 
currently going out. Then talks about current activities.
e Vicki 27
Karen asks Vicki about her current day activities. Vicki describes being 
busy at parliament and so not able to come to day service on a 
Tuesday. Also discusses responsiveness of staff to her requests and 
her own ability to spot things she wants to do, but needs high level of 
support once out of building. Karen relates back to support plan.
• Vicki 41
In relation to difficulties with wheelchair clinic, Karen asks Vicki if she 
would like her to talk to her. Vicki replies that she would and then 
discusses that on her last trip to hospital the OT had asked her if she 
would like a tilt and space wheelchair with more support, but that her 
day service staff had explained that the support was not the 
hospital’s concern, but her’s and that she was promised even if 
needs a hoist she will be supported. Karen enquires about possibility 
that would need to be hoisted.
• Vicki 59]
Karen describes a new mini cab firm that has been set up locally, but 
cannot remember their name. Vicki then goes on to describes a firm 
she knows that has been set up and plan to use him on trip to 
Butlins, but then talks about an acquaintance whose Dad is a cab 
driver and decision to use him. Karen is positive about this and states 
that can use budget to pay him.
e Vicki 71
Karen asks about new benefits. Vicki describes process of getting 
income support a year and a half ago after 3 attempts. Describes 
initially being told that she did not need it, but the woman filling 
the form as fighting to get it for her. Karen says okay and returns 
straight back to the form.
e Vicki 89
Karen discussing opticians as one thing to note on form. Vicki 
discusses getting 2 new pairs of glasses and the cost this has 
incurred. Marilyn and Becky both contribute to storytelling-positively 
shape it.
e Vicki 90:
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Karen mentioning other expenses on form. Vicki discusses cost of 
clothing as clothes wear away.
• Amy 7
Discussion of transport to Christmas party. Amy states that she 
thinks Emma is going, Sally responds enthusiastically Amy adds that 
she is going to New Beckenham to meet a friend and that had 
asked whether she can go with Emma, but now not so sure. Sally 
suggests that perhaps Emma could get a lift with them. Amy initiates 
return to list.
• Amy 9
Discussion of cooking. Amy states that she is going to get rid of her 
fridge and that sister is going to get her a fridge freezer and will 
get new food she can have. Sally asks about what type of food.
Amy states delivery and appears to describe meals on wheels.
Sally states the need to see how things go. Amy comments that she is 
“getting up in the world”. Sally seems to misunderstand and think that it 
is internet based.
• Amy 27
Amy comments that the doctor wants to see her for a check up re­
heartburn. Sally questions the specifics of this and offers to come and 
notes to ring doctors.
• Amy 37
Sally asks about cards and presents for x-mas. Amy replies that she 
has done cards for colleagues and family and does not have any 
more left to do. Sally asks Amy to clarify that this is covered.
• Amy 43
Sally asks Amy about presents for family other than sister discussed 
previously. Amy relates that this is all taken care of, presents 
exchanged etc.
• Amy 48
Amy talk about buddy relates that is getting taken to pantomime 
by buddy. Sally reacts with surprise. Amy goes onto explain that it 
is not currently in the diary, but will be written down later. Sally 
writes down in diary and checks that Amy wants to go to other 
pantomime.
• Amy 51
Sally asks about social club possibilities. Amy mentions service 
manager gives her information in relation to this and adds that 
she used to attend events in Eltham, but does not wish to turn the 
clocks back-needs to do something new. Sally initially does not 
understand this. Then discuss what would like to do. Amy states a
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preference for aerobics, she mentions that she has done this 
before, but got tired out. Sally humorously comments that this is the 
point of aerobics. Amy then states wants to do a class that is not to 
strenuous.
e Derek 2
Conversation about what Derek has done during the day. Derek 
states that he went to the cafe today and sat in New Malden. Sally 
asks what Derek did and he says looking at his book. Question 
answer sequence to build up an account.
Request:
* Gill 7 (check whether this is a request or only a narration)
Ruth asks Gill about replacing her day placement that is closing. Gill goes 
onto describe all her other placements and her desire to keep 
working 5 days a week. Ruth appears to misunderstand what Gill says 
and directs her conversation to what she is doing at home. Gill then 
describes enjoying doing housework. Ruth appears to document her 
placements but not her desire to work 5 days a week.
* Gill 9-element of a request/preference although also narration
Helen is describing to Ruth the different day placements, 2 of which are in 
New Beckenham and the other of which is based in Sidcup and run by the 
same trust that runs her house. Gill states “New Beckenham’s better” 
Ruth then asks Gill if she has visited a certain day placement. Gill 
describes going to this placement and then states that another 
placement is preferable and describes the routine there. Then asked 
about the Furniture Project by Ruth. Gill talks positively about this. 
Ruth then summarises that she will talk with Helen to decide.
* Gill 72
Discussing previous year’s goals. Helen discusses the fact that Gill has 
never shown interest in having hand manicured. Gill states that she has 
liked having her fingers massaged in a shop. Helen then asks if she 
would like to go for a hand massage and to have nails polished etc. Put 
down as a goal.
e Vicki 04:44
Vicki with list of goals in front of her. Reads the first of these desire to 
move in with two friends. Describes process in relation to this. 
Meeting housemates and how has been getting on with this.
» Vicki 11
Vicki has expressed desire for a new wheelchair and a power chair. 
Following Karen explaining broadening of goals and putting power chair
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under mobility and looking at shower. Vicki prefaces story by saying with a 
chair like this could go in a normal shower and then recounts what was 
told about the purpose of power chair to support her and how this 
will avoid a wheelchair she will be receiving from getting wet and 
then relates why this will be preferable to an electric chair. Karen 
positions Vicki as an expert who then makes clarifies that the power chair 
is a need and will come from her individual budget.
• Vicki 20
Vicki asked if has enough hours of support. Communicates both 
verbally and non verbally that she does not and then states she could 
do with more. Asked if there are things she could do with more time 
with. Then describes what she needs support with on the basis of 
her day to day experiences. Leads to suggestion of 10 hours a week.
• Vicki 35
Vicki specifies desire for continued support on the basis of being 
“pushed from pillar to post by previous services. Marilyn breaks in 
as Vicki telling the story and states that she wants one to one support. 
Vicki states that she needs one to one support for a lot of things.
• Vicki 50- following a number of stories, but seemingly outside of story 
telling structure
Karen positions Vicki as expert in relation to wheelchair. Vicki 
comments that money is the usual issue and is why “they fob you off’ 
with a basic wheelchair”. When asked Vicki specifies that would supply 
with a chair, but not a light weight one. Discussion of the fact may be 
possible to get it paid for. Specifies her desire for a chair with 
height adjustable handles, for staff, as current chair causes 
problems in relation to this. Karen asks Vicki if she is happy to write 
these things down prior to next appointment.
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Appendix 13: Initial analysis of a storytelling sequence:
n.b. This sequence was categorised as a story supporting a request and so is 
does not relate to the final analysis section of this study.
Background:.
A couple of minutes earlier Vicki has identified new equipment as something 
she wants and asked if this can come out of her personal budget. Her care 
manager Karen has queried whether the NHS will not pay for this and her 
support worker has commented that they have will not pay for the one that she 
would “want”. Vicki has reframed this as the one she would “need”. Karen 
has then gone into a lengthy sequence about the need to frame things in 
terms of wider goals.
Vicki 11-50
1) Gaining turn as speaker and prefacing story telling sequence
K: so I think we can probably put something in here about
maintaining your physical wellbeing and we can look at the 
shower Vic((Vicki tilts head back))ki (.) because=
V: umm
K: =if that's going to help you main be safe at home
V: I mean with a chair like that
I could go in a normal walk in shower (.)((Karen rocks back and 
then nods bringing head down sharply )) you know (.) ((holds 
mouth open))
K: okay ((brings chin down))
Analysis
• Issue of buying new equipment-a new wheelchair and new powerchair 
had earlier been mentioned by Vicki.
• Karen had told her this could “probably come out of her individual 
budget”. However Vicki’s role had become marginalised as Karen 
explained the need to frame this within broad goals within the new 
documentation.
• Karen has essentially been in control of the conversation as a result of 
her knowledge of documentation and the new technological 
approaches.
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• Comment on how these might be applied, with relation to Vicki’s 
shower, essentially allows Vicki’s expertise and knowledge to be 
utilised.
• Vicki tilts her head back as is addressed, as this appears to indicate a 
transition to her turn.
• “umm” come just after the start of the next unit in Karen’s speech, 
however during this unit However as Karen makes a repair Vicki takes 
the opportunity to start her turn in proper.
• Karen rocking back and nod towards Vicki appears to be a deferral to 
this expertise and to communicate alignment with what Vicki has to 
say.
• “You know” and holding mouth open serves to suggest that she has 
more to say and appear to begin to preface story telling. Karen shows 
that she is aligned with this.
2) Storytelling sequence
V: and the idea ((Vicki touches catalogue)) the lady at the hospital
said when I had a wh((Vicki looks at and gestures to Becky)) =
B: mmm ((Becky nods))
V: =eelchair clinic (.) was ((Becky stops nodding)) actually to
((gestures to catalogue)) get straight ((right hand outstretched 
geticulating)) in that from bed and scoop myself (.) in((makes 
scooping motion with the back of her hand))to the bathroom and 
use the ladies without
K: okay ((just audible. Karen nods very subtly, Becky nods))
Analysis
• Referring to the “Idea of the lady at hospital” essentially prefaces the 
story in terms of an extended turn.
• Touching the catalogue acts to help draw focus to the storytelling.
• During the preface Vicki looks towards Becky, who nods indicating that 
she is aligned with the story and by continuing to nod until she extends 
across the next normal transition point. This also allows Vicki to 
maintain her storytelling even with a pause.
• Becky’s nodding also serves to use her in the role of a corroborating 
witness- seeming to confirm the truth of what Vicki says.
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» Verbal message reinforced by gestures of scooping.
• Pause after “scoop myself- is mid communicational unit-therefore a 
place to draw breath where the turn is less likely to become lost.
• Outstretched right hand also serves to communicate that storytelling 
continuing
• Typical transition point at ladies- but avoids this by using a “hurry up" 
onto “without having to worry” she succeeds in passing onto the next 
unit of her storytelling.
• Karen by whispering okay and subtle nods indicates ongoing alignment 
to storytelling, with minimal intrusion. Becky’s almost 
simultaneous nods also demonstrate alignment)).
V: having to worry about (.) getting ((moves right hands up and
down 4 times, palm facing down, as if gesturing moving from to 
several different places)) off something onto some((Karen nods 
more firmly))thing else:: sand without having to worry about (.) a 
wh((raises left hand off knee so that both hands are 
outstretched))eelchair getting wet ((begins to raise left hand)) (.)
K: okay ((barely audible)
V: because ((arms slope together and then apart as if to
demonstrate a shape, right hand palm open shakes from side to 
side horizontally)) they want to give me a shaped 
wheelcha((adjusts glasses))ir ((holds right hand out with palm 
open as if saluting) (.)
K: okay ((nods))
V: ((hand moves away)) which are material((right elbow is now on
side of wheelchair, with arm in a v shape with hand around
chest))is::
K: sure
Analysis
• Following above evidence of alignment, Vicky again pauses mid way 
through a conversational unit after “about”.
• Again uses hurry up at this point.
• The worry/difficulty of movement is emphasised through emphatic use 
of hand gestures.
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• Karen’s again shows ongoing alignment through a firmer head nod.
• Vicki maintains turn at the next possible transition point by extending 
the word else into the next word and “els::and”. Following again having 
gained this turn she again paused mid unit.
» Again use of hands reinforces message about a shaped wheelchair
• At end of unit, Vicki begins to raise hand communicating that 
storytelling has not been completed. Karen “okay” indicates attention 
and orientation to the story and indicates ongoing alignment.
• Gesture with arms supports description of wheelchair as shaped.
• After “wheelchair” pauses at transition point, but hand raised suggests 
more to tell.
• Karen again communicates alignment
• As says materials- extension of word suggests there may be more to 
come, but placing arm resting on wheelchair-after has been used 
energetic in storytelling suggests may have completed what she has to 
say. Karen stating “sure” leaves room for manoeuvre as it is different 
from previous invitations to continue
• Story told up to this point is quite complex- i.e. that a power chair will 
support Vicky in being able to easily get from bed to use the bathroom 
and that this is particularly important given that the wheelchair that she 
is likely to get must not get wet
V: and they were looking into me getting an electric chair
wh((opens right palm flat and moves from side to side))ich I 
wasn’t ((head tilts down and turns slightly to the right)) sure 
about ((hand remains raised and facing out))(.)
K: yes ((tilts head back and nods forwards))
V: and I was worried about (.) going into a w(turns head slightly to
the left))et room with an electric chair:: ((picks up papers with 
right hand))
K: you said that
V: yeh I’ve always had that feeling
K: still not happy
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Analysis
• No pause at possible transition point after electric chair.
• Waving hand reinforces verbal message about not being sure about 
getting an electric chair.
• Hand remaining raised after “sure about” communicates that the story 
is ongoing. Karen again shows orientation and alignment with 
storytelling.
• Pause mid unit.
• Turn of the head, to the left seems to reinforce sense of unease- makes 
posture between Vicki and Karen somewhat unnatural
• Picking up papers relinquishes use of hand to hold turn, suggesting 
may be approaching end of storytelling sequence))
• Bringing in issue of electric wheelchair could be seen as a diversion, 
but given that also wants IB to pay for wheelchair it can be seen as a 
strategic move.
V: no I'm not and also when I've been out and about (.) an electric
chair wouldn’t get up some of the curves: or busses I’ve been
o((turns and looks at Becky who gently nods))n
K: jokay
V: you jknow ((quietly))
Analysis:
• Emphasis that not happy about electric wheelchair and further 
justification re this.
• As talks again avoids transitions by extending curves.
• Much like at the beginning of the story telling sequence Becky is turned 
to for confirmation- Sacks- poetry within conversation.
• You know quietly and with fall in pitch suggests story telling is at an 
end.
• You know, also is rhetorically powerful- in context of story suggesting 
need for a power chair and worry about an electric wheelchair.
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Interpretation of story/implications of storytelling sequence
look Vicki I trust you to ((points with left index finger to the 
catalogue)) be the expert in this ((Becky, Jane and Marilyn nod 
heads) you know far greater than I do about what you need
so-if-l was like ((touches catalogue)) to order this ((glances up at 
Karen and back to the magazine)) or get my get support to order 
it ((brings hands together and places to the side, whilst looking 
at Karen)) it would come out of my individual budget would it
I think we could ((V 
claps left hand on right hand twice so it makes an audible 
sound)) work the budget to pay for that what ((looks down at 
documentation)) we would need to do is we could add urn
r((raises left arm upwards, indicates 
to chest with left hand))ather than my own personal p((makes 
grabbing motion with p((makes holding gesture with right 
hand))urse:
yes we could we could what we could say is to keep you:: 
sa((gestures to Vicki)fe at home
Well=
its to keep you safe ((touches magazine))
it’s a safe mechanism rather than urn (.) its 
something I ne((raises and lowers right hand))ed rather than 
something I want ((raises and lowers left and right hands in 
parallel))
Analysis:
Karen appears to understand that story telling sequence has ended as 
indicated by extending own turn.
Describing Vicki as an expert can be seen as showing an awareness of 
the complexity and impressiveness of the storytelling.
In the current political climate it also appears to be a powerful 
statement of empowerment as indicated by the universally positive 
response by the other staff members present.
Taking “one down” position also seems to be empowering to Vicky.
However Karen does not give a more definite answer about using the 
budget for purchasing equipment.
• Quick burst of speech from Vicki suggests she still has work to do- 
story has not been solely to show that she knows a lot about 
equipment.
• Vicki uses role as expert to make a request. Look up at Karen, shows 
that Karen is in a powerful position in terms of handling the financial 
mechanisms of the IB. By looking down as Vicky reframes getting 
support, she emphasises that expert or not she requires support.
• Karen again suggests that this will be possible.
• Clap by Vicki can be seen as adding pressure in relation to this. 
Following this Karen’s language is a little more confident- “work the 
budget” suggests a sense of agency and control.
• As Karen hesitates seemingly unsure of herself, Vicki takes further 
control of the conversation. Grabbing motions when talking about 
money, emphasise that it is her finances that are being discussed and 
suggest that this is being discussed.
• At this point Karen gives a more definite answer, which she frames in 
terms of a broad goal, continuing still to follow agenda of new policy.
• Vicki makes this link between the specific and the general clearer.
• She also brings up the fact that it is a need, rather than a want. This is 
powerful given she has been identified as the expert on what she 
needs. It can also be seen as relating to an earlier discussion around 
equipment, where she specified that these were needs, rather than 
wants.
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Appendix 14: Reflections on a (conversation) analysis:
'Things fade: Alternatives exclude" Gardner (1971, p.75)
As I immersed myself in the recorded meetings and noted different 
phenomena of interest it quickly became apparent that the richness of the 
data I had been fortunate to acquire was sufficient for several very different 
projects. Therefore whatever facet within the data I chose to focus, there 
would also be several other areas of interest that I would need to neglect.
In terms of explaining why I focused on the storytelling, there are several 
possible answers. On the superficial level, describing stories was a very 
prevalent phenomenon within the data, which led to a range of interesting 
subsequent sequences of interaction. However my wider professional 
interests and in particular my interest in narrative approaches to therapeutic 
work (White & Epston, 1992; Scior & Lyngaard, 2006; &White 2007) 
influenced me in being particularly interested in the stories that clients with 
learning disabilities described during the meetings.
From a very young age storytelling both as a recipient and a storyteller played 
a central role in structuring my social experience, with many of my fondest 
memories consisting of my father’s tales of his own youth, heard as a child 
and many times subsequently, with ever more elaborate climaxes as the years 
passed.
During the period in which I was in the midst of data analysis I travelled with 
my partner to visit her family in Istanbul. This highlighted to me the 
importance I place on storytelling, as I found myself with little interest in 
learning common phrases of social nicety, but instead with barely 100 words 
of Turkish in my vocabulary, I began to involve myself in the process of 
storytelling. Within this process I was highly dependent on my partner to co­
construct accounts using the far greater communicational resources at her
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disposal. This may have also influenced my interest in the impact of staff 
members co-constructing accounts during meetings and the potential of this to 
both empower and disempower clients within the meetings.
In terms of understanding why I was motivated to focus in particular on stories 
of complaint, one explanation is the fact that complaints have potential for 
creating conflict and tension and therefore could be seen to be of intrinsic 
interest to a conversation analyst. I also find the processes of dissent and 
transformation of great fascination. A strong narrative stream of social 
transformation also flowed through my father’s tales of political activism 
inspired by Marxist philosophy. I have subsequently become fascinated by 
the stories of change and hope in the narratives of figures such as Che 
Gueverra, Woody Guthrie, Billy Bragg, a young Bob Dylan and the dissident 
poet Nazim Hikmet, who have inspired me to question the influence of power 
and institutions, whilst also reflecting on my own conduct.
The influence of the values and beliefs that I brought to analysing this data 
may have led me to be overly critical of the communication of staff members.
I have tried to minimise this, by frequently returning to the data in order to 
ascertain that my interpretations are empirically supported. I have also found 
that analysing transcripts with fellow CA researchers has made me more 
aware of my own biases. A supportive relationship with my project supervisor 
gave me the sense of security needed to immerse myself in my data, without 
feeling pressurised to look for particular phenomena. Through this my 
relationship with the data changing, possibly entering what Schenkein (1978) 
has referred to as the “conversation analytic mentality”. As Bion (1967) urges, 
I attempted to make discoveries by approaching my data without memory or 
desire, an approach I found to be rewarding.
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One particular challenging aspect of working on this project is that rather than 
working with small and easily definable examples of data, such as adjacency 
pairs, I have been focused on what Jefferson (1988, p.418) has called “big 
packages” of data, in which at times I felt lost. Therefore at times the journey 
into the data was a journey into myself, with an iterative relationship between 
the development of my own belief that I would succeed in the mission I had 
begun and the development of my conversation analytic skills.
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Appendix 15: Detailed stage by stage description of the story preface model:
300
Figure 1 below details the different communicational resources found in each
stage of story preface sequences:
1) Initial staff turn
a) Staff turn formulated to project a negative response by clients31.
This leads to affirmation of initial negative formulation by client in 
stage 2.
b) Staff turn formulated to project positive response32 by clients
(and increasing interactive work to make a complaint). This leads to an 
initial positive response by client in stage 2.
c) Question formulated to project a positive answer by clients 
followed by a disjunctive33. This leads to client contradiction of 
formulation in stage 2.
d) Staff turn does not invite a client turn. This leads to the client 
linking to the formulation within the staff member's statement and 
establishing their right to speak in stage 2
i
2) Acknowledgment of staff turn by client (the nature of the 
acknowledgement is detailed in stage one) and use of story preface 
device ^
3) Communication of staff alignment
i
4) Story descriptions begin
Figure 1 : Model of the sequential structure of story prefaces
Stages 1 & 2: initial staff turns and acknowledgment by clients:
31 Such turns involve statements and questions that appear to favour a negative or 
problematic response in the next turn e.g. "so was that nasty?”
Such turns involve statements and questions that appear to favour a negative or 
problematic response in the next turn e.g. “so you like John?"
A disjunctive here is used to refer to the linguistic use of the word “or" to suggests the 
possibility of at least two valid answers to a question. For instance the question "so you like 
John?" appears to project agreement, that the person being asked does like John. However 
adding the disjunctive or “do you like that or..." suggests that not liking John is also a valid 
answer.
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Analysis of the 8 complaint story sequences revealed that initial staff turns 
within the sequences could be categorised into four categories: question with 
a negative formulation, question with positive/non problematic formulation, 
question with positive/non problematic formulation followed by a disjunctive 
and staff statements.
a) Staff turn formulated to project a negative response by client:
Questions projecting negative responses were very rare within the recorded 
meetings generally. Within the 8 stories of complaint sequences only one was 
categorised as being initiated by a staff question with an embedded negative 
formulation. This occurs in Amy’s meeting when Amy’s support worker Sally 
asks whether she is still being annoyed by her neighbour, Emma (see 
appendix 16 for full analysis of preface). This question was found to lead to 
Amy initially noting positive qualities of Emma, before confirming that there 
was some truth in Sally’s formulation.
b) Staff turn formulated to project a positive answer by clients:
In 5 out of the 8 stories of complaint the initial staff turn was formulated to 
project a positive statement by clients (see worked example in the main text 
and appendices 18 for full analysis of these story prefaces). Examples of 
these staff turns (3 of which were questions and 2 of which were statements) 
at the beginning of sequences involving stories of complaint include: “do you 
feel that’s working well for you”, “that working well then with people coming 
with you” and “and you feel staff know you well enough to know what that 
support is”. What all these staff turns share is that in response to them, if the 
client responds “yes” then it will confirm that things are going well or at least 
there are no problems in the area under discussion. They therefore appear to 
be formulated to project agreement and make it difficult for complaints to be 
made. Given the institutionalised nature of the meetings it might be thought 
that there may be a turn-type pre-allocation34 (see Atkinson & Drew, 1979) to
34 In a turn type pre -allocation a speaker’s turn is predefined, by the preceding turn and 
cultural norms and protocol relating to proceedings. For instance a defendant asked "how do 
you plead?” in court, does not have the option to make a detailed description, but must simply 
plead guilty or not guilty
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restrict clients to agree with the positive/non problematic formulations. 
However in line with Pomerantz’s (1984) findings regarding delays in offering 
dispreferred turn-shapes35, although initially offering a positive answer, clients 
then used disagreement markers including “urn”, “so far urn” (see worked 
example) and “er urn” before qualifying or contradicting this affirmation. In 
other examples the client responded to a question projecting agreement, by 
broadening the conversation. As can be seen staff turns which project 
positive responses require considerable resourcefulness by clients in order to 
maintain the conversation sequence and allow stories of complaints to be 
told36.
c) Staff turn formulated to project a positive answer by clients followed by 
a disjunctive:
In the preface to one story of complaint in Gillian’s meeting (see appendix 18 
for full analysis of story preface sequence), her keyworker Helen initially asks 
her a question formulated to project a positive response “do you feel your 
eyesight’s okay”. However, when Gillian does not respond she then adds the 
disjunctive “or” and so negates the preference in the question for a non 
problematic answer. Gillian then directly states that her sight in one eye “is 
not” okay.
d) Staff turn does not invite a client turn
One story preface sequence begins with Helen’s in her initial turn offering own 
descriptions (see appendix 19 for full analysis of story preface sequence) 
without inviting a response from Gillian. Gillian links with Helen’s statement 
before making her own complaint.
35 Pomerantz’s (1984) work suggests that at times assessments made in previous turns 
suggest a preferred shape for the turn that follows it. In most cases assessments project 
agreement as a preferred next turn e.g. the assessment "isn’t it hot”, prefers an agreement 
such as "yes, it is”. A statement that contradicts the assessment is dispreferred and this is 
seen as being confirmed by the typical tendency for delay.
36 Although it can only be speculation, it might be wondered whether more complaints would 
have resulted if there had been a greater number of open, or negatively formulated questions.
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Stages 3 & 4: communication of staff alignment and story descriptions begin
Staff members demonstrated their alignment with further turns by clients, both 
verbally and non-verbally. Verbally this was communicated through requests 
for elaboration and clarification of complaints made. Non verbal 
communication included, breaking off from activities such as making notes to 
focus their attention on the client. This is in line with Goodwin’s (1981, p. 58) 
findings that gaze is one way of recipients demonstrating they are acting as 
hearers to speakers. Staff members in some preface sequences continued to 
look at the client whilst another member of staff is speaking (see Goodwin, 
1981, maintaining availability p.109-110) and adopted a passive position 
whilst looking at the client, for example by resting their head on their hand 
(see Goodwin, 1981, engagement displays p. 95-97). Following 
communication of staff alignment, clients then began the descriptions that 
formed their stories.
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Appendix 16: Staff turn formulated to project a negative response by client
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Amy 43:46:
S: how are you getting on with ((smiling whilst continuing to talk)) Emma
downstairs now i:s it ((shakes head and slightly rocks body to the right 
then to the left)) is she still ((leaning forward)) annoyin{g you} ((leans 
back))
A: {she s}he she’s
funnily enough she’s (.) very sweet sometimes 
S: I think so ((nodding head))
A: I mean (.) likearr she came up and sat with me when we had the power
cut ((S smiling and nodding)) and things like that I do like that but (.5) 
((S breaks smile)) sometimes she can be j  little not ((slightly 
horizontal headshake)) like that 
S: w:hat do you mean do you mean I’ll try not to put words into your
mouth ((smiles)) is it is it just that she just doesn’t know how to (.) that 
she just talks too much an{d sh}e 
A: t  {Yes:} STORY
The above extract occurs after all agenda items have been discussed in 
Amy’s meeting. Following this Sally introduces Amy’s relationship with her 
neighbour Emma as a topic of conversation. Amy has noted that Emma has 
positive qualities and can be a helpful presence, but at other times this is not 
the case:
Within the formulation of Sally’s question “how are you getting on with Emma 
downstairs is it is she still annoying you” (lines 1-3) is the assumption that 
Emma has annoyed Sally in the past. This then provides a potential 
explanation of why the question has a negative formulation within it. Her 
answer initially frames Emma positively “ she’s very sweet” although this is 
qualified by the word “sometimes” (lines 5-6). Amy then goes on to tell a
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positive story relating to Emma. Sally appears to endorse this seemingly 
positive answer both verbally “I think so” and non-verbally (nodding head; line 
7). Amy then draws on her earlier qualification to suggest that Emma’s 
interactions with her continue to be somewhat problematic, “but sometimes 
she can be little not like that” (lines 9-11). Interestingly as Amy says this she 
slightly shakes her head, recalling Sally’s slight rock of her body and shake of 
her head horizontal head earlier in the conversation and therefore linking back 
to the original negatively formulated question. The use of the word “little” is 
can be seen as acting to minimise the complaint.
The end of Amy’s turn can be understood to be a story preface, as stating “but 
sometimes she can be not like that”, would appear to naturally lead to a follow 
up question seeking elaboration. An interesting device that Amy’s uses here 
is pausing after the word “but” as this both marks out the qualification as 
significant and is timed at a point where Sally is unlikely to judge that she has 
finished her turn. The fact that Sally responds to this with an enquiry for more 
information “what do you mean” (line 12), suggests that she is aligned with the 
fact that Amy can potentially offer a more detailed description.
Sally begins to formulate her question in terms of a candidate answer, which 
she immediately repairs “do you mean I’ll try not to put words into your 
mouth”. However Sally then goes on to again formulate her question in terms 
of a candidate answer “is it is it just that she just doesn’t know how to that she 
just talks too much and she” (lines 13-14). Here Sally appears extremely 
tentative using the word “just” three times. One way of understanding this is 
that she is in fact struggling with balancing three different objectives in this 
utterance. The first of these is giving voice to Amy. The second objective 
appears to be to find out what difficulties Amy is having with Emma and 
perhaps to give her the resources and permission to be critical. This she 
achieves by providing a candidate answer. Thirdly she avoids being over 
critical of Emma herself. By using the word “just” repeatedly, appears to
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soften the criticism that Emma talks too much. Amy is therefore presented 
with a tentatively phrased negative formulation about Emma’s behaviour that 
she can either accept or reject on her next turn. Therefore in this sequence 
Sally and Amy can be seen as having skilfully co-constructed their 
conversation in order to facilitate a story of complaint. Amy then begins her 
turn by directly affirming this second negatively formulated question, before 
telling her story of complaint.
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Appendix 17: Staff turns formulated to project a positive response by clients
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Vicki 28:10
V: if staff’s able to do it (.) and push me about and do that (.) because you
see I need a tot of support once [nr.: outside of the front door:: (.) I 
need a tot of support 
K: okay (.) and you feel staff know you well enough to know what that
sup{port is}
V: {day c]entre staff do yes{::::}
K: {so] that’s the sort of thing again (.) Vicki in
your support plan (.) will be really useful to wr{ite and what- what 
support}=
V: {i: feel:: -» tha::t
(.) urn:}:
K: = —»you do need you know because you are the bes{t judge:::}
V: {I keep:: tjelling
parliament staff (.) to actually realise I need ((Karen nods)) support (.) 
STORY CONTINUES
—> = ((Becky turns head towards Vicki))
This extract follows a discussion of the different activities that Vicki is involved 
in doing.
During Vicki’s first turn she twice repeats “I need a tot of support” (lines 1-3). 
Through the repetition of the word “support” that Vicki herself has used twice, 
Karen’s subsequent statement “and you feel staff know you well enough to 
know what support is” (lines 4 and 5) appears to link quite naturally with 
Vicki’s turn. However the formulation also projects agreement that Vicki is 
indeed well supported. ]
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Vicki’s response “day centre staff do yes” (lines 6) partially affirms this 
formulation. However the fact that she specifically refers to day centre staff 
present at the meeting, seems to implicitly qualify this affirmation and to 
suggest that there are other staff who do not know what support she needs. 
Therefore this answer would appear to encourage further enquiry about these 
other staff members. Karen next turn “so that’s the sort of thing again Vicki in 
your support plan will be really useful to write and what what support” (lines 7- 
9) rather than making any further enquiry appears to move this part of the 
conversation towards a close and suggests that Vicki’s need for support be 
incorporated into her support plan. There are several points during the 
meeting when Karen refers to how goals can be incorporated into her support 
plan. Teaching Vicki about documentation therefore can be understood as a 
factor that informs her turn. The fact that when Vicki began speaking there 
was some initial overlap with Karen may also mean that Karen simply does 
not hear the implicit qualification at the beginning of Vicki’s turn.
Mid way through Karen’s comment that appears to move this part of the 
conversation towards a close Vicki states “I feel that” (line 10). This can be 
seen as what Jefferson (1978) refers to as an embedded repetition as it 
essentially repeats the “you feel that” from Karen’s earlier turn and therefore 
demonstrates that what is to come shows that the earlier talk has been 
monitored. This gains Becky’s alignment, as indicated by her turning towards 
Vicki as she say this, a position she maintains throughout of the story. 
However Karen refuses to yield the floor and talks over Vicki in line 12. In 
lines 13-14 Vicki then builds on her earlier qualification “I keep telling 
parliament staff to actually realise I need support”. This effectively prefaces 
the rest of the story in terms of a complaint and communicates that at least 
some staff do not know what support Vicki needs. The word “keep” suggests 
that this is a repeated problem and despite her own attempts Vicki has thus 
far been unable to solve it. Karen’s alignment can be seen as being obtained 
by her nod after the word “need”. In just a few short turns therefore Vicki has 
used a number of devices including an initial affirmation with implied
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qualification, embedded repetition, interrupting the speaker and making the 
implied qualification explicit. In doing this from an unpromising initial question 
she has created an aligned audience for a story of complaint which she then 
tells.
Vicki 25:40
M: =and you go to (,) your crystal fairs and=
B: yeh:::
M =things (.) don't you that you’re interested in
V: yeh although we couldn’t get there this time=
B: yeh:::
V: =because there were road works::
B: but we went to Chessington zoo instead didn’t we
V: instead urn:: (.) we usually ((turns to Becky)) find another plan (.)
don’t we (.) plan b 
B: we have back up plans
M: usually do something each month don’t {you}
B: {yeh}
V: ((turns to face Karen)) usually yeh::
M: we squeeze in between visiting mum and (.) your appointments and
things 
B: yes
K: do you feel that’s working well for you
V: and i get to go to dentist regular (.)
K: and what-
V: because the speech therapist peo{ple}
K: {ok}ay
V want me to have my teeth cleaned regular (.) so I get to go there quite
regular (.) blood test is usually once a year so that’s fine: er::
K: that’s all your medic{al}
V: M eh (.) and the difficulty is:: (.) STORY
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This sequence above follows a discussion of various recreational activities 
that Vicki is involved in doing. In this relatively short extract preceding a story 
of complaint, Vicki is asked questions by three different paid members of staff 
who are present all of which are closed and are structured to favour a positive 
response. The topic under discussion at this part of the meeting is “nice 
things”37 that Vicki does in her life. In fact Marilyn’s first question “and you go 
to your crystal fairs and things don’t you” (lines 1 and 3), is essentially a 
statement that becomes a “tag” question, only with the addition of the last two 
words. Becky adds a further “tag” question “but we went to Chessington zoo 
instead didn’t we” (line 7). Before Marilyn’s adds a third “tag” question in the 
sequence “usually do something each month don’t you” (line 11). These 
questions achieve two things: firstly creating a positive impression of how the 
service is meeting Vicki’s needs and secondly giving the appearance of 
including Vicki within the meeting as much as possible. Within these 
questions, the first of these objectives is met by the positive formulation about 
activities Becky has done, whilst the second appears almost as an 
afterthought by adding words that include Vicki, but with little room for 
manoeuvre in her next response. Marilyn and Becky are only able to do this 
as a result of working with Vicki on a day to day basis and therefore can use 
this to present a positive narrative in relation to her life. Vicki’s participation in 
this part of the meeting therefore could be described as tokenistic. Even when 
she qualifies these affirmations, the next staff turn is a further positively 
formulated question.
The fourth question asked by Karen (line 17) “do you feel that’s working well 
for you” is closed and appears to favour a positive confirmatory response. 
Vicki responds to this by building on this positive formulation but in a way that 
broadens the conversation “and I get to go to dentist regular” (line 18). This at 
first seems a little strange as few people would categorise going to the dentist 
as a “nice thing”. One way it could be understood is as a broadening of the
37 Initially this phrase was used by Vicki in the meeting. Karen then later repeated this in 
order to open up further debate.
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conversation which makes a story of complaint possible. Vicki continues by 
describing her medical appointments in positive terms “blood test is usually 
once a year so that’s fine” (line 23). Karen demonstrates that she is aligned 
with the conversation shift by commenting “that’s all your medical” (line 24). 
However the word “all” is interesting here, seeming to imply that Vicki has 
nothing more to say on the subject and therefore possibly signalling a closure 
of this part of the conversation. By beginning to speak before Karen has 
finished (line 25) Vicki avoids the possibility of the conversation being closed 
down. The fact that she does this with a term of agreement “yeh” in some 
ways softens this. Vicki then prefaces her story by referring to a difficulty “and 
the difficulty is” before beginning her account.
Gillian 32:25
1 R: ((looking down at review notes document)) and what about swimmin (.)
2 are you still going swimming ((looks up at Gillian)) sometimes::
3 G: fOOHH:: yes-l-do- yehr((Ruth looks to Helen))er um::((Ruth turns back
4 to Gillian)): STORY
The above extract is taken from a little over half an hour into Gillian’s 
meeting38 and is initiated by Ruth reading in one of the review documents that 
swimming is an activity that Gillian does. Her initial question is quite open 
“what about swimmin” (line 1). However she almost immediately rephrases 
this question to the closed “are you still going swimming” (line 2). Although 
Ruth’s question does not project agreement as clearly as some of the other 
initial staff turns, the qualification “sometimes” broadens the conditions under 
which an affirmative response may be given i.e. even if Gillian is only 
occasionally going swimming she may confirm that she does sometimes go 
and thereby create the impression that this is not a problem.
38 In addition to Gillian (G), her residential keyworker, Helen (H), and her review office, Ruth 
(R) are present in this meeting.
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Jefferson (1978) has demonstrated that the word “oh” can be used to indicate 
that the previous speaker has provoked a recollection that will involve a shift 
of conversation. This is referred to as a disjunct marker. The formulation 
within Ruth’s question could be seen as only constructing a yes or no 
response as technically relevant. In her initial response “oohh yes I do” (line 
3) Gillian can be seen as offering an agreement with the formulation of Ruth’s 
question, but also communicating that she has something further to say. 
Before Gillian starts telling the story she makes an indistinct sound “yehrer” it 
is hard to know exactly what purpose this serves. This part of the utterance 
also supports Gillian in holding the floor and is consistent with Pomerantz’s 
(1984) finding of delay before disagreements are offered. However given that 
Gillian has not clearly qualified her affirmation of the positive formulation of the 
question. It could be questioned to what extent Helen and Ruth are aligned 
with the complaint story to come.
Gillian 57:05
but you make tea ((Ruth looks down and begins writing note)) for 
everyone else
((initially facing towards Helen)) OH yes ((Helen nods)) yes yes 
((Gillian turns slightly towards Ruth who is continuing to write)) (.) you 
see um ((Ruth looks up at Gillian)) (.) STORY
The above extract follows Gillian being asked about her routine on Sundays 
and specifically about her involvement in making tea for staff and residents.
Helen’s statement “but you make tea for everyone else” (lines 1-2) appears to 
project a positive statement that Gillian is involved in making tea for everyone 
in the house, following confusion between Ruth and Gillian. Gillian begins her
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turn with a disjunct marker “oh” before confirming Helen's statement “yes” (line
3). As she repeats her affirmation twice more Gillian turns slightly towards 
Ruth and continues her turn with “you see um” (line 4). Ruth then looks up at 
Gillian (line 5), showing alignment before Gillian begins her story. In this 
sequence Ruth can be seen as influenced by two somewhat mutually 
exclusive activities of attempting to attend to both documenting what is said 
during the meeting and attending to Gillian. As Gillian initially appears to be 
orientated towards Helen, Ruth’s note taking takes priority. However Gillian 
shows awareness and skill in subtly engaging Ruth in the build up to her story.
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Appendix 18: Staff turns formulated to project a positive response by clients
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Gillian 20:30:
H: jus-cos ({Gillian’s turns head towards table)) (.) ((Helen smiles)) how
do you feel your eyesight is 
G: huh ((looks up))
H: HOW (raises hand and points at own eyes with index and middle
finger)) DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR EYESIGHT (.) DO YOU FEEL 
YOUR EYESIGHTS Owiimakes thumb up with right franc/))KAY:
((Gillian nods, Ruth looks up at Gillian))
(1.2)
H: or
G: ((Gillian points to left eye)) this is not
H: this is not
R: ((points to own left eye)) yor left eye:
G: yes ((pointing again at left eye))
R: you can’t see as well ((covers right eye with left hand, so only left eye
is exposed- as if doing an eye test))
G: I can ((Gillian hold left hand out with fingers extended with elbow on the
table to make a vee-shape)) see at the moment 
R: yeh (Helen rests her head on her right hand))
G: STORY
The above extract follows a sequence of conversation considering what 
assessment Gillian has had in relation to a cataract in her eye. In this 
sequence there is a move from two open questions, the second with added 
volume seemingly in order to gain Gillian’s attention: “how do you feel about 
your eyesight” (lines 4-5). This is followed by a closed question “do you feel 
your eyesight’s okay” (lines 5-6). This question appears to project a positive 
response, that Gillian does not have a problem with her eyesight. The 
encouragement of a positive response is also reinforced by the emphasis and 
extensions placed on both syllables of “okay” and by the thumbs up sign that 
Helen makes at this point. It could be argued that in both these examples that
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the closed questions may have been produced in order to be more easy for 
Gillian to answer. Whether or not this is true, they do appear to constrain her 
possible response.
However when Helen adds the disjunction “or” (line 9) after a pause, the 
question ceases to project a positive response. Gillian exploits the opportunity 
that this disjunction opens up with 3 words “this is not” (line 10) and pointing to 
her left eye, Gillian is therefore able to communicate that the eyesight in her 
left eye is not okay. Gillian therefore can be seen as extremely efficient in her 
communication. Helen shows alignment with the complaint by repeating 
Gillian’s words line 11). Ruth then asks two questions formulated around the 
difficulty that Gillian has communicated, first clarifying that it is her left eye that 
she is having difficulty with (line 12) and then seeking to clarify the nature of 
the difficulty “you can’t see as well” (line 14). Gillian although confirming that 
she has vision “I can see” by framing this within the present “at the moment” 
(lines 16-17) she effectively prefaces her story of complaint with the concern 
that she may not be able to see in the future. In terms of aligning her 
audience with the story to come, Gillian’s use of her hand through this 
sequence appears to communicate that she has more to say. Ruth shows 
alignment to Gillian’s story to come by commenting “yeh”, whilst Helen shows 
that she is aligned for an extended turn by adopting a passive body posture. 
In this sequence a combination of skilfully efficient verbal and non-verbal 
communication by Gillian and Helen opening an initially leading question 
enables Gillian to effectively preface her story.
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Appendix 19: Staff turn does not invite a client turn
Gillian 30:20
1 H:
2 G:
3 H:
4 G:
5 H:
6 G:
it’s been unfortunate due:: to the weather (.) it’s too:: cold it’s wet 
yeh raining (.) make-us walk 
I mean you’ve still um: (.) 
you make us walk
you walk up to the bus stop and things 
STORY
This extract comes around a third of the way into Gillian’s meeting and follows 
Helen describing various actions that have been taken to support Gillian with 
her physical health and the fact that she has lost weight an achievement 
Gillian appears happy with, leading to her discussing walking as an activity 
she has been involved in doing. Helen’s statement in line 1 frames the fact 
that Gillian is not currently going walking due to bad weather as “unfortunate”. 
The first part of Gillian’s turn “yeh raining” (line 2) can be seen as building on 
Helen’s preceding description. However the second part of her turn “make-us 
walk”, suggests that walking is involuntary. This can therefore be considered 
a potential complaint. The use of the word “us” is interesting, as it would 
seem to refer to Gillian and the other residents. The use of a complaint such 
as this could be seen as a story preface device as it would appear to invite a 
call for clarification of what has been said. However Helen’s next turn “I mean 
you’ve still um” (line 3) does not appear to acknowledge that Gillian has made 
a complaint and instead appears to be a continuation of her own account. 
Gillian then repeats her complaint “you make us walk” (line 4). Here it is 
unclear whether the “you” refers to Helen, or to staff in general. However the 
repetition emphasises that walking is something that residents are made to 
do, rather than consenting to. Again Helen does not take up the complaint 
that Gillian appears to be making. In fact Helen can be seen as continuing 
essentially to tell her own story. Therefore as Gillian begins her story, Helen 
does not appear to be aligned with the fact that she is making a complaint and 
is unclear whether Ruth is aligned with this. The consequence for this lack of
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alignment will is explored in extract III on the telling of and response to stories 
of complaint.
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Appendix 20: Staff descriptions leading to downgrading of complaint:
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The following extract comes 25 minutes into Vicki’s meeting. This sequence 
follows a discussion of various recreational activities that Vicki does, after 
which she began to broaden the conversation to discuss going to 
appointments relating to her physical health initially describing these in non- 
problematic terms39:
Vicki 25:40
V: yeh (.) and the difficulty is:: (.) is getting all the tablets (.) and the
thickener that I have to have in my drinks:: (.) is the chemist’ll make 
mistake:: (.) and we went three times:: (.) I went once with Sophie and 
((gestures across with right hand to Becky)) Becky has been twice: and 
they had the ((turns to face Becky)) wrong thing (.) °do ((Becky 
nodding)) I remember rightly0 
B: you do (.) yeh ((Vicki places hand on frame of glasses and then on
chest))
(•)
K: does that happen reg{ularly?}
M: ((turns to face Vicki)) {it was a}=
V: {ugh}hh
M: =one off (.) the first time was fine wasn’t it (.)
V: firs{t {time Marilyn wa finie::
B: y{eh::}:
M: {it —>was the second time}
B: yeh
M: ((turns towards Vicki)) °think there was a mix: up°
V: there there’s a bit of a (.) staff in the (.) pharmacy bit at Beckenham
Boots was a bit (.) not doing her job properly probably hh((sm/7es))hh 
don’t know
39 To recap others in addition to Vicki (V), her care manager, Karen (K), her keyworker, 
Marilyn (M), her support worker, Becky (B) and the manager of the day service she attends, 
Jane (J), are also present.
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23 B: {(quiet)) yeh::: (.) let you down didn’t they
24 V: they ((turns back to Karen)) did
25 K: but you were able to get it sorted out
In lines 1-5 Vicki appears to make a complaint about the service she receives 
from the chemist. Vicki’s description “chemist’ll make a mistake” the use of the 
future tense suggests that this is an ongoing problem. Vicki then 
substantiates this general complaint in terms of specific examples of her going 
to the chemist “we went three times, I went once with Sophie and Becky has 
been twice and they had the wrong thing” (lines 3-4). The emphasis on the 
words three, once and twice in a short space emphasises the multiple visits to 
the chemist.
Vicki clearly communicates that her reciting of the story is at end, as a result 
of her question (“do I remember rightly) to Becky in line 5. This question 
clearly favours an affirmative response (see Sacks, 1987) as by offering a 
non-affirmative response Becky would appear to imply that Vicki has 
misremembered. Goodwin (1981, pp.149-156) has demonstrated how even 
when explicitly addressing a knowing recipient (in this case Becky), a speaker 
may still in fact be addressing an unknowing recipient (in this case Karen). 
Through the confirmation of her recollection by Becky, Vicki is able to 
strengthen the story offered to Karen.
Karen’s question “does that happen regularly” (line 10) can be seen as an 
attempt to assess how problematic the described story is. On the basis of 
having introduced the story Vicki would appear to be the most natural person 
to respond to Karen’s question. However Marilyn answers slightly before her 
in line 11. In contrast to Vicki’s earlier description, Marilyn’s use of the term 
“one off” (line 14) appears to assess the difficulties with the chemist was a 
unique occurrence, rather than a general difficulty. Marilyn then adds a
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description that offers an alternative perspective to the story told so far “the 
first time was fine”40. The fact that Marilyn turns to face Vicki as she says this, 
rather than Karen who asked the question can be seen as a way of less 
publicly contradicting her and therefore seeming to negotiate the recall of 
events. This sense of a negotiation can also be seen by the tagging the 
words “wasn’t it” on to the end of her turn, thereby making the statement a 
question (although one that projects agreement). Marilyn’s apparently more 
positive description could be seen as a way of avoiding any implicit criticism of 
the day service in taking Vicki to go to a chemist that is routinely ineffectual. 
Therefore this complaint is not necessarily “safe” (Sacks, 1992, Vol 1 p.599- 
600) as a result of principally being concerning an absent third party.
In line 15 Vicki confirms Marilyn’s statement regarding the first visit to the 
chemists being unproblematic (“first time Marilyn was fine”. However she 
does not confirm that the incident was a “one off”41. Here it is notable that 
there is an unusual amount of overlapping speech between Vicki and Marilyn. 
This can perhaps be seen as a negotiation as to what account of events will 
be given to Karen to document42. Vicki and Marilyn both turn to address 
Karen during their overlapping talk. Marilyn builds on her account in line 17 “it 
was second time”, with Becky apparently confirming her version of events in 
line “yeh” (line 18). The completion of Marilyn’s account “think there was a 
mix up” (line 19) can be seen as another downgrading of Vicki’s original story, 
as it appears to suggest difficulties resulted from a miscommunication, “mix 
up”, rather than an individual making a mistake. The fact that Marilyn lowers 
her volume has the impact of softening this downgrading.
40 In this sequence we see a movement back and forth between descriptions that can be 
considered to be part of the story and assessments as to the problematic nature of the story.
41 Throughout the account it never confirmed by Vicki that the problem did only occur on one 
occasion.
42 In both Gillian and Vicki's meeting, the chair effectively becoming the audience for story 
telling involving events that both staff involved in the regular support of clients and clients 
themselves have been involved in.
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Vicki’s final assessment in this sequence is much more understated than her 
initial one “there there’s a bit of a staff in the pharmacy bit at Beckenham 
Boots was a bit not doing her job properly probably hh don’t know” (lines 20- 
22). Her word selection here appears to minimise her complaint as she uses 
the word “bit” three times along with the word “probably” and “don’t know”. 
Although she does still suggest that an individual employee may have been at 
fault. In this context Becky assessment’s in “let you down didn’t they” (line 23) 
appears to support Vicki’s right to feel aggrieved. However this comment by 
being placed in the past tense “didn’t they”, rather than in the present tense 
“don’t they” appears to support Marilyn’s version of events. This contrasts 
starkly with Vicki’s initial use of the future tense suggesting that the problem is 
ongoing. The interpretation that this is a past problem that has been solved is 
also formulated within Karen’s statement “but you were able to get it sorted 
out” (line 25).
In this sequence, staff descriptions have transformed a complaint framed as a 
general and ongoing difficulty that an individual is at fault for, to a singular 
occurrence that has been successfully resolved. Both Karen and Becky, 
appear to endorse Marilyn’s version of events. However this is done implicitly 
within in terms of the use of the past tense in terms of Becky’s statement and 
Karen’s question, which explicitly appear supportive of Vicki’s difficulties.
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Appendix 21: Worked example of persistence in developing elaborate story 
descriptions
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Clients demonstrated persistence in describing at times quite detailed 
accounts of events that they were unsatisfied with. The following example 
provides a rich illustration of this. This extract is taken from 36 minutes into 
Vicki’s meeting and follows discussion of the importance to Vicki having 
support to go to her medical appointments:
Vicki 36:07 continued
K: okay (.) why was that
V: umm (.) because Miriam said I’ll be there::
K: okay
V: and I went (.) and she met me up there (.) and I had to go in the electric
chair that I can’t really sit in {very w}ell::
K: {urn::::::}
V: I got no {{holding right forearm up with fingers extended as talking))
news (.) real further news about a wheelchair (.) urn I had a wheelchair 
appointment at home with ((gestures to Becky with right hand)) Becky 
(.) ooh hi can’t remember when ((turns towards Becky and shakes 
head)) it was 
B: it was back in September}
V: {su }mmer sometime
B: I think maybe it w{as late August}
V: {and they turnjed round and said (.) I want you to
come up when we’ve got the rep there to sit me in this (( (.) bio blow up 
moulded thing 
K: and is this at Lewisham
V: er erm {yes}
K: {the} seating clinic
V: but they came to the house
K: okay
B: yeh they cam{e to the house}
V: {to see Becky }and I ((touches glasses with left hand))
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(.) and they wanted me to try out this blow up thing but I’ve heard 
nothing from them (.) and I can’t sell the electric chair (.) until they’ve 
taken a seat out of it (.) and put in the canvasses that they pinched (.) 
when they put that seat in 
K: it gets compl::{icat}ed
B: {yeh}
J: it’s a-
V: so I’ve not got anywhere=
K: is there-
V: =and I’m going up on a special seating appointment onoo (.)
{{(Vicki turns head towards Becky))
B: seventeenth} (.)
V: {seventeenth (.) yeh
In this short extract Vicki develops a multi faceted complaint that:
1) She was not given support when travelling to a meeting at the 
wheelchair clinic and therefore had to travel in an ill suited electric 
wheelchair “I had to go in the electric chair that I can’t really sit in very 
well” (lines 4 and 5).
2) She has been unable to make any progress in obtaining a new 
wheelchair “I got no real further news about a new wheelchair” (line 7- 
8).
3) The seating clinic are in possession of canvasses belonging to Vicki’s 
existing wheelchair and this is making it hard to sell “I can’t sell the 
electric chair until they’ve taken a seat out of it and put in the 
canvasses that they pinched” (lines 26-27).
4) Vicki has an upcoming appointment at the wheelchair clinic “I’m going
up on a special seating appointment” (line 34).
Vicki succeeds in sustaining her account of what happened with the seating 
clinic, despite being unable to recall when the meeting had been “I can’t 
remember when it was” (lines 10-11) by non-verbally inviting Becky to provide
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this information (which she does in lines 12 and 14). An almost identical 
interactional sequence occurs, when Vicki is unable to remember the date of 
her upcoming meeting Tm going up to a special seating appointment onoo” 
(line 34), invites Becky to answer (turn towards Becky, see line 35), which she 
does “seventeenth” (line 36). This account is therefore co-constructed with 
input from Becky, but in contrast to the examples in extracts I and II and 
appendix 20, Becky’s input supports the account that Vicki is building.
Vicki also uses gesture in order to hold her turn whilst she develops her 
account (line 9). Vicki also shows persistence in order to continue her 
account (lines 32 and 34), in the face of both Jane (line 31) and Karen (line 
33) beginning turns. In both cases staff members appear to be sensitive to 
allowing Vicki to continue her accounts. The upcoming meeting at the 
wheelchair clinic is framed as problematic, by linking it to the lack of progress 
on acquiring a new wheelchair thus far.
Vicki can therefore be viewed as being skilled in this sequence in making a 
complex series of complaints, using a variety of conversational devices in 
order to maintain momentum and build a multi faceted series of complaints.
At various points in what is an extremely extended sequence, Vicki can be 
viewed as persistent in offering further story descriptions to further 
substantiate her complaints. The following sequence is taken from a few 
minutes further into the sequence:
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Vicki 36:07 continued
108 K: and (.) we’ve no idea when the chair’s going to (.) come to
109 V: wetll:: I don’t seem be able to gettin any((begins raising left hand
110 towards r/g/?0)whe{re}=
111 B: {m}m:::
112 V: =because I go to ((raises left hand and with right index finger touches
113 little finger)) hospital and they say jO:::: but you need this this and this
114 |and we:::’ll have another meeting come back and see us in a few
115 months and you go on ((moves hands up and down as speaks)) and
116 on like tha::t (1.0) and this chair is getting a bit clapped out (.) and it’s
117 not right for me (.) and ((moves to hold part of the wheelchair)) I
118 actually made this little bit myself
119 B: mmm we wer{e very impressed with that}
120 K: {gosh when did you do tha}t Vicki
121 V: urn I was at my mum’s and she had this foam and stuff on the floor (.)
122 sort of putting it all together (.) and cutting it out (.) it was very easy t
123 cut (.) and bought a cushion in ike va the other week
124 (.)
125 K: we do need to (.) I mean its brilliant that you’ve g{reat }=
126 V: {ohh}h
127 K: that you’ve done that but it’s a shame you’ve had to re{ally::}
128 V: {it’s n}ot (.) I’ve
129 had it a while now (.) a long while (.) so (.) and that was only a
130 temporary measure
131 K: will it be useful (.) because I sit next to Miriam (.) ((Becky starts
132 nodding head)) would it be useful for me (.) if I were to feedback to her
133 (.) talk to her ((Vicki nods head)) (.) after today and say look (.) I don’t
134 understand (.) quite what’s ((looks to Jane))gomg on how would you
135 feel if I were to do that
136 V: yes please
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Karen’s question “and we’ve no idea when the chair’s going to come to” (line 
108) recognises within its formulation the lack of progress in Vicki obtaining a 
new wheelchair. However the closed nature of the question does not naturally 
lend itself to further descriptions or storytelling. Vicki shows both skill and 
persistence to turn create an opportunity to elaborate her story. Vicki 
stressed first word in her turn “well” announces to her audience that there is 
further news to come (line 109). Vicki also holds her turn with through the use 
of gesticulation as she again states the lack of progress in obtaining a new 
wheelchair “I don’t seem to be getting anywhere” (lines 109-110). Vicki then 
adds more detail to her description of her encounters with the seating clinic 
“because I go to hospital and they say but you need this this and this and we’ll 
have another meeting come back to see us in a few months and you go on 
and on like that” (lines 112-116). Vicki’s elevation in her tone as she quotes 
staff from the clinic acts to caricature them and Vicki’s description “you go on 
and on like that” serves to create the impression of an almost endless cycle 
“you go on and on like that”, in which there is no progress in obtaining a new 
wheelchair. Vicki then describes how due to the lack of progress she has 
been forced to repair her wheelchair herself “I actually made this myself (lines 
117-118). This suggests that the failure of the hospital to respond has already 
had a significant impact upon her.
From what was a closed question, Vicki manages to create an opportunity for 
an extended turn, through both the use of both a “news announcing” device 
and gesticulation. She then offers descriptions that highlight both the 
apparent ineffectiveness of the wheelchair clinic and the impact of this in 
requiring her to repair her “clapped out” wheelchair. In this example Vicki 
persistence can be seen as leading to the offer of a solution by Karen “will it 
be useful because I sit next to Miriam would be useful if I were to feed back to 
her” (lines 131-132), which Vicki accepts “yes please” (line 136).
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Appendix 22: Further example of persistence following staff resistance of 
complaint
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The following sequence occurs 28 minutes into Vicki’s meeting, which follows 
a discussion of the different activities that she is involved in. Within this 
extract Vicki is describing the difficulties of travelling by cab, in relation to a 
complaint that the staff who work at the parliament43 she attends are unaware 
of her support needs when travelling:
Vicki 28:10:
V: I have to fold my wheelchair up but they can refuse:: to lift my chair in
their boot: (.) {and if they did that}
K: °{and is that happe}ning°
V: ((raises right hand with index finger pointing up)) happened to Tracey
when we lived in elm cottage ((arm still up with index finger pointing))
(.) urn: and I have had it said to me:: (.) the driver kept- and I was on 
my ow going on my own (.) to a crystal course and the driver said (.) by 
((shakes head)) the wav:: you should have somebody with you (.) you 
shouldn’t be travelling on your own (.) and I shouldn’t be lifting your 
wheel::chai:r (.) I was by then in Eltham at the time and I was on my 
own:: (.)
K: “that’s not a very nice experience0
V: so it wasn’t very nice (.) it could have been nasty (.) so ever since then
I’ve been very careful (.) and that’s why I don’t really like using private 
minicabs:: (.) on my own from a to b (.) you know (.) people are there 
and then they can drop you just anywhere:: (.) same with a co::mcab (.) 
they drop you where all my paths are and i have to push myself 
back on my foot (.) with my toes (.) some are very nice and will wheel 
me to the front door::
K: °you don’t know who you’re gonna get°
V: you never know who you’re gonna gfet::
43 See method section.
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In lines 1-2 Vicki refers to cab drivers’ power to “refuse to lift my chair in their 
boot”. Karen’s question “is that happening” (line 3), appears to seek more 
information before offering an assessment. Implicit within this question is the 
possibility that cab drivers do not exercise their power to refuse support, 
which, if confirmed, would undermine Vicki’s account.
Vicki demonstrates persistence in defending her account by offering a 
description of an acquaintance’s experience “happened to Tracy” (lines 4-5) 
that confirms her concern. The use of a pointing gesture with her right index 
finger also serves to emphasise this response. Vicki then describes being told 
“you shouldn’t be travelling on your own and I shouldn’t be lifting your 
wheelchair” (lines 8-10). Vicki’s description of being on her own some 
distance from home “I was by then in Eltham and I was on my own” creates a 
sense of vulnerability that can be seen as highlighting her support needs.
Karen’s assessment of “that’s not a very nice experience” (line 12), is 
empathie, yet weakly formulated. Firstly it assesses the experience as lacking 
niceness, rather than as actually containing unpleasant qualities. Secondly it 
only refers to Vicki’s specifically cited experience rather than the general 
difficulty she is referring to. In response, Vicki addresses both the weak 
format of the assessment and its specificity. Vicki initially mirrors Karen’s 
assessment “it wasn’t very nice” before adding “it could have been nasty” (line 
13). The possibility of something “nasty” happening can be seen as 
upgrading Karen’s assessment. Vicki then broadens the specific example 
back to her general attitude to using cabs without support “that’s why I don’t 
really like using private minicabs” (lines 14-15).
Vicki ends this part of her account in an apparently positive fashion referring to 
some cab drivers being “very nice and will wheel me to the front door” (lines 
18-19). This both gives her account a sense of balance and is consistent with
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her account being a complaint about parliament staff’s lack of understanding 
of her needs, rather than cab drivers per-se. The emphasis on the word 
“some” also highlights the fact that some drivers are presumably not very nice. 
Karen’s assessment “you don’t know who you’re gonna get” (line 20) 
recognises that Vicki cannot be sure of getting a “very nice” driver. In 
response Vicki (line 21) upgrades Karen’s “don’t know” to the more dramatic 
“never know” and thereby emphasises the problematic nature of what she has 
described.
In the sequence described above, significant persistence has been observed 
by Vicki, both to demonstrate the legitimacy of her account (stage 2 of model) 
and to continue to develop her account by adding descriptions (stage 1 of 
model). She also deftly upgrades adjectives used in assessments by Karen, 
whilst avoiding directly contradicting her. Through this sequence Vicki can be 
seen as building a case to support her complaint that parliament staff’s 
suggestion for her to travel by cab shows a lack of awareness of her support 
needs.
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Appendix 23: Client persistence in working towards a desired solution
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The following extract comes several minutes later in the sequence concerning 
Vicki’s difficulty in obtaining a new wheelchair. Shortly before this extract 
begins Jane has suggested it may be useful for Vicki to meet with those 
involved in supporting her prior to her next meeting at the wheelchair clinic:
Vicki 36:07
K: °yeh° and you know you’re the expert on you Vicki (.) you know
V: urn::
K: what you need (1.0) ((Vicki nods)) more than anyone really because (.)
you know (.) you sit in the wheelchair everyday (.) you know how it 
feels you know you want to feel (1.5) ((Vicki nods)) so ultimately that’s 
the starting point to work from ((Vicki nods))
V: I think the usual question is about money with them really (.) and I think
that’s why they fob you off (.) with like just a basic wheelchair (.) or 
whatever the case may be:: (.) I think that’s probably the issue with 
money with them 
(1.5)
V: but there are some good chairs out there (.) and there are some light
weight frames of tilt and spa::ce 
K: so would they not provide the chair for you Vicki
V: f th e :y  would yes >cos they said my< (.) I’ve got high seating needs (.)
but urn they would palm me off with the heavy frame (.) which is a 
shadow (.) but the discovery is a light w{eight}
K: {so is }there
V: frame
K opportunity for you to (.) put some money into (.) how does it work Vicki
beca:u{se l’}m 
V: {well}
K: sorry I don’t know (.) could you sa{y I’ll help}
V: {N H} S would pay (.) any wheel
chair special chair I need NHS will pay for it
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K: urn
V: °l mean:: °
K: so you could have a lightweight under the NHS
V: e{r::::::::::::::::}::::
K {could you}
J: well you could if you can erm if you can say why you w{ould n}eed it
B: {justify}
V: you’d have to actually say why
K: so t{hat’s something Miriam} would be very k{ey in}
J: {but we could do that}
V: {and }->also i want one
with height adjustable ha::ndles (.) because some of my staff are quite 
tall
K: and some quite short
V: some ((lowers hands to the height of her shoulders)) quite short and it’s
only right (.) that (.) if a staff’s pushing you about and they’re getting a
bad back they’re not going to be able help you are they (.) i{f they’re 
leaning}
K: {no and
also fro}m a safety point of v{iew }=
B {yeh}
—» Vicki clenches both hands and motions upwards with them to above
head height
At the beginning of this extract Karen’s statements “you know what you need 
you sit in the wheelchair everyday” and “so ultimately that’s the starting point 
to work from” (lines 1-6) recognise Vicki’s expertise by her own experience 
and suggest that this should be at the centre of decisions in relation to her 
new wheelchair. Positioning Vicki as an “expert” could be viewed as a double 
edged sword, as whilst on one level complimentary it could also suggest that 
Vicki is able to resolve the issues with limited professional involvement. Vicki 
demonstrates this expertise by noting the type of chairs that are available
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“there are some good chairs out there and there are some light weight frames” 
(lines 12-13) and her preferences regarding what wheelchair she desires “the 
discovery is a lightweight frame” (lines 17 and 19). However she also shows 
persistence, by demonstrating that the suggested solution remains 
inadequate, as a result of the NHS’s unwillingness to provide an expensive 
wheelchair “I think the usual question is about money with them and I think 
that’s why they fob you off with like a basic wheelchair” (lines 7-8) “they would 
palm me off with a heavy frame” (line 16). After Karen initially attempts to 
work to a solution to this obstacle “so is there opportunity for you to put some 
money into” (lines 18 and 20), Jane suggests that Vicki can be supported in 
order to demonstrate to the NHS that she needs a more expensive lightweight 
wheelchair “well you could if you can erm say why you would need it but we 
could do that” (lines 31 and 35). Vicki again shows persistence at this point, 
by announcing a further desire that the wheelchair have height adjustable 
handles, which she provides a rationale for “I want one with height adjustable 
handles because some of my staff are quite tall and some quite short” (lines 
36-40). Both Karen “also from a safety point of view” (line 45) and Becky 
“yeh” seem to accept this as a reasonable suggestion. In this sequence Vicki 
therefore twice shows persistence to refine the solutions that are offered to 
her and work towards desired outcomes.
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